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Executive Summary

Climate models have continued to be developed and improved since the AR4, and many models have been extended into Earth System models by including the representation of biogeochemical cycles important to climate change. These models allow for policy-relevant calculations such as the carbon dioxide (CO₂) emissions compatible with a specified climate stabilization target. In addition, the range of climate variables and processes that have been evaluated has greatly expanded, and differences between models and observations are increasingly quantified using ‘performance metrics’. In this chapter, model evaluation covers simulation of the mean climate, of historical climate change, of variability on multiple time scales and of regional modes of variability. This evaluation is based on recent internationally coordinated model experiments, including simulations of historic and paleo climate, specialized experiments designed to provide insight into key climate processes and feedbacks and regional climate downscaling. Figure 9.44 provides an overview of model capabilities as assessed in this chapter, including improvements, or lack thereof, relative to models assessed in the AR4. The chapter concludes with an assessment of recent work connecting model performance to the detection and attribution of climate change as well as to future projections. (9.1.2, 9.8.1, Table 9.1, Figure 9.44)

The ability of climate models to simulate surface temperature has improved in many, though not all, important aspects relative to the generation of models assessed in the AR4. There continues to be very high confidence⁴ that models reproduce observed large-scale mean surface temperature patterns (pattern correlation of ~0.99), though systematic errors of several degrees are found in some regions, particularly over high topography, near the ice edge in the North Atlantic, and over regions of ocean upwelling near the equator. On regional scales (sub-continental and smaller), the confidence in model capability to simulate surface temperature is less than for the larger scales; however, regional biases are near zero on average, with intermodel spread of roughly ±3°C. There is high confidence that regional-scale surface temperature is better simulated than at the time of the AR4. Current models are also able to reproduce the large-scale patterns of temperature during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), indicating an ability to simulate a climate state much different from the present. (9.4.1, 9.6.1, Figures 9.2, 9.6, 9.39, 9.40)

There is very high confidence that models reproduce the general features of the global-scale annual mean surface temperature increase over the historical period, including the more rapid warming in the second half of the 20th century, and the cooling immediately following large volcanic eruptions. Most simulations of the historical period do not reproduce the observed reduction in global mean surface warming trend over the last 10 to 15 years. There is medium confidence that the trend difference between models and observations during 1998–2012 is to a substantial degree caused by internal variability, with possible contributions from forcing error and some models overestimating the response to increasing greenhouse gas (GHG) forcing. Most, though not all, models overestimate the observed warming trend in the tropical troposphere over the last 30 years, and tend to underestimate the long-term lower stratospheric cooling trend. (9.4.1, Box 9.2, Figure 9.8)

The simulation of large-scale patterns of precipitation has improved somewhat since the AR4, although models continue to perform less well for precipitation than for surface temperature. The spatial pattern correlation between modelled and observed annual mean precipitation has increased from 0.77 for models available at the time of the AR4 to 0.82 for current models. At regional scales, precipitation is not simulated as well, and the assessment remains difficult owing to observational uncertainties. (9.4.3, 9.6.1, Figure 9.6)

The simulation of clouds in climate models remains challenging. There is very high confidence that uncertainties in cloud processes explain much of the spread in modelled climate sensitivity. However, the simulation of clouds in climate models has shown modest improvement relative to models available at the time of the AR4, and this has been aided by new evaluation techniques and new observations for clouds. Nevertheless, biases in cloud simulation lead to regional errors on cloud radiative effect of several tens of watts per square meter. (9.2.1, 9.4.1, 9.7.2, Figures 9.5, 9.43)

Models are able to capture the general characteristics of storm tracks and extratropical cyclones, and there is some evidence of improvement since the AR4. Storm track biases in the North Atlantic have improved slightly, but models still produce a storm track that is too zonal and underestimate cyclone intensity. (9.4.1)

Many models are able to reproduce the observed changes in upper ocean heat content from 1961 to 2005 with the multi-model mean time series falling within the range of the available observational estimates for most of the period. The ability of models to simulate ocean heat uptake, including variations imposed by large volcanic eruptions, adds confidence to their use in assessing the global energy budget and simulating the thermal component of sea level rise. (9.4.2, Figure 9.17)

The simulation of the tropical Pacific Ocean mean state has improved since the AR4, with a 30% reduction in the spurious westward extension of the cold tongue near the equator, a pervasive bias of coupled models. The simulation of the tropical Atlantic remains deficient with many models unable to reproduce the basic east–west temperature gradient. (9.4.2, Figure 9.14)

---

¹ In this Report, the following summary terms are used to describe the available evidence: limited, medium, or robust; and for the degree of agreement: low, medium, or high. A level of confidence is expressed using five qualifiers: very low, low, medium, high, and very high, and typeset in italics, e.g., medium confidence. For a given evidence and agreement statement, different confidence levels can be assigned, but increasing levels of evidence and degrees of agreement are correlated with increasing confidence (see Section 1.4 and Box TS.1 for more details).
Current climate models reproduce the seasonal cycle of Arctic sea ice extent with a multi-model mean error of less than about 10% for any given month. There is robust evidence that the downward trend in Arctic summer sea ice extent is better simulated than at the time of the AR4, with about one quarter of the simulations showing a trend as strong as, or stronger, than in observations over the satellite era (since 1979). There is a tendency for models to slightly overestimate sea ice extent in the Arctic (by about 10%) in winter and spring. In the Antarctic, the multi-model mean seasonal cycle agrees well with observations, but inter-model spread is roughly double that for the Arctic. Most models simulate a small decreasing trend in Antarctic sea ice extent, albeit with large inter-model spread, in contrast to the small increasing trend in observations. (9.4.3, Figures 9.22, 9.24)

Models are able to reproduce many features of the observed global and Northern Hemisphere (NH) mean temperature variance on interannual to centennial time scales (high confidence), and most models are now able to reproduce the observed peak in variability associated with the El Niño (2- to 7-year period) in the Tropical Pacific. The ability to assess variability from millennial simulations is new since the AR4 and allows quantitative evaluation of model estimates of low-frequency climate variability. This is important when using climate models to separate signal and noise in detection and attribution studies (Chapter 10). (9.5.3, Figures 9.33, 9.35)

Many important modes of climate variability and intraseasonal to seasonal phenomena are reproduced by models, with some improvements evident since the AR4. The statistics of the global monsoon, the North Atlantic Oscillation, the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), the Indian Ocean Dipole and the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation are simulated well by several models, although this assessment is tempered by the limited scope of analysis published so far, or by limited observations. There are also modes of variability that are not simulated well. These include modes of Atlantic Ocean variability of relevance to near term projections in Chapter 11 and ENSO teleconnections outside the tropical Pacific, of relevance to Chapter 14. There is high confidence that the multi-model statistics of monsoon and ENSO have improved since the AR4. However, this improvement does not occur in all models, and process-based analysis shows that biases remain in the background state and in the strength of associated feedbacks. (9.5.3, Figures 9.32, 9.35, 9.36)

There has been substantial progress since the AR4 in the assessment of model simulations of extreme events. Based on assessment of a suite of indices, the inter-model range of simulated climate extremes is similar to the spread amongst observationally based estimates in most regions. In addition, changes in the frequency of extreme warm and cold days and nights over the second half of the 20th century are consistent between models and observations, with the ensemble global mean time series generally falling within the range of observational estimates. The majority of models underestimate the sensitivity of extreme precipitation to temperature variability or trends, especially in the tropics, which implies that models may underestimate the projected increase in extreme precipitation in the future. Some high-resolution atmospheric models have been shown to reproduce observed year-to-year variability of Atlantic hurricane counts when forced with observed sea surface temperatures, though so far only a few studies of this kind are available. (9.5.4, Figure 9.37)

An important development since the AR4 is the more widespread use of Earth System models, which include an interactive carbon cycle. In the majority of these models, the simulated global land and ocean carbon sinks over the latter part of the 20th century fall within the range of observational estimates. However, the regional patterns of carbon uptake and release are less well reproduced, especially for NH land where models systematically underestimate the sink implied by atmospheric inversion techniques. The ability of models to simulate carbon fluxes is important because these models are used to estimate ‘compatible emissions’ (carbon dioxide emission pathways compatible with a particular climate change target; see Chapter 6). (9.4.5, Figure 9.27)

The majority of Earth System models now include an interactive representation of aerosols, and make use of a consistent specification of anthropogenic sulphur dioxide emissions. However, uncertainties in sulphur cycle processes and natural sources and sinks remain and so, for example, the simulated aerosol optical depth over oceans ranges from 0.08 to 0.22 with roughly equal numbers of models over- and under-estimating the satellite-estimated value of 0.12. (9.1.2, 9.4.6, Table 9.1, Figure 9.29)

Time-varying ozone is now included in the latest suite of models, either prescribed or calculated interactively. Although in some models there is only medium agreement with observed changes in total column ozone, the inclusion of time-varying stratospheric ozone constitutes a substantial improvement since the AR4 where half of the models prescribed a constant climatology. As a result, there is robust evidence that the representation of climate forcing by stratospheric ozone has improved since the AR4. (9.4.1, Figure 9.10)

Regional downscaling methods are used to provide climate information at the smaller scales needed for many climate impact studies, and there is high confidence that downscaling adds value both in regions with highly variable topography and for various small-scale phenomena. Regional models necessarily inherit biases from the global models used to provide boundary conditions. Furthermore, the ability to systematically evaluate regional climate models, and statistical downscaling schemes, is hampered because coordinated intercomparison studies are still emerging. However, several studies have demonstrated that added value arises from higher resolution of stationary features like topography and coastlines, and from improved representation of small-scale processes like convective precipitation. (9.6.4)

Earth system Models of Intermediate Complexity (EMICs) provide simulations of millennial time-scale climate change, and are used as tools to interpret and expand upon the results of more comprehensive models. Although they are limited in the scope and resolution of information provided, EMIC simulations of global mean surface temperature, ocean heat content and carbon cycle response over the 20th century are consistent with the historical records and with more comprehensive models, suggesting that they can be used to provide calibrated projections of long-term transient climate response.
and stabilization, as well as large ensembles and alternative, policy-relevant, scenarios. (9.4.1, 9.4.2, 9.4.5, Figures 9.8, 9.17, 9.27)

The Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) model spread in equilibrium climate sensitivity ranges from 2.1°C to 4.7°C and is very similar to the assessment in the AR4. No correlation is found between biases in global mean surface temperature and equilibrium climate sensitivity, and so mean temperature biases do not obviously affect the modelled response to GHG forcing. There is very high confidence that the primary factor contributing to the spread in equilibrium climate sensitivity continues to be the cloud feedback. This applies to both the modern climate and the LGM. There is likewise very high confidence that, consistent with observations, models show a strong positive correlation between tropospheric temperature and water vapour on regional to global scales, implying a positive water vapour feedback in both models and observations. (9.4.1, 9.7.2, Figures 9.9, 9.42, 9.43)

Climate and Earth System models are based on physical principles, and they reproduce many important aspects of observed climate. Both aspects contribute to our confidence in the models’ suitability for their application in detection and attribution studies (Chapter 10) and for quantitative future predictions and projections (Chapters 11 to 14). In general, there is no direct means of translating quantitative measures of past performance into confident statements about fidelity of future climate projections. However, there is increasing evidence that some aspects of observed variability or trends are well correlated with inter-model differences in model projections for quantities such as Arctic summertime sea ice trends, snow albedo feedback, and the carbon loss from tropical land. These relationships provide a way, in principle, to transform an observable quantity into a constraint on future projections, but the application of such constraints remains an area of emerging research. There has been substantial progress since the AR4 in the methodology to assess the reliability of a multi-model ensemble, and various approaches to improve the precision of multi-model projections are being explored. However, there is still no universal strategy for weighting the projections from different models based on their historical performance. (9.8.3, Figure 9.45)
Chapter 9 Evaluation of Climate Models

9.1 Climate Models and Their Characteristics

9.1.1 Scope and Overview of this Chapter

Climate models are the primary tools available for investigating the response of the climate system to various forcings, for making climate predictions on seasonal to decadal time scales and for making projections of future climate over the coming century and beyond. It is crucial therefore to evaluate the performance of these models, both individually and collectively. The focus of this chapter is primarily on the models whose results will be used in the detection and attribution Chapter 10 and the chapters that present and assess projections (Chapters 11 to 14; Annex I), and so this is necessarily an incomplete evaluation. In particular, this chapter draws heavily on model results collected as part of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Projects (CMIP3 and CMIP5) (Meehl et al., 2007; Taylor et al., 2012b), as these constitute a set of coordinated and thus consistent and increasingly well-documented climate model experiments. Other intercomparison efforts, such as those dealing with Regional Climate Models (RCMs) and those dealing with Earth System Models of Intermediate Complexity (EMICs) are also used. It should be noted that the CMIP3 model archive has been extensively evaluated, and much of that evaluation has taken place subsequent to the AR4. By comparison, the CMIP5 models are only now being evaluated and so there is less published literature available. Where possible we show results from both CMIP3 and CMIP5 models so as to illustrate changes in model performance over time; however, where only CMIP3 results are available, they still constitute a useful evaluation of model performance in that for many quantities, the CMIP3 and CMIP5 model performances are broadly similar.

The direct approach to model evaluation is to compare model output with observations and analyze the resulting difference. This requires knowledge of the errors and uncertainties in the observations, which have been discussed in Chapters 2 through 6. Where possible, averages over the same time period in both models and observations are compared, although for many quantities the observational record is rather short, or only observationally based estimates of the climatological mean are available. In cases where observations are lacking, we resort to intercomparison of model results to provide at least some quantification of model uncertainty via inter-model spread.

After a more thorough discussion of the climate models and methods for evaluation in Sections 9.1 and 9.2, we describe climate model experiments in Section 9.3, evaluate recent and longer-term records as simulated by climate models in Section 9.4, variability and extremes in Section 9.5, and regional-scale climate simulation including downscaling in Section 9.6. We conclude with a discussion of model performance and climate sensitivity in Section 9.7, and the relation between model performance and the credibility of future climate projections in Section 9.8.

9.1.2 Overview of Model Types to Be Evaluated

The models used in climate research range from simple energy balance models to complex Earth System Models (ESMs) requiring state of the art high-performance computing. The choice of model depends directly on the scientific question being addressed (Held, 2005; Collins et al., 2006d). Applications include simulating palaeo or historical climate, sensitivity and process studies for attribution and physical understanding, predicting near-term climate variability and change on seasonal to decadal time scales, making projections of future climate change over the coming century or more and downscaling such projections to provide more detail at the regional and local scale. Computational cost is a factor in all of these, and so simplified models (with reduced complexity or spatial resolution) can be used when larger ensembles or longer integrations are required. Examples include exploration of parameter sensitivity or simulations of climate change on the millennial or longer time scale. Here, we provide a brief overview of the climate models evaluated in this chapter.

9.1.2.1 Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation Models

Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation Models (AOGCMs) were the ‘standard’ climate models assessed in the AR4. Their primary function is to understand the dynamics of the physical components of the climate system (atmosphere, ocean, land and sea ice), and for making projections based on future greenhouse gas (GHG) and aerosol forcing. These models continue to be extensively used, and in particular are run (sometimes at higher resolution) for seasonal to decadal climate prediction applications in which biogeochemical feedbacks are not critical (see Chapter 11). In addition, high-resolution or variable-resolution AOGCMs are often used in process studies or applications with a focus on a particular region. An overview of the AOGCMs assessed in this chapter can be found in Table 9.1 and the details in Table 9.A.1. For some specific applications, an atmospheric component of such a model is used on its own.

9.1.2.2 Earth System Models

ESMs are the current state-of-the-art models, and they expand on AOGCMs to include representation of various biogeochemical cycles such as those involved in the carbon cycle, the sulphur cycle, or ozone (Flato, 2011). These models provide the most comprehensive tools available for simulating past and future response of the climate system to external forcing, in which biogeochemical feedbacks play an important role. An overview of the ESMs assessed in this chapter can be found in Table 9.1 and details in Table 9.A.1.

9.1.2.3 Earth System Models of Intermediate Complexity

EMICs attempt to include relevant components of the Earth system, but often in an idealized manner or at lower resolution than the models described above. These models are applied to certain scientific questions such as understanding climate feedbacks on millennial time scales or exploring sensitivities in which long model integrations or large ensembles are required (Claussen et al., 2002; Petoukhov et al., 2005). This class of models often includes Earth system components not yet included in all ESMs (e.g., ice sheets). As computing power increases, this model class has continued to advance in terms of resolution and complexity. An overview of EMICs assessed in this chapter and in the AR5 WG1 is provided in Table 9.2 with additional details in Table 9.A.2.
Table 9.1 | Main features of the Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation Models (AOGCMs) and Earth System Models (ESMs) participating in Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5), and a comparison with Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 3 (CMIP3), including components and resolution of the atmosphere and the ocean models. Detailed CMIP5 model description can be found in Table 9.A.1 (* refers to Table 9.A.1 for more details). Official CMIP model names are used. HT stands for High-Top atmosphere, which has a fully resolved stratosphere with a model top above the stratopause. AMIP stands for models with atmosphere and land surface only, using observed sea surface temperature and sea ice extent. A component is coloured when it includes at least a physically based prognostic equation and at least a two-way coupling with another component, allowing climate feedbacks. For aerosols, lighter shading means ‘semi-interactive’ and darker shading means ‘fully interactive’. The resolution of the land surface usually follows that of the atmosphere, and the resolution of the sea ice follows that of the ocean. In moving from CMIP3 to CMIP5, note the increased complexity and resolution as well as the absence of artificial flux correction (FC) used in some CMIP3 models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model name</th>
<th>Australia</th>
<th>Land Surface</th>
<th>Ocean</th>
<th>Sea-Ice</th>
<th>Aerosol</th>
<th>Atmos</th>
<th>Chem</th>
<th>Land Carbon</th>
<th>Ocean</th>
<th>BGC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACCESS1-0, ACCESS1.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCC-CSM1.1, BCC-CSM1.1(m)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCM3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESM1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESM1 (WACCM)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESM1 (FASTCHEM)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESM1 (CMAMs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESM1 (CMAMs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESM1 (CMAMs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESM1 (CMAMs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESM1 (CMAMs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESM1 (CMAMs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESM1 (CMAMs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESM1 (CMAMs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESM1 (CMAMs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESM1 (CMAMs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESM1 (CMAMs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESM1 (CMAMs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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Significant advances in EMIC capabilities are inclusion of ice sheets (UVic 2.9, Weaver et al., 2001; CLIMBER-2.4, Petoukhov et al., 2000; LOVECLIM, Goosse et al., 2010) and ocean sediment models (DCESS, Shaffer et al., 2008; UVic 2.9, Weaver et al., 2001; Bern3D-LPJ, Ritz et al., 2011). These additional interactive components provide critical feedbacks involved in sea level rise estimates and carbon cycle response on millennial time scales (Zickfeld et al., 2013). Further, the flexibility and efficiency of EMICs allow calibration to specific climate change events to remove potential biases.

9.1.2.4 Regional Climate Models

RCMs are limited-area models with representations of climate processes comparable to those in the atmospheric and land surface components of AOGCMs, though typically run without interactive ocean and sea ice. RCMs are often used to dynamically ‘downscale’ global model simulations for some particular geographical region to provide more detailed information (Laprise, 2008; Rummukainen, 2010). By contrast, empirical and statistical downscaling methods constitute a range of techniques to provide similar regional or local detail.

9.1.3 Model Improvements

The climate models assessed in this report have seen a number of improvements since the AR4. Model development is a complex and iterative task: improved physical process descriptions are developed, new model components are introduced and the resolution of the models is improved. After assembly of all model components, model parameters are adjusted, or tuned, to provide a stable model climate.

The overall approach to model development and tuning is summarized in Box 9.1.

9.1.3.1 Parameterizations

Parameterizations are included in all model components to represent processes that cannot be explicitly resolved; they are evaluated both in isolation and in the context of the full model. The purpose of this section is to highlight recent developments in the parameterizations employed in each model component. Some details for individual models are listed in Table 9.1.

9.1.3.1.1 Atmosphere

Atmospheric models must parameterize a wide range of processes, including those associated with atmospheric convection and clouds, cloud-microphysical and aerosol processes and their interaction, boundary layer processes, as well as radiation and the treatment of unresolved gravity waves. Advances made in the representation of cloud processes, including aerosol–cloud and cloud–radiation interactions, and atmospheric convection are described in Sections 7.2.3 and 7.4.

Improvements in representing the atmospheric boundary layer since the AR4 have focussed on basic boundary layer processes, the representation of the stable boundary layer, and boundary layer clouds (Teixeira et al., 2008). Several global models have successfully adopted new approaches to the parameterization of shallow cumulus convection and moist boundary layer turbulence that acknowledge their
Box 9.1 | Climate Model Development and Tuning

The Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation Models, Earth System Models and Regional Climate Models evaluated here are based on fundamental laws of nature (e.g., energy, mass and momentum conservation). The development of climate models involves several principal steps:

1. Expressing the system’s physical laws in mathematical terms. This requires theoretical and observational work in deriving and simplifying mathematical expressions that best describe the system.

2. Implementing these mathematical expressions on a computer. This requires developing numerical methods that allow the solution of the discretized mathematical expressions, usually implemented on some form of grid such as the latitude–longitude–height grid for atmospheric or oceanic models.

3. Building and implementing conceptual models (usually referred to as parameterizations) for those processes that cannot be represented explicitly, either because of their complexity (e.g., biochemical processes in vegetation) or because the spatial and/or temporal scales on which they occur are not resolved by the discretized model equations (e.g., cloud processes and turbulence). The development of parameterizations has become very complex (e.g., Jakob, 2010) and is often achieved by developing conceptual models of the process of interest in isolation using observations and comprehensive process models. The complexity of each process representation is constrained by observations, computational resources and current knowledge (e.g., Randall et al., 2007).

The application of state-of-the-art climate models requires significant supercomputing resources. Limitations in those resources lead to additional constraints. Even when using the most powerful computers, compromises need to be made in three main areas:

1. Numerical implementations allow for a choice of grid spacing and time step, usually referred to as ‘model resolution’. Higher model resolution generally leads to mathematically more accurate models (although not necessarily more reliable simulations) but also to higher computational costs. The finite resolution of climate models implies that the effects of certain processes must be represented through parameterizations (e.g., the carbon cycle or cloud and precipitation processes; see Chapters 6 and 7).

2. The climate system contains many processes, the relative importance of which varies with the time scale of interest (e.g., the carbon cycle). Hence compromises to include or exclude certain processes or components in a model must be made, recognizing that an increase in complexity generally leads to an increase in computational cost (Hurrell et al., 2009).

3. Owing to uncertainties in the model formulation and the initial state, any individual simulation represents only one of the possible pathways the climate system might follow. To allow some evaluation of these uncertainties, it is necessary to carry out a number of simulations either with several models or by using an ensemble of simulations with a single model, both of which increase computational cost.

Trade-offs amongst the various considerations outlined above are guided by the intended model application and lead to the several classes of models introduced in Section 9.1.2.

Individual model components (e.g., the atmosphere, the ocean, etc.) are typically first evaluated in isolation as part of the model development process. For instance, the atmospheric component can be evaluated by prescribing sea surface temperature (SST) (Gates et al., 1999) or the ocean and land components by prescribing atmospheric conditions (Barnier et al., 2006; Griffies et al., 2009). Subsequently, the various components are assembled into a comprehensive model, which then undergoes a systematic evaluation. At this stage, a small subset of model parameters remains to be adjusted so that the model adheres to large-scale observational constraints (often global averages). This final parameter adjustment procedure is usually referred to as ‘model tuning’. Model tuning aims to match observed climate system behaviour and so is connected to judgements as to what constitutes a skilful representation of the Earth’s climate. For instance, maintaining the global mean top of the atmosphere (TOA) energy balance in a simulation of pre-industrial climate is essential to prevent the climate system from drifting to an unrealistic state. The models used in this report almost universally contain adjustments to parameters in their treatment of clouds to fulfil this important constraint of the climate system (Watanabe et al., 2010; Donner et al., 2011; Gent et al., 2011; Golaz et al., 2011; Martin et al., 2011; Hazeleger et al., 2012; Mauritsen et al., 2012; Hourdin et al., 2013).

With very few exceptions (Mauritsen et al., 2012; Hourdin et al., 2013) modelling centres do not routinely describe in detail how they tune their models. Therefore the complete list of observational constraints toward which a particular model is tuned is generally not
close mutual coupling. One new development is the Eddy-Diffusivity-Mass-Flux (EDMF) approach (Siebesma et al., 2007; Rio and Hourdin, 2008; Neggers, 2009; Neggers et al., 2009; Rio et al., 2010). The EDMF approach, like the shallow cumulus scheme of Park and Bretherton (2009), determines the cumulus-base mass flux from the statistical distribution of boundary layer updraft properties, a conceptual advance over the ad hoc closure assumptions used in the past. Realistic treatment of the stable boundary layer remains difficult (Beare et al., 2006; Cuxart et al., 2006; Svensson and Holtslag, 2009) with implications for modelling of the diurnal cycle of temperature even under clear skies (Svensson et al., 2011).

Parameterizations of unresolved orographic and non-orographic gravity-wave drag (GWD) have seen only a few changes since the AR4 (e.g., Richter et al., 2010; Geller et al., 2011). In addition to new formulations, the estimation of the parameters used in the GWD schemes has recently been advanced through the availability of satellite and ground-based observations of gravity-wave momentum fluxes, high-resolution numerical modelling, and focussed process studies (Alexander et al., 2010). Evidence from the Numerical Weather Prediction community that important terrain-generated features of the atmospheric circulation are better represented at higher model resolution has recently been confirmed (Watanabe et al., 2008; Jung et al., 2012).

9.1.3.1.2 Ocean

Ocean components in contemporary climate models generally have horizontal resolutions that are too coarse to admit mesoscale eddies. Consequently, such models typically employ some version of the Redi (Redi, 1982) neutral diffusion and Gent and McWilliams (Gent and McWilliams, 1990) eddy advection parameterization (see also Gent et al., 1995; McDougall and McIntosh, 2001). Since the AR4, a focus has been on how parameterized mesoscale eddy fluxes in the ocean interior interact with boundary layer turbulence (Gnanadesikan et al., 2007; Danabasoglu et al., 2008; Ferrari et al., 2008, 2010). Another focus concerns eddy diffusivity, with many CMIP5 models employing flow-dependent schemes. Both of these refinements are important for the mean state and the response to changing forcing, especially in the Southern Ocean (Hallberg and Gnanadesikan, 2006; Boning et al., 2008; Farneti et al., 2010; Farneti and Gent, 2011; Gent and Danabasoglu, 2011; Hofmann and Morales Maqueda, 2011).

In addition to mesoscale eddies, there has been a growing awareness of the role that sub-mesoscale eddies and fronts play in restratifying the mixed layer (Boccaletti et al., 2007; Fox-Kemper et al., 2008; Klein and Lapeyre, 2009), and the parameterization of Fox-Kemper et al. (2011) is now used in some CMIP5 models.

There is an active research effort on the representation of dianeutral mixing associated with breaking gravity waves (MacKinnon et al., 2009), with this work adding rigour to the prototype energetically consistent abyssal tidal mixing parameterization of Simmons et al. (2004) now used in several climate models (e.g., Jayne, 2009; Danabasoglu et al., 2012). The transport of dense water down-slope by gravity currents (e.g., Legg et al., 2008, 2009) has also been the subject of focussed efforts, with associated parameterizations making their way into some CMIP5 models (Jackson et al., 2008b; Legg et al., 2009; Danabasoglu et al., 2010).

9.1.3.1.3 Land

Land surface properties such as vegetation, soil type and the amount of water stored on the land as soil moisture, snow and groundwater all strongly influence climate, particularly through their effects on surface albedo and evapotranspiration. These climatic effects can be profound; for example, it has been suggested that changes in the state of the land surface may have played an important part in the severity and length of the 2003 European drought (Fischer et al., 2007), and
that more than 60% of the projected increase in interannual summer temperature variability in Europe is due to soil moisture–temperature feedbacks (Seneviratne et al., 2006).

Land surface schemes calculate the fluxes of heat, water and momentum between the land and the atmosphere. At the time of the AR4, even the more advanced land surface schemes suffered from obvious simplifications, such as the need to specify rather than simulate the vegetation cover and a tendency to ignore lateral flows of water and sub-gridscale heterogeneity in soil moisture (Pitman, 2003). Since the AR4, a number of climate models have included some representation of vegetation dynamics (see Sections 9.1.3.2.5 and 9.4.4.3), land–atmosphere CO\(_2\) exchange (see Section 9.4.5), sub-gridscale hydrology (Oleson et al., 2008b) and changes in land use (see Section 9.4.4.4).

### 9.1.3.1.4 Sea ice

Most large-scale sea ice processes, such as basic thermodynamics and dynamics, are well understood and well represented in models (Hunke et al., 2010). However, important details of sea ice dynamics and deformation are not captured, especially at small scales (Coon et al., 2007; Girard et al., 2009; Hutchings et al., 2011). Currently, sea ice model development is focussed mainly on (1) more precise descriptions of physical processes such as microstructure evolution and anisotropy and (2) including biological and chemical species. Many models now include some representation of sub-gridscale thickness variations, along with a description of mechanical redistribution that converts thinner ice to thicker ice under deformation (Hunke et al., 2010).

Sea ice albedo has long been recognized as a critical aspect of the global heat balance. The average ice surface albedo on the scale of a climate model grid cell is (as on land) the result of a mixture of surface types: bare ice, melting ice, snow-covered ice, open water, etc. Many sea ice models use a relatively simple albedo parameterization that specifies four albedo values: cold snow; warm, melting snow; cold, bare ice; and warm, melting ice, and the specific values may be subject to tuning (e.g., Losch et al., 2010). Some parameterizations take into account the ice and snow thickness, spectral band and surface melt (e.g., Pedersen et al., 2009; Vancoppenolle et al., 2009). Solar radiation may be distributed within the ice column assuming exponential decay or via a more complex multiple-scattering radiative transfer scheme (Briegleb and Light, 2007).

Snow model development for sea ice has lagged behind terrestrial snow models. Lecomte et al. (2011) introduced vertically varying snow temperature, density and conductivity to improve vertical heat conduction and melting in a 1D model intended for climate simulation, but many physical processes affecting the evolution of the snow pack, such as redistribution by wind, moisture transport (including flooding and snow ice formation) and snow grain size evolution, still are not included in most climate models.

Salinity affects the thermodynamic properties of sea ice, and is used in the calculation of fresh water and salt exchanges at the ice–ocean interface (Hunke et al., 2011). Some models allow the salinity to vary in time (Schramm et al., 1997), while others assume a salinity profile that is constant (e.g., Bitz and Lipscomb, 1999). Another new thrust is the inclusion of chemistry and biogeochemistry (Piot and von Glasow, 2008; Zhao et al., 2008; Vancoppenolle et al., 2010; Hunke et al., 2011), with dependencies on the ice microstructure and salinity profile.

Melt ponds can drain through interconnected brine channels when the ice becomes warm and permeable. This flushing can effectively clean the ice of salt, nutrients, and other inclusions, which affect the albedo, conductivity and biogeochemical processes and thereby play a role in climate change. Advanced parameterizations for melt ponds are making their way into sea ice components of global climate models (e.g., Flocco et al., 2012; Hunke et al., 2013).

### 9.1.3.2 New Components and Couplings: Emergence of Earth System Modelling

#### 9.1.3.2.1 Carbon cycle

The omission of internally consistent feedbacks among the physical, chemical and biogeochemical processes in the Earth’s climate system is a limitation of AOGCMs. The conceptual issue is that the physical climate influences natural sources and sinks of CO\(_2\) and methane (CH\(_4\)), the two most important long-lived GHGs. ESMs incorporate many of the important biogeochemical processes, making it possible to simulate the evolution of these radiatively active species based on their emissions from natural and anthropogenic sources together with their interactions with the rest of the Earth system. Alternatively, when forced with specified concentrations, a model can be used to diagnose these sources with feedbacks included (Hibbard et al., 2007). Given the large natural sources and sinks of CO\(_2\) relative to anthropogenic emissions, and given the primacy of CO\(_2\) among anthropogenic GHGs, some of the most important enhancements are the addition of terrestrial and oceanic carbon cycles. These cycles have been incorporated into many models (Christian et al., 2010; Tjiputra et al., 2010) used to make projections of climate change (Schurgers et al., 2008; Jungclaus et al., 2010). Several ESMs now include coupled carbon and nitrogen cycles (Thornton et al., 2007; Gerber et al., 2010; Zaehe and Dalmonech, 2011) in order to simulate the interactions of nitrogen compounds with ecosystem productivity, GHGs including nitrous oxide (N\(_2\)O) and ozone (O\(_3\)), and global carbon sequestration (Zaehe and Dalmonech, 2011).

Oceanic uptake of CO\(_2\) is highly variable in space and time, and is determined by the interplay between the biogeochemical and physical processes in the ocean. About half of CMIP5 models make use of schemes that partition marine ecosystems into nutrients, plankton, zooplankton and detritus (hence called NPZD-type models) while others use a more simplified representation of ocean biogeochemistry (see Table 9.A.1). These NPZD-type models allow simulation of some of the important feedbacks between climate and oceanic CO\(_2\) uptake, but are limited by the lack of marine ecosystem dynamics. Some efforts have been made to include more plankton groups or plankton functional types in the models (Le Quere et al., 2005) with as-yet uncertain implications for Earth system response.

Ocean acidification and the associated decrease in calcification in many marine organisms provides a negative feedback on atmospheric CO\(_2\) increase (Ridgwell et al., 2007a). New-generation models therefore include various parameterizations of calcium carbonate (CaCO\(_3\))
production as a function of the saturation state of seawater with respect to calcite (Gehlen et al., 2007; Ridgwell et al., 2007a; Ilyina et al., 2009) or partial pressure CO₂ (pCO₂; Heinze, 2004). On centennial to multi-millennial scales, deep-sea carbonate sediments neutralize atmospheric CO₂. Some CMIP5 models include the sediment carbon reservoir, and progress has been made toward refined sediment representation in the models (Heinze et al., 2009).

9.1.3.2.2 Aerosol particles

The treatment of aerosol particles has advanced since the AR4. Many AOGCMs and ESMs now include the basic features of the sulphur cycle and so represent both the direct effect of sulphate aerosol, along with some of the more complex indirect effects involving cloud droplet number and size. Further, several AOGCMs and ESMs are currently capable of simulating the mass, number, size distribution and mixing state of interacting multi-component aerosol particles (Bauer et al., 2008b; Liu et al., 2012b). The incorporation of more physically complete representations of aerosol often improves the simulated climate under historical and present-day conditions, including the mean pattern and interannual variability in continental rainfall (Rotstayn et al., 2010, 2011). However, despite the addition of aerosol–cloud interactions to many AOGCMs and ESMs since the AR4, the representation of aerosol particles and their interaction with radiation and transfer remains an important source of uncertainty (see Sections 7.3.5 and 7.4). Additional aerosol-related topics that have received attention include the connection between dust aerosol and ocean biogeochemistry, the production of oceanic dimethylsulphide (DMS, a natural source of sulphate aerosol), and vegetation interactions with organic atmospheric chemistry (Collins et al., 2011).

9.1.3.2.3 Methane cycle and permafrost

In addition to CO₂, an increasing number of ESMs and EMICs are also incorporating components of the CH₄ cycle, for example, atmospheric CH₄, chemistry and wetland emissions, to quantify some of the feedbacks from changes in CH₄ sources and sinks under a warming climate (Stocker et al., 2012). Some models now simulate the evolution of the permafrost carbon stock (Khvorostyanov et al., 2008a, 2008b), and in some cases this is integrated with the representation of terrestrial and oceanic CH₄ cycles (Volodin, 2008b; Volodin et al., 2010).

9.1.3.2.4 Dynamic global vegetation models and wildland fires

One of the potentially more significant effects of climate change is the alteration of the distribution, speciation and life cycle of vegetated ecosystems (Berggren et al., 2001, 2011). Vegetation has a significant influence on the surface energy balance, exchanges of non-CO₂ GHGs and the terrestrial carbon sink. Systematic shifts in vegetation, for example, northward migration of boreal forests, would therefore impose biogeophysical feedbacks on the physical climate system (Clark et al., 2011). In order to include these effects in projections of climate change, several dynamic global vegetation models (DGVMs) have been developed and deployed in ESMs (Cramer et al., 2001; Sitch et al., 2008; Ostle et al., 2009). Although agriculture and managed forests are not yet generally incorporated, DGVMs can simulate the interactions among natural and anthropogenic drivers of global warming, the state of terrestrial ecosystems and ecological feedbacks on further climate change. The incorporation of DGVMs has required considerable improvement in the physics of coupled models to produce stable and realistic distributions of flora (Oleson et al., 2008b). The improvements include better treatments of surface, subsurface and soil hydrological processes; the exchange of water with the atmosphere; and the discharge of water into rivers and streams. Whereas the first DGVMs have been coupled primarily to the carbon cycle, the current generation of DGVMs are being extended to include ecological sources and sinks of other non-CO₂ trace gases including CH₄, N₂O, biogenic volatile organic compounds (BVOCs) and nitrogen oxides collectively known as NOₓ (Arndt et al., 2010). BVOCs and NOₓ can alter the lifetime of some GHGs and act as precursors for secondary organic aerosols (SOAs) and ozone. Disturbance of the natural landscape by fire has significant climatic effects through its impact on vegetation and through its emissions of GHGs, aerosols and aerosol precursors. Because the frequency of wildland fires increases rapidly with increases in ambient temperature (West erling et al., 2006), the effects of fires are projected to grow over the 21st century (Kloster et al., 2012). The interactions of fires with the rest of the climate system are now being introduced into ESMs (Arora and Boer, 2005; Pechony and Shindell, 2009; Shevliakova et al., 2009).

9.1.3.2.5 Land use/land cover change

The impacts of land use and land cover change on the environment and climate are explicitly included as part of the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs; cf. Chapters 1 and 12) used for climate projections to be assessed in later chapters (Moss et al., 2010). Several important types of land use and land cover change include effects of agriculture and changing agricultural practices, including the potential for widespread introduction of biofuel crops; the management of forests for preservation, wood harvest and production of woody biofuel stock; and the global trends toward greater urbanization. ESMs include increasingly detailed treatments of crops and their interaction with the landscape (Arora and Boer, 2010; Smith et al., 2010a, 2010b), forest management (Bellassen et al., 2010, 2011) and the interactions between urban areas and the surrounding climate systems (Oleson et al., 2008a).

9.1.3.2.6 Chemistry–climate interactions and stratosphere–troposphere coupling

Important chemistry–climate interactions such as the impact of the ozone hole and recovery on Southern Hemisphere (SH) climate or the radiative effects of stratospheric water vapour changes on surface temperature have been confirmed in multiple studies (SPARC-CCMVal, 2010; WMO, 2011). In the majority of the CMIP5 simulations stratospheric ozone is prescribed. The main advance since the AR4 is that time-varying rather than constant stratospheric ozone is now generally used. In addition, several CMIP5 models treat stratospheric chemistry interactively, thus prognostically calculating stratospheric ozone and other chemical constituents. Important chemistry–climate interactions such as an increased influx of stratospheric ozone in a warmer climate that results in higher ozone burdens in the troposphere have also been identified (Young et al., 2013). Ten of the CMIP5 models simulate tropospheric chemistry interactively whereas it is prescribed in the remaining models (see Table 9.1 and Eyring et al. (2013)).
It is now widely accepted that in addition to the influence of tropospheric circulation and climate change on the stratosphere, stratospheric dynamics can in turn influence the tropospheric circulation and its variability (SPARC-CCMVal, 2010; WMO, 2011). As a result, many climate models now have the ability to include a fully resolved stratosphere with a model top above the stratopause, located at around 50 km. The subset of CMIP5 models with high-top configurations is compared to the set of low-top models with a model top below the stratopause in several studies (Charlton-Perez et al., 2012; Hardiman et al., 2012; Wilcox et al., 2012), although other factors such as differences in tropospheric warming or ozone could affect the two sub-ensembles.

9.1.3.2.7 Land ice sheets

The rate of melt water release from the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets in response to climate change remains a major source of uncertainty in projections of sea level rise (see Sections 13.4.3 and 13.4.4). Until recently, the long-term response of these ice sheets to alterations in the surrounding atmosphere and ocean has been simulated using offline models. Several ESMs currently have the capability to have ice sheet component models coupled to the rest of the climate system (Driesschaert et al., 2007; Charbit et al., 2008; Vizcaino et al., 2008; Huybrechts et al., 2011; Robinson et al., 2012) although these capabilities are not exercised for CMIP5.

9.1.3.2.8 Additional features in ocean–atmosphere coupling

Several features in the coupling between the ocean and the atmosphere have become more widespread since the AR4. The bulk formulae used to compute the turbulent fluxes of heat, water and momentum at the air–sea interface, have been revised. A number of models now consider the ocean surface current when calculating wind stress (e.g., Luo et al., 2005; Jungclaus et al., 2006). The coupling frequency has been increased in some cases to include the diurnal cycle, which was shown to reduce the SST bias in the tropical Pacific (Driesschaert et al., 2007; Charbit et al., 2008; Vizcaino et al., 2008; Huybrechts et al., 2011; Robinson et al., 2012) although these capabilities are not exercised for CMIP5.

9.1.3.3 Resolution

The typical horizontal resolution (defined here as horizontal grid spacing) for current AOGCMs and ESMs is roughly 1 to 2 degrees for the atmospheric component and around 1 degree for the ocean (Table 9.1). The typical number of vertical layers is around 30 to 40 for the atmosphere and around 30 to 60 for the ocean (note that some ‘high-top’ models may have 80 or more vertical levels in the atmosphere). There has been some modest increase in model resolution since the AR4, especially for the near-term simulations (e.g., around 0.5 degree for the atmosphere in some cases), based on increased availability of more powerful computers. For the models used in long-term simulations with interactive biogeochemistry, the resolution has not increased substantially due to the trade-off against higher complexity in such models. Since the AR4, typical regional climate model resolution has increased from around 50 km to around 25 km (see Section 9.6.2.2), and the impact of this has been explored with multi-decadal regional simulations (e.g., Christensen et al., 2010). In some cases, RCMs are being run at 10 km resolution or higher (e.g., Kanada et al., 2008; Kusaka et al., 2010; van Roosmalen et al., 2010; Kendon et al., 2012).

Higher resolution can sometimes lead to a stepwise, rather than incremental, improvement in model performance (e.g., Roberts et al., 2004; Shaffrey et al., 2009). For example, ocean models undergo a transition from laminar to eddy-permitting when the computational grid contains more than one or two grid points per first baroclinic Rossby radius (i.e., finer than 50 km at low latitudes and 10 km at high latitudes) (Smith et al., 2000; McWilliams, 2008). Such mesoscale eddy-permitting ocean models better capture the large amount of energy contained in fronts, boundary currents, and time dependent eddy features (e.g., McClean et al., 2006). Models run at such resolution have been used for some climate simulations, though much work remains before they are as mature as the coarser models currently in use (Bryan et al., 2007; Bryan et al., 2010; Farneti et al., 2010; McClean et al., 2011; Delworth et al., 2012).

Similarly, atmospheric models with grids that allow the explicit representation of convective cloud systems (i.e., finer than a few kilometres) avoid employing a parameterization of their effects—a longstanding source of uncertainty in climate models. For example, Kendon et al. (2012) simulated the climate of the UK region over a 20-year period at 1.5 km resolution, and demonstrated several improvements of errors typical of coarser resolution models. Further discussion of this is provided in Section 7.2.2.

9.2 Techniques for Assessing Model Performance

Systematic evaluation of models through comparisons with observations is a prerequisite to applying them confidently. Several significant developments in model evaluation have occurred since the AR4 and are assessed in this section. This is followed by a description of the overall approach to evaluation taken in this chapter and a discussion of its known limitations.

9.2.1 New Developments in Model Evaluation Approaches

9.2.1.1 Evaluating the Overall Model Results

The most straightforward approach to evaluate models is to compare simulated quantities (e.g., global distributions of temperature, precipitation, radiation etc.) with corresponding observationally based estimates (e.g., Gleckler et al., 2008; Pincus et al., 2008; Reichler and Kim, 2008). A significant development since the AR4 is the increased use of quantitative statistical measures, referred to as performance metrics. The use of such metrics simplifies synthesis and visualization of model performance (Gleckler et al., 2008; Pincus et al., 2008; Waugh and Eyring, 2008; Cadule et al., 2010; Sahany et al., 2012) and enables the
Recent work has addressed redundancy of multiple performance metrics through methods such as cluster analysis (Yokohata et al., 2011; Nishii et al., 2012).

9.2.1.2 Isolating Processes

To understand the cause of model errors it is necessary to evaluate the representation of processes both in the context of the full model and in isolation. A number of evaluation techniques to achieve both process and component isolation have been developed. One involves the so-called ‘regime-oriented’ approach to process evaluation. Instead of averaging model results in time (e.g., seasonal averages) or space (e.g., global averages), results are averaged within categories that describe physically distinct regimes of the system. Applications of this approach since the AR4 include the use of circulation regimes (Bellucci et al., 2010; Brown et al., 2010b; Briant and Bony, 2012; Ichikawa et al., 2012), cloud regimes (Williams and Brooks, 2008; Chen and Del Genio, 2009; Williams and Webb, 2009; Tsuchima et al., 2013) and thermodynamic states (Sahany et al., 2012; Su, 2012). The application of new observations, such as vertically resolved cloud and water vapour information from satellites (Jiang et al., 2012a; Konsta et al., 2012; Quaas, 2012) and water isotopes (Risi et al., 2012a; Risi et al., 2012b), has also enhanced the ability to evaluate processes in climate models.

Another approach involves the isolation of model components or parameterizations in off-line simulations, such as Single Column Models of the atmosphere. Results of such simulations are compared to measurements from field studies or to results of more detailed process models (Randall et al., 2003). Numerous process evaluation data sets have been collected since the AR4 (Redelsperger et al., 2006; Illingworth et al., 2007; Verlinde et al., 2007; May et al., 2008; Wood et al., 2011) and have been applied to the evaluation of climate model processes (Xie et al., 2008; Boone et al., 2009; Boyle and Klein, 2010; Hourdin et al., 2010). These studies are crucial to test the realism of the process formulations that underpin climate models.

9.2.1.3 Instrument Simulators

Satellites provide near global coverage, sampling across many meteorological conditions. This makes them powerful tools for model evaluation. The conventional approach has been to convert satellite-observed radiation information to ‘model-equivalents’ (Stephens and Kummerow, 2007), and these have been used in numerous studies (Allan et al., 2007; Gleckler et al., 2008; Li et al., 2008; Pincus et al., 2008; Walliser et al., 2009b; Li et al., 2011a, 2012a; Jiang et al., 2012a).

A challenge is that limitations of the satellite sensors demand various assumptions in order to convert a satellite measurement into a ‘model equivalent’ climate variable.

An alternative approach is to calculate ‘observation-equivalents’ from models using radiative transfer calculations to simulate what the satellite would provide if the satellite system were ‘observing’ the model. This approach is usually referred to as an ‘instrument simulator’. Microphysical assumptions (which differ from model to model) can be included in the simulators, avoiding inconsistencies. A simulator for cloud properties from the International Cloud Satellite Climatology Project (ISCCP) (Yu et al., 1996; Klein and Jakob, 1999; Webb et al., 2001) has been widely used for model evaluation since the AR4 (Chen and Del Genio, 2009; Marchand et al., 2009; Wyant et al., 2009; Yokohata et al., 2010), often in conjunction with statistical techniques to separate model clouds into cloud regimes (e.g., Field et al., 2008; Williams and Brooks, 2008; Williams and Webb, 2009). New simulators for other satellite products have also been developed and are increasingly applied for model evaluation (Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2011). Although often focussed on clouds and precipitation, the simulator approach has also been used successfully for other variables such as upper tropospheric humidity (Allan et al., 2003; Iacono et al., 2003; Ringer et al., 2003; Brognez et al., 2005; Brognez and Piertre Humbert, 2007; Zhang et al., 2008b; Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2011). Although providing an alternative to the use of model-equivalents from observations, instrument simulators have limitations (Pincus et al., 2012) and are best applied in combination with other model evaluation techniques.

9.2.1.4 Initial Value Techniques

To be able to forecast the weather a few days ahead, knowledge of the present state of the atmosphere is of primary importance. In contrast, climate predictions and projections simulate the statistics of weather seasons to centuries in advance. Despite their differences, both weather predictions and projections of future climate are performed with very similar atmospheric model components. The atmospheric component of climate models can be integrated as a weather prediction model if initialized appropriately (Phillips et al., 2004). This allows testing parameterized sub-grid scale processes without the complication of feedbacks substantially altering the underlying state of the atmosphere.

The application of these techniques since the AR4 has led to some new insights. For example, many of the systematic errors in the modelled climate develop within a few days of simulation, highlighting the important role of fast, parameterized processes (Klein et al., 2006; Boyle et al., 2008; Xie et al., 2012). Errors in cloud properties for example were shown to be present within a few days in a forecast in at least some models (Williams and Brooks, 2008), although this was not the case in another model (Boyle and Klein, 2010; Zhang et al., 2010b).

Other studies have highlighted the advantage of such methodologies for the detailed evaluation of model processes using observations that are available only for limited locations and times (Williamson and Olson, 2007; Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2008; Xie et al., 2008; Hannay et al., 2009; Boyle and Klein, 2010), an approach that is difficult to apply to long-term climate simulations.

9.2.2 Ensemble Approaches for Model Evaluation

Ensemble methods are used to explore the uncertainty in climate model simulations that arise from internal variability, boundary conditions, parameter values for a given model structure or structural uncertainty due to different model formulations (Tebaldi and Knutti, 2007; Hawkins and Sutton, 2009; Knutti et al., 2010a). Since the AR4, techniques have been designed to specifically evaluate model performance of individual ensemble members. Although this is typically done to better characterize uncertainties, the methods and insights are applicable to model evaluation in general. The ensembles are generally
of two types: Multi-model Ensembles (MMEs) and Perturbed Parameter (or Physics) Ensembles (PPEs).

9.2.2.1 Multi-Model Ensembles

The MME is created from existing model simulations from multiple climate modelling centres. MMEs sample structural uncertainty and internal variability. However, the sample size of MMEs is small, and is confounded because some climate models have been developed by sharing model components leading to shared biases (Masson and Knutti, 2011a). Thus, MME members cannot be treated as purely independent, which implies a reduction in the effective number of independent models (Tebaldi and Knutti, 2007; Jun et al., 2008; Knutti, 2010; Knutti et al., 2010a; Pennell and Reichler, 2011).

9.2.2.2 Perturbed-Parameter Ensembles

In contrast, PPEs are created to assess uncertainty based on a single model and benefit from the explicit control on parameter perturbations. This allows statistical methods to determine which parameters are the main drivers of uncertainty across the ensemble (e.g., Rougier et al., 2009). PPEs have been used frequently in simpler models such as EMICs (Xiao et al., 1998; Forest et al., 2002, 2006, 2008; Stott and Forest, 2007; Knutti and Tomassini, 2008; Sokolov et al., 2009; Loutre et al., 2011) and are now being applied to more complex models (Murphy et al., 2004; Annan et al., 2005; Stainforth et al., 2005; Collins et al., 2006a, 2007; Jackson et al., 2008a; Brierley et al., 2010; Klocke et al., 2011; Lambert et al., 2012). The disadvantage of PPEs is that they do not explore structural uncertainty, and thus the estimated uncertainty will depend on the underlying model that is perturbed (Yokohata et al., 2010) and may be too narrow (Sakaguchi et al., 2012). Several studies (Seitxen et al., 2012; Sanderson, 2013) recognize the importance of sampling both parametric and structural uncertainty by combining information from both MMEs and PPEs. However, even these approaches cannot account for the effect on uncertainty of systematic errors.

9.2.2.3 Statistical Methods Applied to Ensembles

The most common approach to characterize MME results is to calculate the arithmetic mean of the individual model results, referred to as an unweighted multi-model mean. This approach of ‘one vote per model’ gives equal weight to each climate model regardless of (1) how many simulations each model has contributed, (2) how interdependent the models are or (3) how well each model has fared in objective evaluation. The multi-model mean will be used often in this chapter. Some climate models share a common lineage and so share common biases (Frame et al., 2005; Tebaldi and Knutti, 2007; Jun et al., 2008; Knutti, 2010; Knutti et al., 2010a, 2013; Annan and Hargreaves, 2011; Pennell and Reichler, 2011; Knutti and Sedláček, 2013). As a result, collections such as the CMIP5 MME cannot be considered a random sample of independent models. This complexity creates challenges for how best to make quantitative inferences of future climate as discussed further in Chapter 12 (Knutti et al., 2010a; Collins et al., 2012; Stephenson et al., 2012; Sansom et al., 2013).

Annan and Hargreaves (2010) have proposed a ‘rank histogram’ approach to evaluate model ensembles as a whole, rather than individual models, by diagnosing whether observations can be considered statistically indistinguishable from a model ensemble. Studies based on this approach have suggested that MMEs (CMIP3/5) are ‘reliable’ in that they are not too narrow or too dispersive as a sample of possible models, but existing single-model-based ensembles tend to be too narrow (Yokohata et al., 2012, 2013). Although initial work has analysed the current mean climate state, further work is required to study the relationships between simulation errors and uncertainties in ensembles of future projections (Collins et al., 2012).

Bayesian methods offer insights into how to account for model inadequacies and combine information from several metrics in both MME and PPE approaches (Sexton and Murphy, 2012; Sexton et al., 2012), but they are complex. A simpler strategy of screening out some model variants on the basis of some observational comparison has been used with some PPEs (Lambert et al., 2012; Shiogama et al., 2012). Edwards et al. (2011) provided a statistical framework for ‘pre-calibrating’ out such poor model variants. Screening techniques have also been used with MMEs (Santer et al., 2009).

Additional Bayesian methods are applied to the MMEs so that past model performance is combined with prior distributions to estimate uncertainty from the MME (Furrr et al., 2007; Tebaldi and Knutti, 2007; Mililiff et al., 2011). Similar to Bayesian PPE methods, common biases can be assessed within the MME to determine effective independence of the climate models (Knutti et al., 2013) (see Section 12.2.2 for a discussion of the assumptions in the Bayesian approaches).

9.2.3 The Model Evaluation Approach Used in this Chapter and Its Limitations

This chapter applies a variety of evaluation techniques ranging from visual comparison of observations and the multi-model ensemble and its mean, to application of quantitative performance metrics (see Section 9.2.2). No individual evaluation technique or performance measure is considered superior; rather, it is the combined use of many techniques and measures that provides a comprehensive overview of model performance.

Although crucial, the evaluation of climate models based on past climate observations has some important limitations. By necessity, it is limited to those variables and phenomena for which observations exist. Table 9.3 provides an overview of the observations used in this chapter. In many cases, the lack or insufficient quality of long-term observations, be it a specific variable, an important processes, or a particular region (e.g., polar areas, the upper troposphere/lower stratosphere (UTLS), and the deep ocean), remains an impediment. In addition, owing to observational uncertainties and the presence of internal variability, the observational record against which models are assessed is ‘imperfect’. These limitations can be reduced, but not entirely eliminated, through the use of multiple independent observations of the same variable as well as the use of model ensembles.

The approach to model evaluation taken in the chapter reflects the need for climate models to represent the observed behaviour of past climate as a necessary condition to be considered a viable tool for future projections. This does not, however, provide an answer to
the much more difficult question of determining how well a model must agree with observations before projections made with it can be deemed reliable. Since the AR4, there are a few examples of emergent constraints where observations are used to constrain multi-model ensemble projections. These examples, which are discussed further in Section 9.8.3, remain part of an area of active and as yet inconclusive research.

Table 9.3 | Overview of observations that are used to evaluate climate models in this chapter. The quantity and CMIP5 output variable name are given along with references for the observations. Superscript (1) indicates this observations-based data set is obtained from atmospheric reanalysis. Superscript (D) indicates default reference; superscript (A) alternate reference.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>CMIP5 Output Variable Name</th>
<th>Observations (Default/Alternates)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Figure and Section Number(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATMOSPHERE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface (2 m) Air Temperature (°C)</td>
<td>Tas (2 m)</td>
<td>ERA-Interim¹</td>
<td>Dee et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Figures 9.2, 9.3, 9.6, 9.7, Section 9.4.1; Figures 9.38, 9.40, Section 9.6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NCEP-NCAR¹</td>
<td>Kalnay et al. (1996)</td>
<td>Figures 9.6, 9.7, Section 9.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ERA40¹</td>
<td>Uppala et al. (2005)</td>
<td>Figure 9.38, Section 9.6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HadCRUT4</td>
<td>Morice et al. (2012)</td>
<td>Figure 9.8, Section 9.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GISTEMP</td>
<td>Hansen et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Figure 9.8, Section 9.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MLOST</td>
<td>Vose et al. (2012)</td>
<td>Figure 9.8, Section 9.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature (°C)</td>
<td>Ta (200, 850 hPa)</td>
<td>ERA-Interim¹</td>
<td>Dee et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Figure 9.9, Section 9.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NCEP-NCAR¹</td>
<td>Kalnay et al. (1996)</td>
<td>Figure 9.9, Section 9.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zonal mean wind (m s⁻¹)</td>
<td>Ua (200, 850 hPa)</td>
<td>ERA-Interim¹</td>
<td>Dee et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Figure 9.7, Section 9.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NCEP-NCAR¹</td>
<td>Kalnay et al. (1996)</td>
<td>Figure 9.7, Section 9.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zonal wind stress (m s⁻¹)</td>
<td>Tauu</td>
<td>QuikSCAT satellite measurements</td>
<td>Risien and Chelton (2008)</td>
<td>Figures 9.19–9.20, Section 9.4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NCEP/NCAR reanalysis</td>
<td>Kalnay et al. (1996)</td>
<td>Figures 9.19–9.20, Section 9.4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ERA-Interim</td>
<td>Dee et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Figures 9.19–9.20, Section 9.4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meridional wind (m s⁻¹)</td>
<td>Va (200, 850 hPa)</td>
<td>ERA-Interim¹</td>
<td>Dee et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Figure 9.7, Section 9.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NCEP-NCAR¹</td>
<td>Kalnay et al. (1996)</td>
<td>Figure 9.7, Section 9.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geopotential height (m)</td>
<td>Zg (500 hPa)</td>
<td>ERA-Interim¹</td>
<td>Dee et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Figure 9.7, Section 9.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NCEP-NCAR¹</td>
<td>Kalnay et al. (1996)</td>
<td>Figure 9.7, Section 9.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOA reflected short-wave radiation (W m⁻²)</td>
<td>Rsut</td>
<td>CERES EBAF 2.6</td>
<td>Loeb et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Figure 9.9, Section 9.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ERBE</td>
<td>Barkstrom (1984)</td>
<td>Figure 9.9, Section 9.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOA longwave radiation (W m⁻²)</td>
<td>Rlut</td>
<td>CERES EBAF 2.6</td>
<td>Loeb et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Figure 9.9, Section 9.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ERBE</td>
<td>Barkstrom (1984)</td>
<td>Figure 9.9, Section 9.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear sky TOA short-wave cloud radiative effect (W m⁻²)</td>
<td>SW CRE</td>
<td>Derived from CMIP5 rsut and rsuts</td>
<td>CERES EBAF 2.6</td>
<td>Figures 9.5, 9.6, 9.7, Section 9.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CERES ES-4 ERBE</td>
<td>Loeb et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Figures 9.5, Section 9.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear sky TOA long-wave cloud radiative effect (W m⁻²)</td>
<td>LW CRE</td>
<td>Derived from CMIP5 rsut and rsuts</td>
<td>CERES EBAF 2.6</td>
<td>Figures 9.7, Section 9.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CERES ES-4 ERBE</td>
<td>Loeb et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Figures 9.7, Section 9.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total precipitation (mm day⁻¹)</td>
<td>Pr</td>
<td>GPCP</td>
<td>Adler et al. (2003)</td>
<td>Figures 9.4, 9.6, 9.7, Section 9.4.1; Figures 9.38, 9.40, Section 9.6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CMAP</td>
<td>Xie and Arkin (1997)</td>
<td>Figures 9.6, 9.7, Section 9.4.1; Figures 9.38, 9.40, Section 9.6.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 9.3 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>CMIP5 Output Variable Name</th>
<th>Observations (Default/Alternates)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Figure and Section Number(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATMOSPHERE (continued)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precipitable water</td>
<td>PRW</td>
<td>RSS V7 SSM/I ERA-INTERIM</td>
<td>Wentz et al. (2007)</td>
<td>Figure 9.9, Section 9.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MERRA</td>
<td>Rienecker et al. (2011)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>JRA-25</td>
<td>Onogi et al. (2007)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower-tropospheric temperature</td>
<td>TLT</td>
<td>RSS V3.3 MSU/AMSU</td>
<td>Mears et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Figure 9.9, Section 9.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UAH V5.4 MSU/AMSU</td>
<td>Christy et al. (2007)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ERA-INTERIM</td>
<td>Dee et al. (2011)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MERRA</td>
<td>Rienecker et al. (2011)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>JRA-25</td>
<td>Onogi et al. (2007)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snow albedo feedback (%/K)</td>
<td>tas, rsds, rsus</td>
<td>Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR), Polar Pathfinder-X (AP9-x), all-sky albedo and ERA40 surface air temperature</td>
<td>Hall and Qu (2006); Fernandes et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Figure 9.43, Section 9.8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconstruction of bioclimatic variables for the mid-Holocene and the Last Glacial Maximum</td>
<td>Tas, pr, tcold, twarm, GDDs, alpha</td>
<td>Bartlein et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Figure 9.11, Section 9.4.1; Figure 9.12, Section 9.4.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OZONE and AEROSOLS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerosol optical depth</td>
<td>aod</td>
<td>MODIS</td>
<td>Shi et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Figures 9.28, 9.29, Section 9.4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MISR</td>
<td>Zhang and Reid (2010); Stevens and Schwartz (2012)</td>
<td>Figure 9.29, Section 9.4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total column ozone (DU)</td>
<td>tro3</td>
<td>Ground-based measurements</td>
<td>updated from Fioletov et al. (2002)</td>
<td>Figure 9.10, Section 9.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NASA TOMS/OMI/SBUV(2) merged satellite data</td>
<td>Stolarski and Frith (2006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NIWA combined total column ozone database</td>
<td>Bodeker et al. (2005)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet (SBUV, SBUV/2) retrievals</td>
<td>Updated from Miller et al. (2002)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DLR GOME/SCIA/GOME-2</td>
<td>Loyola et al. (2009); Loyola and Coldewey-Egbers (2012)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARBON CYCLE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric CO₂ (ppmv)</td>
<td>co2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Masarie and Tans (1995); Meinshausen et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Figure 9.45, Section 9.8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Land Carbon Sink (PgC yr⁻¹)</td>
<td>NBP</td>
<td>GCP</td>
<td>Le Quere et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Figure 9.26, 9.27, Section 9.4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Ocean Carbon Sink (PgC yr⁻¹)</td>
<td>fgCO₂</td>
<td>GCP</td>
<td>Le Quere et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Figure 9.26, 9.27, Section 9.4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Land Sinks (PgC yr⁻¹)</td>
<td>NBP</td>
<td>JAM</td>
<td>Gurney et al. (2003)</td>
<td>Figure 9.27, Section 9.4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Ocean Sinks (PgC yr⁻¹)</td>
<td>fgCO₂</td>
<td>JAM</td>
<td>Gurney et al. (2003); Takahashi et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Figure 9.27, Section 9.4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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## Table 9.3 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>CMIP5 Output Variable Name</th>
<th>Observations (Default/Alternates)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Figure and Section Number(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>OCEAN</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual mean temperature</td>
<td>thetao</td>
<td>[Levitus et al. (2009)]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Figure 9.13, Section 9.4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual mean salinity</td>
<td>so</td>
<td>[Antonov et al. (2010)]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Figure 9.13, Section 9.4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea Surface Temperature</td>
<td>tos</td>
<td>[Rayner et al. (2003)]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Figure 9.14, Section 9.4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[Jones et al. (2012)]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Figure 9.35, Section 9.5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[Uppala et al. (2005)]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Figure 9.36, Section 9.5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global ocean heat content (0 to 700 m)</td>
<td>OHC</td>
<td>[Levitus et al. (2009)]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Figure 9.17, Section 9.4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[Ishii and Kimoto, 2009]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[Domingues et al. (2008)]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Sea surface height</td>
<td>SSH</td>
<td>AVISO</td>
<td>AVISO</td>
<td>Figure 9.16, Section 9.4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meridional heat transport</td>
<td>hfnorth</td>
<td>(1) Using surface and TOA heat fluxes:</td>
<td>[Trenberth and Fasullo (2008)]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[Large and Yeager (2009)]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[Kalnay et al. (1996)]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[NCEP/NCAR]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[ERA40]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[Updated NCEP reanalysis]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[Ganachaud and Wunsch (2003)]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual mean temperature and salinity</td>
<td></td>
<td>Palaeoclimate reconstruction of temperature and salinity</td>
<td>[Adkins et al. (2002)]</td>
<td>Figure 9.18, Section 9.4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total area (km²) of grid cells where Sea Ice Area Fraction (%) is &gt;15%. Boundary of sea ice where Sea Ice Area Fraction (%) is &gt;15%</td>
<td></td>
<td>[HadiSST]</td>
<td>[Rayner et al. (2003)]</td>
<td>Figure 9.22, Section 9.4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[NSIDC]</td>
<td>[Fetterer et al. (2002)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[NASA]</td>
<td>[Comiso and Nishio (2008)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MISC</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total area (km²) of grid cells where Surface Snow Area Fraction (%) is 15% or Surface Snow Amount (kg m⁻²) is &gt;5 kg m⁻²</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[Robinson and Frei (2000)]</td>
<td>Figure 9.25, Section 9.4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-hour precipitation fields</td>
<td></td>
<td>[15,000 stations and corrected Ta from COADS (Dai and Deser, 1999; Dai, 2001)]</td>
<td>[Dai (2006)]</td>
<td>Figure 9.30, Section 9.5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolute value of MJIAS minus NDJFM precipitation exceeding 375 mm</td>
<td></td>
<td>[GPCP (Adler et al., 2003)]</td>
<td>[Wang et al. (2011a)]</td>
<td>Figure 9.32, Section 9.5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXTREMES</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily maximum and minimum surface air temperature fields (°C) Daily precipitation fields (mm day⁻¹) for calculating extremes indices</td>
<td>tas, precip</td>
<td>[ERA40]</td>
<td>[Uppala et al. (2005)]</td>
<td>Figure 9.37, Section 9.5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[ERA-Interim, NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis 1, NCEP-DOE Reanalysis 2]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[Kistler et al. (2001)]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[Kanamitsu et al. (2002)]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[Calculation of indices is based on Sillmann et al. (2013)]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature extremes indices based on station observations</td>
<td></td>
<td>[HadEX2]</td>
<td>[Donat et al. (2013)]</td>
<td>Figure 9.37, Section 9.5.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: ¹ This observationally constrained data set is obtained from atmospheric reanalysis. ² Default reference. ³ Alternate reference.
9.3 Experimental Strategies in Support of Climate Model Evaluation

9.3.1 The Role of Model Intercomparisons

Systematic model evaluation requires a coordinated and well-documented suite of model simulations. Organized Model Intercomparison Projects (MIPs) provide this via standard or benchmark experiments that represent critical tests of a model’s ability to simulate the observed climate. When modelling centres perform a common experiment, it offers the possibility to compare their results not just with observations, but with other models as well. This intercomparison enables researchers to explore the range of model behaviours, to isolate the various strengths and weaknesses of different models in a controlled setting, and to interpret, through idealized experiments, the inter-model differences. Benchmark MIP experiments offer a way to distinguish between errors particular to an individual model and those that might be more universal and should become priority targets for model improvement.

9.3.2 Experimental Strategy for Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5

9.3.2.1 Experiments Utilized for Model Evaluation

CMIP5 includes a much more comprehensive suite of model experiments than was available in the preceding CMIP3 results assessed in the AR4 (Meehl et al., 2007). In addition to a better constrained specification of historical forcing, the CMIP5 collection also includes initialized decadal-length predictions and long-term experiments using both ESMs and AOGCMs (Taylor et al., 2012b) (Figure 9.1). The CO₂ forcing of these experiments is prescribed as a time series of either global mean concentrations or spatially resolved anthropogenic emissions (Section 9.3.2.2). The analyses of model performance in this chapter are based on the concentration-based experiments with the exception of the evaluation of the carbon cycle (see Section 9.4.5).

Most of the model diagnostics are derived from the historical simulations that span the period 1850–2005. In some cases, these historical simulations are augmented by results from a scenario run, either RCP4.5 or RCP8.5 (see Section 9.3.2.2), so as to facilitate comparison with more recent observations. CMIP5/Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project version 3 (PMIP3) simulations for the mid-Holocene and last glacial maximum are used to evaluate model response to palaeoclimatic conditions. Historical emissions-driven simulations are used to evaluate the prognostic carbon cycle. The analysis of global surface temperature variability is based in part on long pre-industrial control runs to facilitate calculation of variability on decadal to centennial time scales. Idealized simulations with 1% per year increases in CO₂ are utilized to derive transient climate response. Equilibrium climate sensitivities are derived using results of specialized experiments, with fourfold CO₂ increase, designed specifically for this purpose.

9.3.2.2 Forcing of the Historical Experiments

Under the protocols adopted for CMIP5 and previous assessments, the transient climate experiments are conducted in three phases. The first phase covers the start of the modern industrial period through to the present day, years 1850–2005 (van Vuuren et al., 2011). The second phase covers the future, 2006–2100, and is described by a collection of RCPs (Moss et al., 2010). As detailed in Chapter 12, the third phase is described by a corresponding collection of Extension Concentration...
Pathways (Meinshausen et al., 2011). The forcings for the historical simulations evaluated in this section and are described briefly here (with more details in Annex II).

In the CMIP3 20th century experiments, the forcings from radiatively active species other than long-lived GHGs and sulphate aerosols were left to the discretion of the individual modelling groups (IPCC, 2007). By contrast, a comprehensive set of historical anthropogenic emissions and land use and land cover change data have been assembled for the CMIP5 experiments in order to produce a relatively homogeneous ensemble of historical simulations with common time series of forcing agents. Emissions of natural aerosols including soil dust, sea salt and volcanic species are still left to the discretion of the individual modelling groups.

For AOGCMs without chemical and biogeochemical cycles, the forcing agents are prescribed as a set of concentrations. The concentrations for GHGs and related compounds include CO₂, CH₄, N₂O, all fluorinated gases controlled under the Kyoto Protocol (hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and sulphur hexafluoride (SF₆)), and ozone-depleting substances controlled under the Montreal Protocol (chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs), Halons, carbon tetrachloride (CCL₄), methyl bromide (CH₃Br), methyl chloride (CH₂Cl)), The concentrations for aerosol species include sulphate (SO₄²⁻), ammonium nitrate (NH₄NO₃), hydrophobic and hydrophilic black carbon, hydrophobic and hydrophilic organic carbon, secondary organic aerosols (SOAs) and four size categories of dust and sea salt. For ESMs that include chemical and biogeochemical cycles, the forcings of grassland and forest fires including the effects of wood harvest and shifting cultivation, as well as time-dependent spatially resolved fluxes of CH₄, NOₓ, CO, NH₃, black and organic carbon, and volatile organic compounds (VOCs). For models that treat the chemical processes associated with biomass burning, emissions of additional species such as C₃H₆O (acetaldehyde), C₂H₂S (dimethylsulphide) and C₂H₂O (acetone) are also prescribed. Historical land use and land cover change is described in terms of the time-evolving partitioning of land surface area among cropland, pasture, primary land and secondary (recovery) land, including the effects of wood harvest and shifting cultivation, as well as land use changes and transitions from/to urban land (Hurt et al., 2009). These emissions data are aggregated from empirical reconstructions of grassland and forest fires (Schultz et al., 2008; Mieville et al., 2010); international shipping (Eyring et al., 2010); aviation (Lee et al., 2009), sulphur (Smith et al., 2011b), black and organic carbon (Bond et al., 2007); and NOₓ, CO, CH₄ and non methane volatile organic compounds (NMVOCs) (Lamarque et al., 2010) contributed by all other sectors.

For the natural forcings a recommended monthly averaged total solar irradiance time series was given, but there was no recommended treatment of volcanic forcing. Both integrated solar irradiance and its spectrum were available, but not all CMIP5 models used the spectral data. The data employed an 1850-2008 reconstruction of the solar cycle and its secular trend using observations of sunspots and faculae, the 10.7 cm solar irradiance measurements and satellite observations (Frohlich and Lean, 2004). For volcanic forcing CMIP5 models typically employed one of two prescribed volcanic aerosol data sets (Sato et al., 1993) or (Ammann et al., 2003) but at least one ESM employed interactive aerosol injection (Driscol et al., 2012). The prescribed data sets did not incorporate injection from explosive volcanoes after 2000.

9.3.2.3 Relationship of Decadal and Longer-Term Simulations

The CMIP5 archive also includes a new class of decadal-prediction experiments (Meehl et al., 2009, 2013b) (Figure 9.1). The goal is to understand the relative roles of forced changes and internal variability in historical and near-term climate variables, and to assess the predictability that might be realized on decadal time scales. These experiments comprise two sets of hindcast and prediction ensembles with initial conditions spanning 1960 through 2005. The set of 10-year ensembles are initialized starting at 1960 in 1-year increments through the year 2005 while the 30-year ensembles are initialized at 1960, 1980 and 2005. The same physical models are often used for both the short-term and long-term experiments (Figure 9.1) despite the different initialization of these two sets of simulations. Results from the short-term experiments are described in detail in Chapter 11.

9.4 Simulation of Recent and Longer-Term Records in Global Models

9.4.1 Atmosphere

Many aspects of the atmosphere have been more extensively evaluated than other climate model components. One reason is the availability of near-global observationally based data for energy fluxes at the TOA, cloud cover and cloud condensate, temperature, winds, moisture, ozone and other important properties. As discussed in Box 2.3, atmospheric reanalyses have also enabled integrating independent observations in a physically consistent manner. In this section we use this diversity of data (see Table 9.3) to evaluate the large-scale atmospheric behaviour.

9.4.1.1 Temperature and Precipitation Spatial Patterns of the Mean State

Surface temperature is perhaps the most routinely examined quantity in atmospheric models. Many processes must be adequately represented in order for a model to realistically capture the observed temperature distribution. The dominant external influence is incoming solar radiation, but many aspects of the simulated climate play an important role in modulating regional temperature such as the presence of clouds and the complex interactions between the atmosphere and the underlying land, ocean, snow, ice and biosphere.

The annual mean surface air temperature (at 2 m) is shown in Figure 9.2(a) for the mean of all available CMIP5 models, and the error, relative to an observationally constrained reanalysis (ECMWF reanalysis of the global atmosphere and surface conditions (ERA)-Interim; Dee et al., 2011) is shown in Figure 9.2(b). In most areas the multi-model mean agrees with the reanalysis to within 2°C, but there are several locations where the biases are much larger, particularly at high elevations over the Himalayas and parts of both Greenland and Antarctica, near the ice edge in the North Atlantic, and over ocean upwelling regions.
off the west coasts of South America and Africa. Averaging the absolute error of the individual CMIP5 models (Figure 9.2c) yields similar magnitude as the multi-model mean bias (Figure 9.2b), implying that compensating errors across models is limited. The inconsistency across the three available global reanalyses (Figure 9.2d) that have assimilated temperature data at two metres (Onogi et al., 2007; Simmons et al., 2010) provides an indication of observational uncertainty. Although the reanalysis inconsistency is smaller than the mean absolute bias in almost all regions, areas where inconsistency is largest (typically where observations are sparse) tend to be the same regions where the CMIP5 models show largest mean absolute error.

Seasonal performance of models can be evaluated by examining the difference between means for December–January–February (DJF) and June–July–August (JJA). Figures 9.3(a) and (b) show the CMIP5 mean model seasonal cycle amplitude in surface air temperature (as measured by the difference between the DJF and JJA and the absolute value of this difference). The seasonal cycle amplitude is much larger over land where the thermal inertia is much smaller than over the oceans, and it is generally larger at higher latitudes as a result of the larger seasonal amplitude in insolation. Figures 9.3(c) and (d) show the mean model bias of the seasonal cycle relative to the ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011). The largest biases correspond to areas of large seasonal amplitude, notably high latitudes over land, but relatively large biases are also evident in some lower latitude regions such as over northern India. Over most land areas the amplitude of the modelled seasonal cycle is larger than observed, whereas over much of the extratropical oceans the modelled amplitude is too small.

The simulation of precipitation is a more stringent test for models as it depends heavily on processes that must be parameterized. Challenges are compounded by the link to surface fields (topography, coastline, vegetation) that lead to much greater spatial heterogeneity at regional scales. Figure 9.4 shows the mean precipitation rate simulated by the CMIP5 multi-model ensemble, along with measures of error relative to precipitation analyses from the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (Adler et al., 2003). The magnitude of observational uncertainty for precipitation varies with region, which is why many studies make use...
of several estimates of precipitation. Known large-scale features are reproduced by the multi-model mean, such as a maximum precipitation just north of the equator in the central and eastern tropical Pacific, dry areas over the eastern subtropical ocean basins, and the minimum rainfall in Northern Africa (Dai, 2006). While many large-scale features of the tropical circulation are reasonably well simulated, there are persistent biases. These include too low precipitation along the equator in the Western Pacific associated with ocean–atmosphere feedbacks maintaining the equatorial cold tongue (Collins et al., 2010) and excessive precipitation in tropical convergence zones south of the equator in the Atlantic and the Eastern Pacific (Lin, 2007; Pincus et al., 2008). Other errors occurring in several models include an overly zonal orientation of the South-Pacific Convergence Zone (Brown et al., 2013) as well as an overestimate of the frequency of occurrence of light rain events (Stephens et al., 2010). Regional-scale precipitation simulation has strong parameter dependence (Rougemont et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2010; Neelin et al., 2010), and in some models substantial improvements have been shown through increases in resolution (Delworth et al., 2012) and improved representations of sub-gridscale processes, particularly convection (Neale et al., 2008). Judged by similarity with the spatial pattern of observations, the overall quality of the simulation of the mean state of precipitation in the CMIP5 ensemble is slightly better than in the CMIP3 ensemble (see FAQ 9.1 and Figure 9.6).

In summary, there is high confidence that large-scale patterns of surface temperature are well simulated by the CMIP5 models. In certain regions this agreement with observations is limited, particularly at elevations over the Himalayas and parts of both Greenland and Antarctica. The broad-scale features of precipitation as simulated by the CMIP5 models are in modest agreement with observations, but there are systematic errors in the Tropics.

### 9.4.1.2 Atmospheric Moisture, Clouds and Radiation

The global annual mean precipitable water is a measure of the total moisture content of the atmosphere. For the CMIP3 ensemble, the values of precipitable water agreed with one another and with multiple estimates from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) and ECMWF
ERA40 meteorological reanalyses to within approximately 10% (Waliser et al., 2007). Initial analysis of the CMIP5 ensemble shows the model results are within the uncertainties of the observations (Jiang et al., 2012a).

Modelling the vertical structure of water vapour is subject to greater uncertainty since the humidity profile is governed by a variety of processes. The CMIP3 models exhibited a significant dry bias of up to 25% in the boundary layer and a significant moist bias in the free troposphere of up to 100% (John and Soden, 2007). Upper tropospheric water vapour varied by a factor of three across the multi-model ensemble (Su et al., 2006). Many models have large biases in lower stratospheric water vapour (Gettelman et al., 2010), which could have implications for surface temperature change (Solomon et al., 2010). The limited number of studies available for the CMIP5 model ensemble broadly confirms the results from the earlier model generation. In tropical regions, the models are too dry in the lower troposphere and too moist in the upper troposphere, whereas in the extratropics they are too moist throughout the troposphere (Tian et al., 2013). However, many of the model values lie within the observational uncertainties.

Jiang et al. (2012a) show that the largest biases occur in the upper troposphere, with model values up to twice that observed, while in the middle and lower troposphere models simulate water vapour to within 10% of the observations.

The spatial patterns and seasonal cycle of the radiative fluxes at the TOA are fundamental energy balance quantities. Both the CMIP3 and CMIP5 model ensembles reproduce these patterns with considerable fidelity relative to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) data sets (Pincus et al., 2008; Wang and Su, 2013). Globally averaged TOA shortwave and longwave components of the radiative fluxes in 12 atmosphere-only versions of the CMIP5 models were within 2.5 W m⁻² of the observed values (Wang and Su, 2013).

Comparisons against surface components of radiative fluxes show that, on average, the CMIP5 models overestimate the global mean downward all-sky shortwave flux at the surface by 2 ± 6 W m⁻² (1 ± 3%) and underestimate the global downward longwave flux by 6 ± 9 W m⁻² (2 ± 2%) (Stephens et al., 2012). Although in tropical regions...
between 1 and 3 W m\(^{-2}\) of the bias may be due to systematic omission of precipitating and/or convective core ice hydrometeors (Waliser et al., 2011), the correlation between the biases in the all-sky and clear-sky downwelling fluxes suggests that systematic errors in clear-sky radiative transfer calculations may be a primary cause for these biases. This is consistent with an analysis of the global annual mean estimates of clear-sky atmospheric absorption from the CMIP3 ensemble and the systematic underestimation of clear-sky solar absorption by radiative transfer codes (Oreopoulos et al., 2012). The underestimation of absorption can be attributed to the omission or underestimation of

Figure 9.5 | Annual-mean cloud radiative effects of the CMIP5 models compared against the Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System Energy Balanced and Filled 2.6 (CERES EBAF 2.6) data set (in W m\(^{-2}\); top row: shortwave effect; middle row: longwave effect; bottom row: net effect). On the left are the global distributions of the multi-model-mean biases, and on the right are the zonal averages of the cloud radiative effects from observations (solid black: CERES EBAF 2.6; dashed black: CERES ES-4), individual models (thin grey lines), and the multi-model mean (thick red line). Model results are for the period 1985–2005, while the available CERES data are for 2001–2011. For a definition and maps of cloud radiative effect, see Section 7.2.1.2 and Figure 7.7.
absorbing aerosols, in particular carbonaceous species (Kim and Ramathan, 2008), or to the omission of weak-line (Collins et al., 2006b) or continuum (Ptashnik et al., 2011) absorption by water vapour (Wild et al., 2006).

One of the major influences on radiative fluxes in the atmosphere is the presence of clouds and their radiative properties. To measure the influence of clouds on model deficiencies in the TOA radiation budget, Figure 9.5 shows maps of deviations from observations in annual mean shortwave (top left), longwave (middle left) and net (bottom left) cloud radiative effect (CRE) for the CMIP5 multi-model mean. The figure (right panels) also shows zonal averages of the same quantities from two sets of observations, the individual CMIP5 models, and the multi-model average. The definition of CRE and observed mean fields for these quantities can be found in Chapter 7 (Section 7.2.1.2, Figure 7.7).

Models show large regional biases in CRE in the shortwave component, and these are particularly pronounced in the subtropics with too weak an effect (positive error) of model clouds on shortwave radiation in the stratocumulus regions and too strong an effect (negative error) in the trade cumulus regions. This error has been shown to largely result from an overestimation of cloud reflectance, rather than cloud cover (Nam et al., 2012). A too weak cloud influence on shortwave radiation is evident over the subpolar oceans of both hemispheres and in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) land areas. It is evident in the zonal mean graphs that there is a wide range in both longwave and shortwave CRE between individual models. As is also evident, a significant reduction in the difference between models and observations has resulted from changes in the observational estimates of CRE, in particular at polar and subpolar as well as subtropical latitudes (Loeb et al., 2009).

Understanding the biases in CRE in models requires a more in-depth analysis of the biases in cloud properties, including the fractional coverage of clouds, their vertical distribution as well as their liquid water and ice content. Major progress in this area has resulted from both the availability of new observational data sets and improved diagnostic techniques, including the increased use of instrument simulators (e.g., Cesana and Chepfer, 2012; Jiang et al., 2012a). Many models have particular difficulties simulating upper tropospheric clouds (Jiang et al., 2012a), and low and mid-level cloud occurrence are frequently underestimated (Cesana and Chepfer, 2012; Nam et al., 2012; Tsushima et al., 2013). Global mean values of both simulated ice and liquid water path vary by factors of 2 to 10 between models (Jiang et al., 2012a; Li et al., 2012a). The global mean fraction of clouds that can be detected with confidence from satellites (optical thickness >1.3, Pincus et al. (2012)) is underestimated by 5 to 10% (Klein et al., 2013). Some of the above errors in clouds compensate to provide the global mean balance in radiation required by model tuning (Tsushima et al., 2013; Wang and Su, 2013; Box 9.1).

In-depth analysis of several global and regional models (Karlsson et al., 2008; Teixeira et al., 2011) has shown that the interaction of boundary layer and cloud processes with the larger scale circulation systems that ultimately drive the observed subtropical cloud distribution remains poorly simulated. Large errors in subtropical clouds have been shown to negatively affect SST patterns in coupled model simulations (Hu et al., 2006).
et al., 2011; Wahl et al., 2011). Several studies have highlighted the potential importance and poor simulation of subpolar clouds in the Arctic and Southern Oceans (Karlsson and Svensson, 2010; Trenberth and Fasullo, 2010b; Haynes et al., 2011; Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2012). A particular challenge for models is the simulation of the correct phase of the cloud condensate, although very few observations are available to evaluate models particularly with respect to their representation of cloud ice (Waliser et al., 2009b; Li et al., 2012a). Regime-oriented approaches to the evaluation of model clouds (see Section 9.2.1) have identified that compensating errors in the CRE are largely a result of misrepresentations of the frequency of occurrence of key observed cloud regimes, while the radiative properties of the individual regimes contribute less to the overall model deficiencies (Tsushima et al., 2013).

In summary, despite modest improvements there remain significant errors in the model simulation of clouds. There is very high confidence that these errors contribute significantly to the uncertainties in estimates of cloud feedbacks (see Section 9.7.2.3; Section 7.2.5, Figure 7.10) and hence the spread in climate change projections reported in Chapter 12.

9.4.1.3 Quantifying Model Performance with Metrics

Performance metrics were used to some extent in the Third Assessment Report (TAR) and the Fourth Assessment Report (AR4), and are expanded upon here because of their increased appearance in the recent literature. As a simple example, Figure 9.6 illustrates how the pattern correlation between the observed and simulated climatological annual mean spatial patterns depends very much on the quantity examined. All CMIP3 and CMIP5 models capture the mean surface temperature distribution quite well, with correlations above 0.95, which are largely determined by the meridional temperature gradient. Correlations for outgoing longwave radiation are somewhat lower. For precipitation and the TOA shortwave cloud radiative effect, the correlations
between models and observations are below 0.90, and there is considerable scatter among model results. This example quantifies how some aspects of the simulated large-scale climate agree with observations better than others. Some of these differences are attributable to smoothly varying fields (e.g., temperature, water vapour) often agreeing better with observations than fields that exhibit fine structure (e.g., precipitation) (see also Section 9.6.1.1). Incremental improvement in each field is also evident in Figure 9.6, as gauged by the mean and median results in the CMIP5 ensemble having higher correlations than CMIP3. This multi-variate quantification of model improvement across development cycles is evident in several studies (e.g., Reichler and Kim, 2008; Knutti et al., 2013).

Figure 9.7 (following Gleckler et al., 2008) depicts the space–time root-mean-square error (RMSE) for the 1980–2005 climatological seasonal cycle of the historically forced CMIP5 simulations. For each of the fields examined, this ‘portrait plot’ depicts relative performance, with blue shading indicating performance being better, and red shading worse, than the median of all model results. In each case, two observations-based estimates are used to demonstrate the impact of the selection of reference data on the results. Some models consistently compare better with observations than others, some exhibit mixed performance and some stand out with relatively poor agreement with observations. For most fields, the choice of the observational data set does not substantially change the result for global error measures (e.g., between a state-of-the-art and an older-generation reanalysis), indicating that inter-model differences are substantially larger than the differences between the two reference data sets or the impact of two different climatological periods (e.g., for radiation fields: Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) 1984–1988; CERES EBAF, 2001–2011). Nevertheless, it is important to recognize that different data sets often rely on the same source of measurements, and that the results in this figure can have some sensitivity to a variety of factors such as instrument uncertainty, sampling errors (e.g., limited record length of observations), the spatial scale of comparison, the domain considered and the choice of metric.

Another notable feature of Figure 9.7 is that in most cases the multi-model mean agrees more favourably with observations than any individual model. This has been long recognized to hold for surface temperature and precipitation (e.g., Lambert and Boer, 2001). However, since the AR4, it has become clear that this holds for a broad range of climatological fields (Gleckler et al., 2008; Pincus et al., 2008; Knutti et al., 2010a) and is theoretically better understood (Annan and Hargreaves, 2011). It is worth noting that when most models suffer from a common error, such as the cold bias at high latitudes in the upper troposphere (see TA 200 hPa of Figure 9.7), individual models can agree better with observations than the multi-model mean.

Correlations between the relative errors for different quantities in Figure 9.7 are known to exist, reflecting physical relationships in the model formulations and in the real world. Cluster analysis methods have recently been used in an attempt to reduce this redundancy (e.g., Yokoi et al., 2011; Nishii et al., 2012), thereby providing more succinct summaries of model performance. Some studies have attempted an overall skill score by averaging together the results from multiple metrics (e.g., Reichler and Kim, 2008). Although this averaging process is largely arbitrary, combining the results of multiple metrics can reduce the chance that a poorer performing model will score well for the wrong reasons. Recent work (Nishii et al., 2012) has demonstrated that different methods used to produce a multi-variate skill measure for the CMIP3 models did not substantially alter the conclusions about the better and lesser performing models.

Large scale performance metrics are a typical first-step toward quantifying model agreement with observations, and summarizing broad characteristics of model performance that are not focussed on a particular application. More specialized performance tests target aspects of a simulation believed to be especially important for constraining model projections, although to date the connections between particular performance metrics and reliability of future projections are not well established. This important topic is addressed in Section 9.8.3, which highlights several identified relationships between model performance and projection responses.

9.4.1.4 Long-Term Global-Scale Changes

The comparison of observed and simulated climate change is complicated by the fact that the simulation results depend on both model formulation and the time-varying external forcings imposed on the models (Allen et al., 2000; Santer et al., 2007). De-convolving the importance of model and forcing differences in the historical simulations is an important topic that is addressed in Chapter 10; however, in this section a direct comparison is made to illustrate the ability of models to reproduce past changes.

9.4.1.4.1 Global surface temperature

Figure 9.8 compares the observational record of 20th century changes in global surface temperature to that simulated by each CMIP5 and EMIC model and the respective multi-model means. The inset on the right of the figure shows the climatological mean temperature for each model, averaged over the 1961–1990 reference period. Although biases in mean temperature are apparent, there is less confidence in observational estimates of climatological temperature than in variations about this mean (Jones et al. (1999). For the CMIP5 models, interannual variability in most of the simulations is qualitatively similar to that observed although there are several exceptions. The magnitude of interannual variations in the observations is noticeably larger than the multi-model mean because the averaging of multiple model results acts to filter much of the simulated variability. On the other hand, the episodic volcanic forcing that is applied to most models (see Section 9.3.2.2) is evident in the multi-model agreement with the observed cooling particularly noticeable after the 1991 Pinatubo eruption. The gradual warming evident in the observational record, particularly in the more recent decades, is also evident in the simulations, with the multi-model mean tracking the observed value closely over most of the century, and individual model results departing by less than about 0.5°C. Because the interpretation of differences in model behaviour can be confounded by internal variability and forcing, some studies have attempted to identify and remove dominant factors such as El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and the impacts of volcanic eruptions (e.g., Fyfe et al., 2010). Figure 9.8 shows the similar capability for EMICs to simulate the global-scale response to the 20th century forcings (Eby et al. 2013). These
results demonstrate a level of consistency between the EMICs with both the observations and the CMIP5 ensemble.

In summary, there is very high confidence that models reproduce the general features of the global-scale annual mean surface temperature increase over the historical period, including the more rapid warming in the second half of the 20th century, and the cooling immediately following large volcanic eruptions. The disagreement apparent over the most recent 10 to 15 years is discussed in detail in Box 9.2.

Figure 9.8 | Observed and simulated time series of the anomalies in annual and global mean surface temperature. All anomalies are differences from the 1961–1990 time-mean of each individual time series. The reference period 1961–1990 is indicated by yellow shading; vertical dashed grey lines represent times of major volcanic eruptions. (a) Single simulations for CMIP5 models (thin lines); multi-model mean (thick red line); different observations (thick black lines). Observational data (see Chapter 2) are Hadley Centre/Climatic Research Unit gridded surface temperature data set 4 (HadCRUT4; Morice et al., 2012), Goddard Institute for Space Studies Surface Temperature Analysis (GISTEMP; Hansen et al., 2010) and Merged Land–Ocean Surface Temperature Analysis (MLOST; Vose et al., 2012) and are merged surface temperature (2 m height over land and surface temperature over the ocean). All model results have been sub-sampled using the HadCRUT4 observational data mask (see Chapter 10). Following the CMIP5 protocol (Taylor et al., 2012b), all simulations use specified historical forcings up to and including 2005 and use RCP4.5 after 2005 (see Figure 10.1 and note different reference period used there; results will differ slightly when using alternative RCP scenarios for the post-2005 period). (a) Inset: the global mean surface temperature for the reference period 1961–1990, for each individual model (colours), the CMIP5 multi-model mean (thick red), and the observations (thick black: Jones et al., 1999). (Bottom) Single simulations from available EMIC simulations (thin lines), from Eby et al. (2013). Observational data are the same as in (a). All EMIC simulations ended in 2005 and use the CMIP5 historical forcing scenario. (b) Inset: Same as in (a) but for the EMICS.
Box 9.2 | Climate Models and the Hiatus in Global Mean Surface Warming of the Past 15 Years

The observed global mean surface temperature (GMST) has shown a much smaller increasing linear trend over the past 15 years than over the past 30 to 60 years (Section 2.4.3, Figure 2.20, Table 2.7; Figure 9.8; Box 9.2 Figure 1a, c). Depending on the observational data set, the GMST trend over 1998–2012 is estimated to be around one-third to one-half of the trend over 1951–2012 (Section 2.4.3, Table 2.7; Box 9.2 Figure 1a, c). For example, in HadCRUT4 the trend is 0.04°C per decade over 1998–2012, compared to 0.11°C per decade over 1951–2012. The reduction in observed GMST trend is most marked in Northern Hemisphere winter (Section 2.4.3; Cohen et al., 2012). Even with this “hiatus” in GMST trend, the decade of the 2000s has been the warmest in the instrumental record of GMST (Section 2.4.3, Figure 2.19). Nevertheless, the occurrence of the hiatus in GMST trend during the past 15 years raises the two related questions of what has caused it and whether climate models are able to reproduce it.

Figure 9.8 demonstrates that 15-year-long hiatus periods are common in both the observed and CMIP5 historical GMST time series (see also Section 2.4.3, Figure 2.20; Easterling and Wehner, 2009; Liebmann et al., 2010). However, an analysis of the full suite of CMIP5 historical simulations (augmented for the period 2006–2012 by RCP4.5 simulations, Section 9.3.2) reveals that 111 out of 114 realizations show a GMST trend over 1998–2012 that is higher than the entire HadCRUT4 trend ensemble (Box 9.2 Figure 1a; CMIP5 ensemble mean trend is 0.21°C per decade). This difference between simulated and observed trends could be caused by some combination of (a) internal climate variability, (b) missing or incorrect radiative forcing and (c) model response error. These potential sources of the difference, which are not mutually exclusive, are assessed below, as is the cause of the observed GMST trend hiatus.

Internal Climate Variability

Hiatus periods of 10 to 15 years can arise as a manifestation of internal decadal climate variability, which sometimes enhances and sometimes counters the long-term externally forced trend. Internal variability thus diminishes the relevance of trends over periods as short as 10 to 15 years for long-term climate change (Box 2.2, Section 2.4.3). Furthermore, the timing of internal decadal climate variability is not expected to be matched by the CMIP5 historical simulations, owing to the predictability horizon of at most 10 to 20 years (Section 11.2.2; CMIP5 historical simulations are typically started around nominally 1850 from a control run). However, climate models exhibit individual decades of GMST trend hiatus even during a prolonged phase of energy uptake of the climate system (e.g., Figure 9.8; Easterling and Wehner, 2009; Knight et al., 2009), in which case the energy budget would be balanced by increasing subsurface–ocean heat uptake (Meehl et al., 2011, 2013a; Guemas et al., 2013).

Owing to sampling limitations, it is uncertain whether an increase in the rate of subsurface–ocean heat uptake occurred during the past 15 years (Section 3.2.4). However, it is very likely2 that the climate system, including the ocean below 700 m depth, has continued to accumulate energy over the period 1998–2010 (Section 3.2.4, Box 3.1). Consistent with this energy accumulation, global mean sea level has continued to rise during 1998–2012, at a rate only slightly and insignificantly lower than during 1993–2012 (Section 3.7). The consistency between observed heat-content and sea level changes yields high confidence in the assessment of continued ocean energy accumulation, which is in turn consistent with the positive radiative imbalance of the climate system (Section 8.5.1; Section 13.3, Box 13.1). By contrast, there is limited evidence that the hiatus in GMST trend has been accompanied by a slower rate of increase in ocean heat content over the depth range 0 to 700 m, when comparing the period 2003–2010 against 1971–2010. There is low agreement on this slowdown, since three of five analyses show a slowdown in the rate of increase while the other two show the increase continuing unabated (Section 3.2.3, Figure 3.2).

During the 15-year period beginning in 1998, the ensemble of HadCRUT4 GMST trends lies below almost all model-simulated trends (Box 9.2 Figure 1a), whereas during the 15-year period ending in 1998, it lies above 93 out of 114 modelled trends (Box 9.2 Figure 1b; HadCRUT4 ensemble-mean trend 0.26°C per decade, CMIP5 ensemble-mean trend 0.16°C per decade). Over the 62-year period 1951–2012, observed and CMIP5 ensemble-mean trends agree to within 0.02°C per decade (Box 9.2 Figure 1c; CMIP5 ensemble-mean trend 0.13°C per decade). There is hence very high confidence that the CMIP5 models show long-term GMST trends consistent with observations, despite the disagreement over the most recent 15-year period. Due to internal climate variability, in any given 15-year period the observed GMST trend sometimes lies near one end of a model ensemble (Box 9.2, Figure 1a, b; Easterling and Wehner, 2009), an effect that is pronounced in Box 9.2, Figure 1a b because GMST was influenced by a very strong El Niño event in 1998.

1 In this Report, the following terms have been used to indicate the assessed likelihood of an outcome or a result: Virtually certain 99–100% probability, Very likely 90–100%, Likely 66–100%, About as likely as not 33–66%, Unlikely 0–33%, Very unlikely 0–10%, Exceptionally unlikely 0–1%. Additional terms (Extremely likely: 95–100%, More likely than not >50–100%, and Extremely unlikely 0–5%) may also be used when appropriate. Assessed likelihood is typeset in italics, e.g., very likely (see Section 1.4 and Box TS.1 for more details).
Unlike the CMIP5 historical simulations referred to above, some CMIP5 predictions were initialized from the observed climate state during the late 1990s and the early 21st century (Section 11.1, Box 11.1; Section 11.2). There is medium evidence that these initialized predictions show a GMST lower by about 0.05°C to 0.1°C compared to the historical ( uninitialized) simulations and maintain this lower GMST during the first few years of the simulation (Section 11.2.3.4, Figure 11.3 top left; Doblas-Reyes et al., 2013; Guemas et al., 2013). In some initialized models this lower GMST occurs in part because they correctly simulate a shift, around 2000, from a positive to a negative phase of the Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO, Box 2.5; e.g., Meehl and Teng, 2012; Meehl et al., 2013a). However, the improvement of this phasing of the IPO through initialization is not universal across the CMIP5 predictions (cf. Section 11.2.3.4). Moreover, while part of the GMST reduction through initialization indeed results from initializing at the correct phase of internal variability, another part may result from correcting a model bias that was caused by incorrect past forcing or incorrect model response to past forcing, especially in the ocean. The relative magnitudes of these effects are at present unknown (Meehl and Teng, 2012); moreover, the quality of a forecasting system cannot be evaluated from a single prediction (here, a 10-year prediction within the period 1998–2012; Section 11.2.3). Overall, there is medium confidence that initialization leads to simulations of GMST during 1998–2012 that are more consistent with the observed trend hiatus than are the uninitialized CMIP5 historical simulations, and that the hiatus is in part a consequence of internal variability that is predictable on the multi-year time scale.

Radiative Forcing
On decadal to interdecadal time scales and under continually increasing effective radiative forcing (ERF), the forced component of the GMST trend responds to the ERF trend relatively rapidly and almost linearly (medium confidence, e.g., Gregory and Forster, 2008; Held et al., 2010; Forster et al., 2013). The expected forced-response GMST trend is related to the ERF trend by a factor that has been estimated for the 1% per year CO$_2$ increase in the CMIP5 ensemble as 2.0 [1.3 to 2.7] W m$^{-2}$ °C$^{-1}$ (90% uncertainty range; Forster et al., 2013). Hence, an ERF trend can be approximately converted to a forced-response GMST trend, permitting an assessment of how much of the change in the GMST trends shown in Box 9.2 Figure 1 is due to a change in ERF trend.

The AR5 best-estimate ERF trend over 1998–2011 is 0.22 [0.10 to 0.34] W m$^{-2}$ per decade (90% uncertainty range), which is substantially lower than the trend over 1984–1998 (0.32 [0.22 to 0.42] W m$^{-2}$ per decade; note that there was a strong volcanic eruption in 1982) and the trend over 1951–2011 (0.31 [0.19 to 0.40] W m$^{-2}$ per decade; Box 9.2, Figure 1d–f; numbers based on Section 8.5.2, Figure 8.18; the end year 2011 is chosen because data availability is more limited than for GMST). The resulting forced-response GMST trend would approximately be 0.12 [0.05 to 0.29] °C per decade, 0.19 [0.09 to 0.39] °C per decade, and 0.18 [0.08 to 0.37] °C per decade for the periods 1998–2011, 1984–1998 and 1951–2011, respectively (the uncertainty ranges assume that the range of the conversion factor to GMST trend and the range of ERF trend itself are independent). The AR5 best-estimate ERF forcing trend difference between 1998–2011 and 1951–2011 thus might explain about one-half (0.05°C per decade) of the observed GMST trend difference between these periods (0.06 to 0.08°C per decade, depending on observational data set).

The reduction in AR5 best-estimate ERF trend over 1998–2011 compared to both 1984–1998 and 1951–2011 is mostly due to decreasing trends in the natural forcings, −0.16 [−0.27 to −0.06] W m$^{-2}$ per decade over 1998–2011 compared to 0.01 [−0.00 to 0.01] W m$^{-2}$ per decade over 1951–2011 (Section 8.5.2, Figure 8.19). Solar forcing went from a relative maximum in 2000 to a relative minimum in 2009, with a peak-to-peak difference of around 0.15 W m$^{-2}$ and a linear trend over 1998–2011 of around −0.10 W m$^{-2}$ per decade (cf. Section 10.3.1, Box 10.2). Furthermore, a series of small volcanic eruptions has increased the observed stratospheric aerosol loading after 2000, leading to an additional negative ERF-linear trend contribution of around −0.06 W m$^{-2}$ per decade over 1998–2011 (cf. Section 8.4.2.2, Section 8.5.2, Figure 8.19; Box 9.2 Figure 1d, f). By contrast, satellite-derived estimates of tropospheric aerosol optical depth (AOD) suggests little overall trend in global mean AOD over the last 10 years, implying little change in ERF due to aerosol-radiative interaction (low confidence because of low confidence in AOD trend itself, Section 2.2.3; Section 8.5.1; Murphy, 2013). Moreover, because there is only low confidence in estimates of ERF due to aerosol–cloud interaction (Section 8.5.1, Table 8.5), there is likewise low confidence in its trend over the last 15 years.

For the periods 1984–1998 and 1951–2011, the CMIP5 ensemble-mean ERF trend deviates from the AR5 best-estimate ERF trend by only 0.01 W m$^{-2}$ per decade (Box 9.2 Figure 1e, f). After 1998, however, some contributions to a decreasing ERF trend are missing in the CMIP5 models, such as the increasing stratospheric aerosol loading after 2000 and the unusually low solar minimum in 2009. Nonetheless, over 1998–2011 the CMIP5 ensemble-mean ERF trend is lower than the AR5 best-estimate ERF trend by 0.03 W m$^{-2}$ per decade (Box 9.2 Figure 1d). Furthermore, global mean AOD in the CMIP5 models shows little trend over 1998–2012, similar to the observations (Figure 9.29). Although the forcing uncertainties are substantial, there are no apparent incorrect or missing global mean forcings in the CMIP5 models over the last 15 years that could explain the model–observations difference during the warming hiatus.

(continued on next page)
Model Response Error

The discrepancy between simulated and observed GMST trends during 1998–2012 could be explained in part by a tendency for some CMIP5 models to simulate stronger warming in response to increases in greenhouse gas (GHG) concentration than is consistent with observations (Section 10.3.1.1.3, Figure 10.4). Averaged over the ensembles of models assessed in Section 10.3.1.1.3, the best-estimate GHG and other anthropogenic (OA) scaling factors are less than one (though not significantly so, Figure 10.4), indicating that the model-mean GHG and OA responses should be scaled down to best match observations. This finding provides evidence that some CMIP5 models show a larger response to GHGs and other anthropogenic factors (dominated by the effects of aerosols) than the real world (medium confidence). As a consequence, it is argued in Chapter 11 that near-term model projections of GMST increase should be scaled down by about 10% (Section 11.3.6.3). This downward scaling is, however, not sufficient to explain the model-mean overestimate of GMST trend over the hiatus period.

Another possible source of model error is the poor representation of water vapour in the upper atmosphere (Section 9.4.1.2). It has been suggested that a reduction in stratospheric water vapour after 2000 caused a reduction in downward longwave radiation and hence a surface-cooling contribution (Solomon et al., 2010), possibly missed by the models. However, this effect is assessed here to be small, because there was a recovery in stratospheric water vapour after 2005 (Section 2.2.2.1, Figure 2.5).

---

**Box 9.2, Figure 1**

(Top) Observed and simulated global mean surface temperature (GMST) trends in degrees Celsius per decade, over the periods 1998–2012 (a), 1984–1998 (b), and 1951–2012 (c). For the observations, 100 realizations of the Hadley Centre/Climatic Research Unit gridded surface temperature data set 4 (HadCRUT4) ensemble are shown (red, hatched: Morice et al., 2012). The uncertainty displayed by the ensemble width is that of the statistical construction of the global average only, in contrast to the trend uncertainties quoted in Section 2.4.3, which include an estimate of internal climate variability. Here, by contrast, internal variability is characterized through the width of the model ensemble. For the models, all 114 available CMIP5 historical realizations are shown, extended after 2005 with the RCP4.5 scenario and through 2012 (grey, shaded: after Fyfe et al., 2010). (Bottom) Trends in effective radiative forcing (ERF, in W m\(^{-2}\) per decade) over the periods 1998–2011 (d), 1984–1998 (e), and 1951–2011 (f). The figure shows AR5 best-estimate ERF trends (red, hatched; Section 8.5.2, Figure 8.18) and CMIP5 ERF (grey, shaded: from Forster et al., 2013). Black lines are smoothed versions of the histograms. Each histogram is normalized so that its area sums up to one.
4.1.4.2 Tropical tropospheric temperature trends

Most climate model simulations show a larger warming in the tropical troposphere than is found in observational data sets (e.g., McKitrick et al., 2010; Santer et al., 2013). There has been an extensive and sometimes controversial debate in the published literature as to whether this difference is statistically significant, once observational uncertainties and natural variability are taken into account (e.g., Douglass et al., 2008; Santer et al., 2008, 2013; Christy et al., 2010; McKitrick et al., 2010; Bengtsson and Hodges, 2011; Fu et al., 2011; McKitrick et al., 2011; Thorne et al., 2011). For the period 1979–2012, the various observational data sets find, in the tropical lower troposphere (LT), a linear warming trend ranging from 0.06°C to 0.13°C per decade (Section 2.4.4, Figure 2.27). In the tropical middle troposphere (MT), the linear warming trend ranges from 0.02°C to 0.12°C per decade (Section 2.4.4, Figure 2.27). Uncertainty in these trend values arises from different methodological choices made by the groups deriving satellite products (Mears et al., 2011) and radiosonde compilations (Thorne et al., 2011), and from fitting a linear trend to a time series containing substantial interannual and decadal variability (Box 2.2; Section 2.4.4; Santer et al., 2008; McKitrick et al., 2010). Although there have been substantial methodological debates about the calculation of trends and their uncertainty, a 95% confidence interval of around ±0.1°C per decade has been obtained consistently for both LT and MT (e.g., Section 2.4.4; McKitrick et al., 2010). In summary, despite unanimous agreement on the sign of the observed trends, there exists substantial disagreement between available estimates as to the rate of temperature changes in the tropical troposphere, and there is only low confidence in the rate of change and its vertical structure (Section 2.4.4).

For the 30-year period 1979–2009 (sometimes updated through 2010 or 2011), the CMIP3 models simulate a tropical warming trend ranging from 0.1°C to somewhat above 0.4°C per decade for both LT and MT (McKitrick et al., 2010), while the CMIP5 models simulate a tropical warming trend ranging from slightly below 0.15°C to somewhat above 0.4°C per decade for both LT and MT (Santer et al., 2013; see also Pechtl and Fu, 2012, who considered the period 1979–2005). Both model ensembles show trends that on average are higher than in the observational estimates, although both model ensembles overlap the observational ensemble. Because the differences between the various observational estimates are largely systematic and structural (Section 2.4.4; Mears et al., 2011), the uncertainty in the observed trends cannot be reduced by averaging the observations as if the differences between the data sets were purely random. Likewise, to properly represent internal climate variability, the full model ensemble spread must be used in a comparison against the observations (e.g., Box 9.2; Section 11.2.3.2; Raftery et al., 2005; Wilks, 2006; Jolliffe and Stephenson, 2011). The very high significance levels of model–observation discrepancies in LT and MT trends that were obtained in some studies (e.g., Douglass et al., 2008; McKitrick et al., 2010) thus arose to a substantial degree from using the standard error of the model ensemble mean as a measure of uncertainty, instead of the ensemble standard deviation or some other appropriate measure for uncertainty arising from internal climate variability.
variability (e.g., Box 9.2; Section 11.2.3.2; Raftery et al., 2005; Wilks, 2006; Jolliffe and Stephenson, 2011). Nevertheless, almost all model ensemble members show a warming trend in both LT and MT larger than observational estimates (McKittrick et al., 2010; Po-Chedley and Fu, 2012; Santer et al., 2013).

The CMIP3 models show a 1979–2010 tropical SST trend of 0.19°C per decade in the multi-model mean, significantly larger than the various observational trend estimates ranging from 0.10°C to 0.14°C per decade (including the 95% confidence interval; Fu et al., 2011). As a consequence, simulated tropospheric temperature trends are also too large because models attempt to maintain static stability. By contrast, atmospheric models that are forced with the observed SST are in better agreement with observations, as was found in the CMIP3 model ECHAM5 (Bengtsson and Hodges, 2011) and the CMIP5 atmosphere-only runs. In the latter, the LT trend range for the period 1981–2008 is 0.13 to 0.19°C per decade—less than in the CMIP5 coupled models, but still an overestimate (Po-Chedley and Fu, 2012). The influence of SST trend errors on the analysis can be reduced by considering trends in tropospheric static stability, measured by the amplification of MT trends against LT trends; another approach is to consider the amplification of MT against SST variations (Santer et al., 2005) and concerning amplification of LT variations (Po-Chedley and Fu, 2012). By contrast, the 30-year trend in tropical static stability has been found to be larger than in the satellite observations for almost all ensemble members in both CMIP3 (Fu et al., 2011) and CMIP5 (Po-Chedley and Fu, 2012). However, if the radiosonde compilations are used for the comparison, the trends in static stability in the CMIP3 models agree much better with the observations, and inconsistency cannot be diagnosed unambiguously (Seidel et al., 2012). What caused the remaining trend overestimate in static stability is not clear but has been argued recently to result from an upward propagation of bias in the model climatology (O’Gorman and Singh, 2013).

In summary, most, though not all, CMIP3 and CMIP5 models overestimate the observed warming trend in the tropical troposphere during the satellite period 1979–2012. Roughly one-half to two-thirds of this difference from the observed trend is due to an overestimate of the SST trend, which is propagated upward because models attempt to maintain static stability. There is low confidence in these assessments, however, due to the low confidence in observed tropical tropospheric trend rates and vertical structure (Section 2.4.4).

9.4.1.4.3 Extratropical circulation

The AR4 concluded that models, when forced with observed SSTs, are capable of producing the spatial distribution of storm tracks, but generally show deficiencies in the numbers and depth of cyclones and the exact locations of the storm tracks. The ability to represent extratropical cyclones in climate models has been improving, partly due to increases in horizontal resolution.

Storm track biases over the North Atlantic have decreased in CMIP5 models compared to CMIP3 (Zappa et al., 2013) although models still produce too zonal a storm track in this region and most models underestimate cyclone intensity (Cullen et al., 2013; Zappa et al., 2013). Chang et al. (2012) also find the storm tracks in the CMIP5 models to be too weak and too equatorwards in their position, similar to the CMIP3 models. The performance of the CMIP5 models in representing North Atlantic cyclones was found to be strongly dependent on model resolution (Cullen et al., 2013). Studies based on individual models typically find that models capture the general characteristics of storm tracks and extratropical cyclones (Ulbrich et al., 2008; Catto et al., 2010) and their associated fronts (Catto et al., 2013) and show improvements over earlier model versions (Loptien et al., 2008). However, some models have deficiencies in capturing the location of storm tracks (Greeves et al., 2007; Catto et al., 2011), in part owing to problems related to the location of warm waters such as the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio Current (Greeves et al., 2007; Keeley et al., 2012). This is an important issue because future projections of storm tracks are sensitive to changes in SSTs (Catto et al., 2011; Laine et al., 2011; McDonald, 2011; Woollings et al., 2012). Some studies find that storm track and cyclone biases are strongly related to atmospheric processes and parameterizations (Bauer et al., 2008a; Boer and Lambert, 2008; Zappa et al., 2013). Representation of the Mediterranean storm track has been shown to be particularly dependent on model resolution (Pinto et al., 2006; Raible et al., 2007; Bengtsson et al., 2009; Ulbrich et al., 2009), as is the representation of storm intensity and associated extremes in this area (Champion et al., 2011). Most studies have focussed on NH storm tracks. However, recently two CMIP3 models were found to differ significantly in their simulation of extratropical cyclones affecting Australia (Dowdy et al., 2013) and only about a third of the CMIP3 models were able to capture the observed changes and trends in Southern Hemisphere (SH) baroclinicity responsible for a reduction in the growth rate of the leading winter storm track modes (Frederiksen et al., 2011). There is still a lack of information on SH storm track evaluation for the CMIP5 models.

9.4.1.4.4 Tropical circulation

Earlier assessments of a weakening Walker circulation (Vecchi et al., 2006; Vecchi and Soden, 2007; DiNezio et al., 2009) from models and reanalyses (Yu and Zwiers, 2010) have been tempered by subsequent evidence that tropical Pacific Trade winds may have strengthened since the early 1990s (e.g., Merrifield and Maltrud, 2011). Models suggest that the width of the Hadley cell should increase (Frierson et al., 2007; Lu et al., 2007), and there are indications that this has been observed over the past 25 years (Seidel et al., 2008) but at an apparent rate (2 to 5 degrees of latitude since 1979) that is faster than in the CMIP3 models (Johanson and Fu, 2009).

The tendency in a warming climate for wet areas to receive more precipitation and subtropical dry areas to receive less, often termed the ‘rich-get richer’ mechanism (Chou et al., 2006; Held and Soden, 2006) is simulated in CMIP3 models (Chou and Tu, 2008), and observational support for this is found from ocean salinity observations (Durack et al., 2012) and precipitation gauge data over land (Zhang et al., 2007). There is medium confidence that models are correct in simulating precipitation increases in wet areas and decreases in dry areas on broad spatial scales in a warming climate based on agreement among models and some evidence that this has been detected in observed trends (see Section 2.5.1).
Several recent studies have examined the co-variability of tropical climate variables as a further means of evaluating climate models. Specifically, there are observed relationships between lower tropospheric temperature and total column precipitable water (Mears et al., 2007), and between surface temperature and relative humidity (Willett et al., 2010). Figure 9.9 (updated from Mears et al., 2007) shows the relationship between 25-year (1988–2012) linear trends in tropical precipitable water and lower tropospheric temperature for individual historical simulations (extended by appending RCP8.5 simulations after 2005, see Santer et al., 2013). As described by Mears et al. (2007), the ratio between changes in these two quantities is fairly tightly constrained in the model simulations and similar across a range of time scales, indicating that relative humidity is close to invariant in each model. In the updated figure, the Remote Sensing System (RSS) observations are in fairly good agreement with model expectations, and the University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH) observations less so. The points associated with two of the reanalyses are also relatively far from the line, consistent with long-term changes in relative humidity. It is not known whether these discrepancies are due to remaining inhomogeneity in the observational data and/or reanalysis results, or due to problems with the climate simulations. All of the observational and reanalysis points lie at the lower end of the model distribution, consistent with the findings of (Santer et al., 2013).

9.4.1.4.5 Ozone and lower stratospheric temperature trends

Stratospheric ozone has been subject to a major perturbation since the late 1970s due to anthropogenic emissions of ozone-depleting substances (see also Section 2.2.2.2 and Figure 2.6). Since the AR4, there is increasing evidence that the ozone hole has led to a poleward shift and strengthening of the SH mid-latitude tropospheric jet during summer (Perlitz et al., 2008; Son et al., 2008, 2010; SPARC-CCMVal, 2010; McLandress et al., 2011; Polvani et al., 2011; WMO, 2011; Swart and Fyfe, 2012b). These trends are well captured in both chemistry–climate models (CCMs) with interactive stratospheric chemistry and in CMIP3 models with prescribed time-varying ozone (Son et al., 2010; SPARC-CCMVal, 2010). However, around half of the CMIP3 models prescribe ozone as a fixed climatological value, and so these models are not able to simulate trends in surface climate attributable to changing stratospheric ozone amount (Karpechko et al., 2008; Son et al., 2008, 2010; Fogt et al., 2009). For CMIP5, a new time-varying ozone data set (Cionni et al., 2011) was developed and prescribed in the majority of models without interactive chemistry. This zonal mean data set is based on observations by Randel and Wu (2007) and CCM projections in the future (SPARC-CCMVal, 2010). Further, nine of the CMIP5 models include interactive chemistry and so compute their own ozone evolution. As a result, all CMIP5 models consider stratospheric ozone depletion and capture associated effects on SH surface climate, a significant advance over CMIP3. Figure 9.10 shows the global annual mean and Antarctic October mean of total column ozone in the CMIP5 models. The simulated trends in total column ozone are in medium agreement with observations, noting that some models that calculate ozone interactively show significant deviations from observation (Eyring et al., 2013). The multi-model mean agrees well with observations, and there is robust evidence that this constitutes a significant improvement over CMIP3, where around half of the models did not include stratospheric
ozone trends. Correspondingly, there is high confidence that the representation of associated effects on high-latitude surface climate and lower stratospheric cooling trends has improved compared to CMIP3.

Lower stratospheric temperature change is affected by ozone, and since 1958 the change is characterized by a long-term global cooling trend interrupted by three 2-year warming episodes following large volcanic eruptions (Figure 2.24). During the satellite era (since 1979) the cooling occurred mainly in two step-like transitions in the aftermath of the El Chichón eruption in 1982 and the Mt Pinatubo eruption in 1991, with each cooling transition followed by a period of relatively steady temperatures (Randel et al., 2009; Seidel et al., 2011). This specific evolution of global lower stratosphere temperatures since 1979 is well captured in the CMIP5 models when forced with both natural and anthropogenic climate forcings, although the models tend to underestimate the long-term cooling trend (Charlton-Perez et al., 2012; Eyring et al., 2013; Santer et al., 2013) (see Chapter 10).

Tropospheric ozone is an important GHG and as such needs to be well represented in climate simulations. In the historical period it has increased due to increases in ozone precursor emissions from anthropogenic activities (see Chapters 2 and 8). Since the AR4, a new emission data set has been developed (Lamarque et al., 2010), which has led to some differences in tropospheric ozone burden compared to previous studies, mainly due to biomass burning emissions (Lamarque et al., 2010; Cionni et al., 2011; Young et al., 2013). Climatological mean tropospheric ozone in the CMIP5 simulations generally agrees well with satellite observations and ozonesondes, although as in the stratosphere, biases exist for individual models (Eyring et al., 2013; Young et al., 2013) (see also Chapter 8).
9.4.1.5 Model Simulations of the Last Glacial Maximum and the Mid-Holocene

Simulations of past climate can be used to test a model’s response to forcings larger than those of the 20th century (see Chapter 5), and the CMIP5 protocol includes palaeoclimate simulations referred to as PMIP3 (Palaeoclimate Model Intercomparison Project, version 3) (Taylor et al., 2012b). Specifically, the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, 21000 years BP) allows testing of the modelled climate response to the presence of a large ice sheet in the NH and to lower concentrations of radiatively active trace gases, whereas the mid-Holocene (MH, 6000 years BP) tests the response to changes in seasonality of insolation in the NH (see Chapter 5). For these periods, palaeoclimate reconstructions allow quantitative model assessment (Braconnot et al., 2012).

In addition, the CMIP5/PMIP3 simulations can compared to previous palaeoclimate intercomparisons (Joussaume and Taylor, 1995; Braconnot et al., 2007c).

Figure 9.11 compares model results to palaeoclimate reconstructions for both LGM (left) and MH (right). For most models the simulated LGM cooling is within the range of the climate reconstructions (Braconnot et al., 2007c; Izumi et al., 2013), however Hargreaves et al. (2011) find a global mean model warm bias over the ocean of about 1°C for this period (Hargreaves et al., 2011). LGM simulations tend to overestimate tropical cooling and underestimate mid-latitude cooling (Kageyama et al., 2006; Otto-Bliesner et al., 2009). They thus underestimate polar amplification which is a feature also found for the mid-Holocene (Mason-Delmotte et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2010a) and other climatic con-
texts (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2010). Part of this can be attributed to uncertainties in the representation of sea ice and vegetation feedbacks that have been shown to amplify the response at the LGM and the MH in these latitudes (Braconnot et al., 2007b; Otto et al., 2009; O’ishi and Abe-Ouchi, 2011). Biases in the representation of the coupling between vegetation and soil moisture are also responsible for excessive continental drying at the LGM (Wohlfahrt et al., 2008) and uncertainties in vegetation feedback in monsoon regions (Wang et al., 2008; Dallmeyer et al., 2010). Nevertheless, the ratio between the simulated change in temperature over land and over the ocean (Figure 9.11c) is rather similar in different models, resulting mainly from simulation of the hydrological cycle over land and ocean (Sutton et al., 2007; Laine et al., 2009). At a regional scale, models tend to underestimate the changes in the north-south temperature gradient over Europe both at the LGM (Ramstein et al., 2007) and at the mid-Holocene (Brewer et al., 2007; Davis and Brewer, 2009).

The large-scale pattern of precipitation change during the MH (Figure 9.11d) is reproduced, but models tend to underestimate the magnitude of precipitation change in most regions. In the SH (not shown in the figure), the simulated change in atmospheric circulation is consistent with precipitation records in Patagonia and New Zealand, even though the differences between model results are large and the reconstructions have large uncertainties (Rojas et al., 2009; Rojas and Moreno, 2011).

A wider range of model performance metrics is provided in Figure 9.12 (Guéret et al., 1999; Brewer et al., 2007; Annan and Hargreaves, 2011; Izumi et al., 2013). Results for the MH are less reliable than for the LGM, because the forcing is weaker and involves smaller scale responses over the continent (Hargreaves et al., 2013). As is the case for the simulations of present day climate, there is only modest improvement between the results of the more recent models (CMIP5/PMIP3) and those of earlier model versions (PMIP2) despite higher resolution and sophistication.

9.4.2 Ocean

Accurate simulation of the ocean in climate models is essential for the correct estimation of transient ocean heat uptake and transient climate response, ocean CO$_2$ uptake, sea level rise, and coupled climate modes such as ENSO. In this section model performance is assessed for the mean state of ocean properties, surface fluxes and their impact on the simulation of ocean heat content and sea level, and aspects of importance for climate variability. Simulations of both the recent and more distant past are evaluated against available data. Following Chapter 3, ocean reanalyses are not used for model evaluation as many of their properties depend on the model used to build the reanalysis.

9.4.2.1 Simulation of Mean Temperature and Salinity Structure

Potential temperature and salinity are the main ocean state variables and their zonal distribution offers an evaluation of climate models in different parts of the ocean (upper ocean, thermocline, deep ocean). Over most latitudes, at depths ranging from 200 m to 2000 m, the CMIP5 multi-model mean zonally averaged ocean temperature is too warm (Figure 9.13a), albeit with a cooler deep ocean. Similar biases were evident in the CMIP3 multi-model mean. Above 200 m, however,
the CMIP5 (and CMIP3) multi-model mean is too cold, with maximum cold bias (more than 1°C) near the surface at mid-latitudes of the NH and near 200 m at 15°S. Zonal salinity errors (Figure 9.13b) exhibit a different pattern from those of the potential temperature indicating that most do not occur via density compensation. Some near surface structures in the tropics and in the northern mid-latitude are indicative of density compensation and are presumably due to surface fluxes errors. At intermediate depths, errors in water mass formation translate into errors in both salinity and potential temperature.

In the AR4 it was noted that the largest errors in SST in CMIP3 were found in mid and high latitudes. While this is still the case in CMIP5, there is marginal improvement with fewer individual models exhibiting serious bias—the inter-model zonal mean SST error standard deviation is significantly reduced at all latitudes north of 40°S—even though the multi-model mean is only slightly improved (Figure 9.14a, c). Near the equator, the cold tongue error in the Pacific (see Section 9.4.2.5.1) is reduced by 30% in CMIP5; the Atlantic still exhibits serious errors and the Indian is still well simulated (Figure 9.14b, d). In the Tropics, Li and Xie (2012) have shown that SST errors could be classified into those exhibiting broad meridional structures that are due to cloud errors, and those associated with Pacific and Atlantic cold tongue errors that are due to thermocline depth errors.

Sea surface salinity (SSS) is more challenging to observe, even though the last decade has seen substantial improvements in the development of global salinity observations, such as those from the Array for Real-time Geostrophic Oceanography (ARGO) network (see Chapter 3). Whereas SST is strongly constrained by air–sea interactions, the sources of SSS variations (surface forcing via evaporation minus precipitation, sea ice formation/melt and river runoff) are only loosely related to the SSS itself, allowing errors to develop unchecked in coupled models. An analysis of CMIP3 models showed that, whereas the historical trend in global mean SSS is well captured by the models, regional SSS biases are as high as ±2.5 psu (Terray et al., 2012). Comparisons of modelled versus observed estimates of evaporation minus precipitation suggest that model biases in surface freshwater flux play a role in some regions (e.g., double Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) in the East Pacific; Lin, 2007) or over the Indian ocean (Pokhrel et al., 2012).

The performance of coupled climate models in simulating hydrographic structure and variability were assessed in two important regions, the Labrador and Irminger Seas and the Southern Ocean (de Jong et al., 2009) and (Sloyan and Kamenkovich, 2007). Eight CMIP3 models produce simulations of the intermediate and deep layers in the Labrador and Irminger Seas that are generally too warm and saline, with biases up to 0.7 psu and 2.9°C. The biases arise because the convective regime is restricted to the upper 500 m; thus, intermediate water that in reality is formed by convection is, in the models, partly replaced by warmer water from the south. In the Southern Ocean, Subantarctic Mode Water (SAMW) and Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW), two water masses indicating very efficient ocean ventilation, are found to be well simulated in some CMIP3 and CMIP5 models but not in others, some having a significant fresh bias (Sloyan and Kamenkovich, 2007; Salle et al., 2013). McLean and Carman (2011) found biases in the properties of the North Atlantic mode waters and their formation rates in the CMIP3 models. Errors in Subtropical Mode Water (STMW) formation rate and volume produce a turnover time of 1 to 2 years, approximately half of that observed. Bottom water properties assessment in CMIP5 shows that about half of the models create dense water on
the Antarctic shelf, but it mixes with lighter water and is not export-
ed as bottom water. Instead most models create deep water by open
ocean deep convection, a process occurring rarely in reality (Heuzé et
al., 2013) which leads to errors in deep water formation and properties
in the Southern Ocean as shown in Figure 9.15.

Few studies have assessed the performance of models in simulating
Mixed Layer Depth (MLD). In the North East Pacific region, Jang et al.
(2011) found that the CMIP3 models exhibit the observed deep MLD
in the Kuroshio Extension, though with a deep bias and only one large
depth MLD region, rather than the observed two localized maxima.
Other studies have noted MLD biases near sea ice edges (Capotondi
et al., 2012).

9.4.2.2 Simulation of Sea Level and Ocean Heat Content

Steric and dynamic components of the mean dynamic topography (MDT)
and sea surface height (SSH) patterns can be compared to observations
(Maximenko et al., 2009). Pattern correlations between simulated and
observed MDT are above 0.95 for all of the CMIP5 models (Figure
9.16), an improvement compared to CMIP3. MDT biases over tropical
ocean regions are consistent with surface wind stress biases (Lee et al.,
2013). Over the Antarctic Circumpolar Current, the parameterization of
eddy-induced transports is essential for the models’ density structure
and thus MDT (Kuhlbrodt et al., 2012). High-resolution eddy resolving
ocean models show improved SSH simulations over coarser resolution
versions (McClean et al., 2006). Chapter 13 provides a more extensive

Figure 9.14 | (a) Zonally averaged sea surface temperature (SST) error in CMIP5 models. (b) Equatorial SST error in CMIP5 models. (c) Zonally averaged multi-model mean SST
error for CMIP5 (red curve) and CMIP3 (blue curve), together with inter-model standard deviation (shading). (d) Equatorial multi-model mean SST in CMIP5 (red curve), CMIP3 (blue
curve) together with inter-model standard deviation (shading) and observations (black). Model climatologies are derived from the 1979–1999 mean of the historical simulations.
The Hadley Centre Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature (HadISST) (Rayner et al., 2003) observational climatology for 1979–1999 is used as reference for the error calculation (a),
(b), and (c); and for observations in (d).
assessments of sea level changes in CMIP5 simulations, including comparisons with century-scale historical records.

Ocean heat content (OHC) depends only on ocean temperature, whereas absolute changes in sea level are also influenced by processes that are only now being incorporated into global models (e.g., mass loss from large ice sheets discussed in Section 9.1.3.2.7). However, global-scale changes in OHC are highly correlated with the thermosteric contribution to global SSH changes (Domingues et al., 2008). Approximately half of the historical CMIP3 simulations did not include the effects of volcanic eruptions, resulting in substantially greater than observed ocean heat uptake during the late 20th century (Gleckler et
Figure 9.16 | Taylor diagram for the dynamic sea surface height climatology (1987–2000). The radial coordinate shows the standard deviation of the spatial pattern, normalized by the observed standard deviation. The azimuthal variable shows the correlation of the modelled spatial pattern with the observed spatial pattern. The root-mean square error with bias removed is indicated by the dashed grey circles about the observational point. Analysis is for the global ocean, 50°S to 50°N. The reference data set is Archiving, Validation and Interpretation of Satellite Oceanographic data (AVISO), a merged satellite product (Ducet et al., 2000), which is described in Chapter 3. One realization per model is shown for each CMIP5 and CMIP3 model result. Grey filled circles are for individual CMIP3 models; other symbols as in legend.

Figure 9.17 shows observed and simulated global 0 to 700 m and total OHC changes during the overlap period of the observational record and the CMIP5 historical experiment (1961–2005). Three upper-ocean observational estimates, assessed in Chapter 3, are also shown to indicate observational uncertainty. The CMIP5 multi-model mean falls within the range of observations for most of the period, and the intermodel spread is reduced relative to CMIP3 (Gleckler et al., 2006; Domingues et al., 2008). This may result from most CMIP5 models including volcanic forcings. When the deep ocean is included, the CMIP5 multi-model mean also agrees well with the observations, although the deeper ocean estimates are much more uncertain (Chapter 3). There is high confidence that many CMIP5 models reproduce the observed increase in ocean heat content since 1960.

EMIC results for changes in total OHC are also compared with observations in Figure 9.17. (Note: results in this figure are based on Eby et al. (2013) who show OHC changes for 0 to 2000 m, whereas here the time-integrated net heat flux into the ocean surface is shown to compare with CMIP5 results (Figure 9.17b)). There is a tendency for the EMICs to overestimate total OHC changes and this could alter the temperature related feedbacks on the oceanic carbon cycle, and affect the long-term millennium projections in Chapter 12. However, it should be noted that high OHC changes can compensate for biases in climate sensitivity or RF so as to reproduce surface temperature changes over the 20th century. This will result in biased thermosteric sea level rise for millennial projections. Calibrated EMICs (Meinshausen et al., 2009; Sokolov et al., 2010) would remove such biases.

In idealized CMIP5 experiments (CO₂ increasing 1% yr⁻¹), the heat uptake efficiency of the CMIP5 models varies by a factor of two, explaining about 50% of the model spread (Kuhlbrodt and Gregory, 2012). Despite observational uncertainties, this recent work also provides limited evidence that in the upper 2000 m, most CMIP5 models are less stratified (in the global mean) than is observed, which suggests that these models transport heat downwards more efficiently than the real ocean. These results are consistent with earlier studies (Forest et al., 2006, 2008; Boe et al., 2009a; Sokolov et al., 2010) that conclude the CMIP3 models may overestimate oceanic mixing efficiency and therefore underestimate the Transient Climate Response (TCR) and its impact on future surface warming. However, Kuhlbrodt and Gregory (2012) also find that this apparent bias explains very little of the model spread in TCR. Although some progress has been made in understanding mixing deficiencies in ocean models (Griffies and Greatbatch, 2012; Ilicak et al., 2012), this remains a key challenge in improving the representation of physical processes that impact the evolution of ocean heat content and thermal expansion.
Chapter 9 Evaluation of Climate Models

9.4.2.3 Simulation of Circulation Features Important for Climate Response

9.4.2.3.1 Simulation of recent ocean circulation

Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation
The Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) consists of northward transport of shallow warm water overlying a southward transport of deep cold water and is responsible for a considerable part of the northward oceanic heat transport. Long-term AMOC estimates have had to be inferred from hydrographic measurements sporadically available over the last decades (e.g., Bryden et al., 2005; Lumpkin et al., 2008, Chapter 3.6.3). Continuous AMOC monitoring at 26.5°N was started in 2004 (Cunningham et al., 2007) and now provides a 5-year mean value of 18.5 Sv with annual means having a standard deviation of 1 Sv (McCarthy et al., 2012). The ability of models to simulate this important circulation feature is tied to the credibility of simulated AMOC weakening during the 21st century because the magnitude of
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**Figure 9.17** | Time series of simulated and observed global ocean heat content anomalies (with respect to 1971). CMIP5 historical simulations and observations for both the upper 700 meters of the ocean (a) as well as for the total ocean heat content (b). Total ocean heat content results are also shown for EMICs and observations (c). EMIC estimates are based on time-integrated surface heat flux into the ocean. The 0 to 700 m and total heat content observational estimates (thick lines) are respectively described in Figure 3.2 and Box 3.1, Figure 1. Simulation drift has been removed from all CMIP5 runs with a contemporaneous portion of a quadratic fit to each corresponding pre-industrial control run (Gleckler et al., 2012). Units are $10^{22}$ Joules.
the weakening is correlated with the initial AMOC strength (Gregory et al., 2005). The mean AMOC strength in CMIP5 models ranges from 15 to 30 Sv for the historical period which is comparable to the CMIP3 models (Weaver et al., 2012; see Figure 12.35). The variability of the AMOC is assessed in Section 9.5.3.3.1.

### Southern Ocean circulation

The Southern Ocean is an important driver for the meridional overturning circulation and is closely linked to the zonally continuous Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC). Gupta et al. (2009) noted that relatively small deficiencies in the position of the ACC lead to more obvious biases in the SST in the models. The ability of CMIP3 models to adequately represent Southern Ocean circulation and water masses seems to be affected by several factors (Russell et al., 2006). The most important are the strength of the westerlies at the latitude of the Drake Passage, the heat flux gradient over this region, and the change in salinity with depth across the ACC. Kuhlbrodt et al. (2012) found that the strongest influence on ACC transport in the CMIP3 models was the Gent-McWilliams thickness diffusivity. The ACC has a typical transport through the Drake Passage of about 135 Sv (e.g., Cunningham et al., 2003). A comparison of CMIP5 models (Meijers et al., 2012) shows that, firstly, the ACC transport through Drake Passage is improved as compared to the CMIP3 models, and secondly, that the inter-model range in the zonal mean ACC position is smaller than in the CMIP3 ensemble (in CMIP5, the mean transport is 148 Sv and the standard deviation is 50 Sv across an ensemble of 21 models).

### Simulation of glacial ocean conditions

Reconstructions of the last glacial maximum from sediment cores discussed in Chapter 5 indicate that the regions of deep water formation in the North Atlantic were shifted southward, that the boundary between North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) and Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) was substantially shallower than today, and that NADW formation was less intense (Duplessy et al., 1988; Dokken and Jansen, 1999; McManus et al., 2004; Curry and Oppo, 2005). This signal, although estimated from a limited number of sites, is robust (see Chapter 5). The AR4 reported that model simulations showed a wide range of AMOC response to LGM forcing (Weber et al., 2007), with some models exhibiting reduced strength of the AMOC and its extension at depth and other showing no change or an increase. Figure 9.18 provides an update of the diagnosis proposed by Otto-Bliesner et al. (2007) to compare model results with the deep ocean data from Adkins et al. (2002) using PMIP2 and CMIP5/PMIP3 pre-industrial and LGM simulations (Braconnot et al., 2012). These models reproduce the modern deep ocean temperature–salinity (T–S) structure in the Atlantic basin, but most of them do not capture the cold and salty bottom
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**Figure 9.18** | Temperature and salinity for the modern period (open symbols) and the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, filled symbols) as estimated from proxy data at Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) sites (black symbols, from Adkins et al., 2002) and simulated by the Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project version 2 (PMIP2, small triangles) and PMIP5/CMIP5 (big triangles) models. The isolines represent lines of equal density. Site 981 (triangles) is located in the North Atlantic (Feni Drift, 55ºN, 15ºW, 2184 m). Site 1093 (upside-down triangles) is located in the South Atlantic (Shona Drift, 50ºS, 6ºE, 3626 m). In PMIP2, only Community Climate System Model (CCSM) included a 1 psu adjustment of ocean salinity at initialization to account for freshwater frozen into LGM ice sheets; the other PMIP2 model-simulated salinities have been adjusted to allow a comparison. In PMIP3, all simulations include the 1 psu adjustment as required in the PMIP2/CMIP5 protocol (Braconnot et al., 2012). The dotted lines allow a comparison of the values at the NH and SH sites for a same model. This figure is adapted from Otto-Bliesner et al. (2007).
water suggested by the LGM reconstructions, providing evidence that processes responsible for such palaeoclimate changes may not be well reproduced in contemporary climate models. This is expected to also affect projected changes in deep ocean properties.

9.4.2.4 Simulation of Surface Fluxes and Meridional Transports

Surface fluxes play a large part in determining the fidelity of ocean simulations. As noted in the AR4, large uncertainties in surface heat and fresh water flux observations (usually obtained indirectly) do not allow useful evaluation of models. This is still the case and so the focus here is on an integrated quantity, meridional heat transport, which is less prone to errors. Surface wind stress is better observed and models are evaluated against observed products below.

The zonal component of wind stress is particularly important in driving ocean surface currents; modelled and observed values are shown in Figure 9.19. At middle to high latitudes, the model-simulated wind stress maximum lies 5 to 10 degree equatorward of that in the observationally based estimates, and so mid-latitude westerly winds are

![Figure 9.19](image-url)

**Figure 9.19** | Zonal-mean zonal wind stress over the oceans in (a) CMIP5 models and (b) multi-model mean comparison with CMIP3. Shown is the time-mean of the period 1970–1999 from the historical simulations. The black solid, dashed, and dotted curves represent ECMWF reanalysis of the global atmosphere and surface conditions (ERA-Interim (Dee et al., 2011), National Centers for Environmental Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) reanalysis I (Kalnay et al., 1996), and QuikSCAT satellite measurements (Risien and Chelton, 2008), respectively. In (b) the shading indicates the inter-model standard deviation.
too strong in models. This equatorward shift in the southern ocean is slightly reduced in CMIP5 relative to CMIP3. At these latitudes, the largest near surface wind speed biases in CMIP5 are located over the Pacific sector and the smallest are in the Atlantic sector (Bracegirdle et al., 2013). Such wind stress errors may adversely affect oceanic heat and carbon uptake (Swart and Fyfe, 2012a). At middle to low latitudes, the CMIP3 and CMIP5 model spreads are smaller than at high latitudes, although near the equator this can occur through compensating errors (Figure 9.20). The simulated multi-model mean equatorial zonal wind stress is too weak in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans and too strong in the western Pacific, with no major improvement from CMIP3 to CMIP5.

The CMIP5 model simulations qualitatively agree with the various observational estimates on the most important features of ocean heat transport (Figure 9.21) and, in a multi-model sense, no major change from CMIP3 can be seen. All CMIP5 models are able to represent the strong north-south asymmetry, with the largest values in the NH, consistent with the observational estimates. At most latitudes the majority of CMIP5 model results fall within the range of observational estimates,

![Equatorial (2°S to 2°N averaged) zonal wind stress for the Indian, Pacific, and Atlantic oceans in (a) CMIP5 models and (b) multi-model mean comparison with CMIP3. Shown is the time-mean of the period 1970–1999 from the historical simulations. The black solid, dashed, and dotted curves represent ERA-Interim (Dee et al., 2011), National Centers for Environmental Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) reanalysis I (Kalnay et al., 1996) and QuikSCAT satellite measurements (Risien and Chelton, 2008), respectively. In (b) the shading indicates the inter-model standard deviation.](image-url)
although there is some suggestion of modest underestimate between 15°N and 25°N and south of about 60°S. Some models show an equatorward transport at Southern-Hemisphere mid-latitudes that is also featured in the observation estimate of Large and Yeager (2009). This highlights the difficulties in representing large-scale energy processes in the Southern ocean as discussed by Trenberth and Fasullo (2010b).

Note that climate models should exhibit a vanishing net energy balance when long time averages are considered but unphysical sources and sinks lead to energy biases (Trenberth and Fasullo, 2009, 2010a; Luca-rini and Ragone, 2011) that are also found in reanalysis constrained by observations (Trenberth et al., 2009). When correcting for the imperfect closure of the energy cycle, as done here, comparison between models and observational estimates become possible.

9.4.2.5 Simulation of Tropical Mean State

9.4.2.5.1 Tropical Pacific Ocean

Although the basic east–west structure of the tropical Pacific is well captured, models have shown persistent biases in important properties of the mean state (AchutaRao and Sperber, 2002; Randall et al., 2007; Guilyardi et al., 2009b) with severe local impacts (Brown et al., 2012). Among these biases are the mean thermocline depth and slope along the equator, the structure of the equatorial current system, and the excessive equatorial cold tongue (Reichler and Kim, 2008; Brown et al., 2010a; Zheng et al., 2012). Many reasons for these biases have been proposed, such as: too strong trade winds; a too diffusive thermocline; deficient horizontally isotropic mixing coefficients; insufficient penetration of solar radiation; and too weak tropical instability waves (Meehl et al., 2001; Wittenberg et al., 2006; Lin, 2007). It is noteworthy that CMIP5 models exhibit some improvements in the western equatorial Pacific when compared to CMIP3, with reduced SST and trade wind errors (Figures 9.14 and 9.20). Because of strong interactions between the processes involved, it is difficult to identify the ultimate source of these errors, although new approaches using the rapid adjustment of initialized simulations hold promise (Vannière et al., 2011).

A particular problem in simulating the seasonal cycle in the tropical Pacific arises from the ‘double ITCZ’, defined as the appearance of a spurious ITCZ in the SH associated with excessive tropical precipitation. Further problems are too strong a seasonal cycle in simulated SST and winds in the eastern Pacific and the appearance of a spurious semi-annual cycle. The latter has been attributed to meridional asymmetry in the background state that is too weak, possibly in conjunction with incorrect regional water vapour feedbacks (Li and Philander, 1996; Guilyardi, 2006; Timmermann et al., 2007; De Szoeke and Xie, 2008; Wu et al., 2008a; Hirota et al., 2011).

Figure 9.21 | Annual- and zonal-mean oceanic heat transport implied by net heat flux imbalances at the sea surface for CMIP5 simulations, under an assumption of negligible changes in oceanic heat content. Observational estimates include: the data set from Trenberth and Caron (2001) for the period February 1985 to April 1989, derived from reanalysis products of the National Centers for Environmental Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR; Kalnay et al., 1996; dash-dotted black) and European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts 40-year reanalysis (ERA40; Uppala et al., 2005; short-dashed black), an updated version by Trenberth and Fasullo (2008) with improved top of the atmosphere (TOA) radiation data from the Clouds and Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) for March 2000 to May 2004, and updated NCEP reanalysis (Kistler et al., 2001) up to 2006 (solid black), the Large and Yeager (2009) analysis based on the range of annual mean transport estimated over the years 1984–2006, computed from air–sea surface fluxes adjusted to agree in the mean with a variety of satellite and in situ measurements (long-dashed black), and direct estimates by Ganachaud and Wunsch (2003) obtained from hydrographic sections during the World Ocean Circulation Experiment combined with inverse models (black diamonds). The model climatologies are derived from the years 1986 to 2005 in the historical simulations in CMIP5. The multi-model mean is shown as a thick red line. The CMIP3 multi-model mean is added as a thick blue line.
A further persistent problem is insufficient marine stratocumulus cloud in the eastern tropical Pacific, caused presumably by weak coastal upwelling off South America leading to a warm SST bias (Lin, 2007). Although the problem persists, improvements are being made (Achuta-Rao and Sperber, 2006).

9.4.2.5.2 Tropical Atlantic Ocean

CMIP3 and CMIP5 models exhibit severe biases in the tropical Atlantic Ocean, so severe that some of the most fundamental features—the east–west SST gradient and the eastward shoaling thermocline along the equator—cannot be reproduced (Figure 9.14; Chang et al., 2007; Chang et al., 2008; Richter and Xie, 2008; Richter et al., 2013). In many models, the warm SST bias along the Benguela coast is in excess of 5°C and the Atlantic warm pool in the western basin is grossly underestimated (Liu et al., 2013a). As in the Pacific, CMIP3 models suffer the double ITCZ error in the Atlantic. Hypotheses for the complex Atlantic bias problem tend to draw on the fact that the Atlantic Ocean has a far smaller basin, and thus encourages a tighter and more complex land–atmosphere–ocean interaction. A recent study using a high-resolution coupled model suggests that the warm eastern equatorial Atlantic SST bias is more sensitive to the local rather than basin-wide trade wind bias and to a wet Congo basin instead of a dry Amazon—a finding that differs from previous studies (Patricia et al., 2012). Recent ocean model studies show that a warm subsurface temperature bias in the eastern equatorial Atlantic is common to virtually all ocean models forced with ‘best estimated’ surface momentum and heat fluxes, owing to problems in parameterization of vertical mixing (Hazeleger and Haarsma, 2005). Toniazzo and Woolnough (2013) show that among a variety of causes for the initial bias development, ocean–atmosphere coupling is key for their maintenance.

9.4.2.5.3 Tropical Indian Ocean

CMIP3 and CMIP5 models simulate equatorial Indian Ocean climate reasonably well (e.g., Figure 9.14), though most models produce weak westerly winds and a flat thermocline on the equator. The models show a large spread in the modelled depth of the 20°C isotherm in the eastern equatorial Indian Ocean (Saji et al., 2006). The reasons are unclear but may be related to differences in the various parameterizations of vertical mixing as well as the wind structure (Schott et al., 2009).

CMIP3 models generally simulate the Seychelles Chagos thermocline ridge in the Southwest Indian Ocean, a feature important for the Indian monsoon and tropical cyclone activity in this basin (Xie et al., 2002). The models, however, have significant problems in accurately representing its seasonal cycle because of the difficulty in capturing the asymmetric nature of the monsoonal winds over the basin, resulting in too weak a semi-annual harmonic in the local Ekman pumping over the ridge region compared to observations (Yokoi et al., 2009b). In about half of the models, the thermocline ridge is displaced eastward associated with the easterly wind biases on the equator (Nagura et al., 2013).

9.4.2.6 Summary

There is high confidence that the CMIP3 and CMIP5 models simulate the main physical and dynamical processes at play during transient ocean heat uptake, sea level rise, and coupled modes of variability. There is little evidence that CMIP5 models differ significantly from CMIP3, although there is some evidence of modest improvement. Many improvements are seen in individual CMIP5 ocean components (some now including interactive ocean biogeochemistry) and the number of relatively poor-performing models has been reduced (thereby reducing inter-model spread). New since the AR4, process-based model evaluation is now helping identify the cause of some specific biases, helping to overcome the limits set by the short observational records available.

9.4.3 Sea Ice

Evaluation of sea ice performance requires accurate information on ice concentration, thickness, velocity, salinity, snow cover and other factors. The most reliably measured characteristic of sea ice remains sea ice extent (usually understood as the area covered by ice with a concentration above 15%). Caveats, however, exist related to the uneven reliability of different sources of sea ice extent estimates (e.g., satellite vs. pre-satellite observations; see Chapter 4), as well as to limitations of this characteristic as a metric of model performance (Notz et al., 2013).

Figure 9.22 | Mean (1980–1999) seasonal cycle of sea ice extent (the ocean area with a sea ice concentration of at least 15%) in the Northern Hemisphere (upper) and the Southern Hemisphere (lower) as simulated by 42 CMIP5 and 17 CMIP3 models. Each model is represented with a single simulation. The observed seasonal cycles (1980–1999) are based on the Hadley Centre Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature (HadISST; Rayner et al., 2003), National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA; Comiso and Nishio, 2008) and the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC; Fetterer et al., 2002) data sets. The shaded areas show the inter-model standard deviation for each ensemble. (Adapted from Pavlova et al., 2011.)
The CMIP5 multi-model ensemble exhibits improvements over CMIP3 in simulation of sea ice extent in both hemispheres (Figure 9.22). In the Arctic, the multi-model mean error do not exceed 10% of the observationally based estimates for any given month. In the Antarctic, the corresponding multi-model mean error exceeds 10% (but is less than 20%) near the annual minimum of sea ice extent; around the annual maximum, the CMIP5 multi-model mean shows a clear improvement over CMIP3.

In many models the regional distribution of sea ice concentration is poorly simulated, even if the hemispheric extent is approximately correct. In Figure 9.23, however, one can see that the median ice edge position (indicated by the colour at which half of the models have ice of 15% concentration) agrees reasonably well with observations in both hemispheres (except austral summer in Antarctica), as was the case for the CMIP3 models.

A widely discussed feature of the CMIP3 models as a group is a pronounced underestimation of the trend in the September (annual minimum) sea ice extent in the Arctic over the past several decades (e.g., Stroeve et al., 2007; Zhang, 2010; Rampal et al., 2011; Winton, 2011). Possible reasons for the discrepancy include variability inherent to high latitudes, model shortcomings, and observational uncertainties (e.g., Kattsov et al., 2010; Kay et al., 2011; Day et al., 2012). Compared to CMIP3, the CMIP5 models better simulate the observed trend of September Arctic ice extent (Figure 9.24). It has been suggested (Stroeve et al., 2012) that in some cases model improvements, such as new sea ice albedo parameterization schemes (e.g., Pedersen et al., 2009; Holland et al., 2012), have been responsible. (Holland et al., 2010) show that models with initially thicker ice generally retain more extensive ice throughout the 21st century, and indeed several of the CMIP5 models start the 20th century with rather thin ice cover promoting more rapid melt (Stroeve et al., 2012). Notz et al. (2013) caution, however, against direct comparison of modelled trends with observations unless the models’ internal variability is carefully taken into account. Their analysis of the MPI-ESM ensemble shows that internal variability in the Arctic can result in individual model realizations exhibiting a range of trends (negative, or even positive) for the 29-year-long period starting in 1979, even if the background climate is warming. According to the distribution of sea ice extent trends over the period 1979–2010 obtained in an ensemble of simulations with individual CMIP5 models (Figure 9.24) about one quarter of the simulations shows a September trend in the Arctic as strong as, or stronger, than in observations.

The majority of CMIP5 (and CMIP3) models exhibit a decreasing trend in SH austral summer sea ice extent over the satellite era, in contrast to the observed weak but significant increase (see Chapter 4). A large spread in the modelled trends is present, and a comparison of multiple ensemble members from the same model suggests large internal variability during the late 20th century and the first decade of the 21st century (e.g., Landrum et al., 2012; Zunz et al., 2013). Compared to observations, CMIP5 models strongly overestimate the variability of sea ice extent, at least in austral winter (Zunz et al., 2013). Therefore, using the models to assess the potential role of the internal variability in the trend of sea ice extent in the Southern Ocean over the last three decades presents a significant challenge.

Sea ice is a product of atmosphere–ocean interaction. There are a number of ways in which sea ice is influenced by and interacts with the atmosphere and ocean, and some of these feedbacks are still poorly quantified. As noted in the AR4, among the primary causes of biases in simulated sea ice extent, especially its geographical distribution, are problems with simulating high-latitude winds, ocean heat advection and mixing. For example, Koldunov et al. (2010) have shown, for a particular CMIP3 model, that significant ice thickness errors originate from biases in the atmospheric component. Similarly, Melsom et al. (2009) note sea ice improvements associated with improved description of heat transport by ocean currents. Biases imparted on modelled sea ice, common to many models, may also be related to representation of high-latitude processes (e.g., polar clouds) or processes not yet commonly included in models (e.g., deposition of carbonaceous aerosols on snow and ice). Some CMIP5 models show improvements in simulation of sea ice that are connected to improvements in simulation of the atmosphere (e.g., Notz et al., 2013).

9.4.3.1 Summary

CMIP5 models reproduce the seasonal cycle of sea ice extent in both hemispheres. There is robust evidence that the downward trend in Arctic summer sea ice extent is better simulated than at the time of the AR4, with about one quarter of the simulations showing a trend as strong as, or stronger than, that observed over the satellite era. The performance improvements are not only a result of improvements in
Figure 9.24 | (Top and middle rows) Time series of sea ice extent from 1900 to 2012 for (a) the Arctic in September and (b) the Antarctic in February, as modelled in CMIP5 (coloured lines) and observations-based (NASA; Comiso and Nishio, 2008) and NSIDC; (Fetterer et al., 2002), solid and dashed thick black lines, respectively. The CMIP5 multimodel ensemble mean (thick red line) is based on 37 CMIP5 models (historical simulations extended after 2005 with RCP4.5 projections). Each model is represented with a single simulation. The dotted black line for the Arctic in (a) relates to the pre-satellite period of observation-based time series (Stroeve et al., 2012). In (a) and (b) the panels on the right are based on the corresponding 37-member ensemble means from CMIP5 (thick red lines) and 12-model ensemble means from CMIP3 (thick blue lines). The CMIP3 12-model means are based on CMIP3 historical simulations extended after 1999 with Special Report on Emission Scenarios (SRES) A2 projections. The pink and light blue shadings denote the 5 to 95 percentile range for the corresponding ensembles. Note that these are monthly means, not yearly minima. (Adapted from Pavlova et al., 2011.) (Bottom row) CMIP5 sea ice extent trend distributions over the period 1979–2010 for (c) the Arctic in September and (d) the Antarctic in February. Altogether 66 realizations are shown from 26 different models (historical simulations extended after 2005 with RCP4.5 projections). They are compared against the observations-based estimates of the trends (green vertical lines in (c) and (d) from Comiso and Nishio (2008); blue vertical line in (d) from Parkinson and Cavalieri (2012)). In (c), the observations-based estimates (Cavalieri and Parkinson, 2012; Comiso and Nishio, 2008) coincide.
sea ice components themselves but also in atmospheric circulation. Most CMIP5 models simulate a decrease in Antarctic sea ice extent over the past few decades compared to the small but significant increase observed.

### 9.4.4 Land Surface, Fluxes and Hydrology

The land surface determines the partitioning of precipitation into evapotranspiration and runoff, and the partitioning of surface net radiation into sensible and latent heat fluxes. Land surface processes therefore impact strongly on both the climate and hydrological resources. This subsection summarizes recent studies on the evaluation of land surface models, wherever possible emphasizing their performance in CMIP3 and CMIP5 climate models.

#### 9.4.4.1 Snow Cover and Near-Surface Permafrost

The modelling of snow and near-surface permafrost (NSP) processes has received increased attention since the AR4, in part because of the recognition that these processes can provide significant feedbacks on climate change (e.g., Koven et al., 2011; Lawrence et al., 2011). The SnowMIP2 project compared results from 33 snowpack models of varying complexity, including some snow models that are used in AOGCMs, using driving data from five NH locations (Rutter et al., 2009). Most snow models were found to be consistent with observations at open sites, but there was much greater discrepancy at forested sites due to the complex interactions between plant canopy and snow cover. Despite these difficulties, the CMIP5 multi-model ensemble reproduces key features of the large-scale snow cover (Figure 9.25). In the NH, models are able to simulate the seasonal cycle of snow cover over the northern parts of continents, with more disagreement in southerly regions where snow cover is sparse, particularly over China and Mongolia (Brutel-Vuilmet et al., 2013). The latter weaknesses are associated with incorrect timing of the snow onset and melt, and possibly with the choice of thresholds for diagnosing snow cover in the model output. In spite of the good performance of the multi-model mean, there is a significant inter-model scatter of spring snow cover extent in some regions. There is a strong linear correlation between Northern-Hemisphere spring snow cover extent and annual mean surface air temperature in the models, consistent with available observations. The recent negative trend in spring snow cover is underestimated by the CMIP5 (and CMIP3) models (Derksen and Brown, 2012), which is associated with an underestimate of the boreal land surface warming (Brutel-Vuilmet et al., 2013).

Some CMIP5 models now represent NSP and frozen soil processes (Koven et al., 2013), but this is not generally the case. Therefore it is difficult to make a direct quantitative evaluation of most CMIP5 models against permafrost observations. A less direct but more inclusive approach is to diagnose NSP extent using snow depths and skin temperatures generated by climate models to drive a stand-alone multi-layer permafrost model (Pavlova et al., 2007). Figure 9.25 shows the result of using this approach on the CMIP5 ensemble. The multi-model mean is able to simulate the approximate location of the NSP boundary (as indicated by the 0°C soil temperature isotherm). However, the range of present-day (1986–2005) NSP area inferred from individual models spans a factor of more than six (~4 to 25 × 10⁶ km²) due to differences in simulated surface climate and to varying abilities of the underlying land surface models. Even though many CMIP5 models include some representation of soil freezing in mineral soils, very few include key processes necessary to accurately model NSP changes, such as the distinct properties of organic soils, the existence of local water tables and the heat released by microbial respiration (Nicolsky et al., 2007; Wania et al., 2009; Koven et al., 2011, 2013).

Despite large differences in the absolute NSP area, the relationship between the decrease in NSP area and the warming air temperature over the present-day NSP region is similar, and approximately linear, in many models (Slater and Lawrence, 2013).

#### 9.4.4.2 Soil Moisture and Surface Hydrology

The partitioning of precipitation into evapotranspiration and runoff is highly dependent on the moisture status of the land surface, especially the amount of soil moisture available for evapotranspiration, which in turn depends on properties of the land cover such as the rooting depth of plants.

There has been a long history of off-line evaluation of land surface schemes, aided more recently by the increasing availability of site-specific data (Friend et al., 2007; Blyth et al., 2010). Throughout this time,
representations of the land surface have significantly increased in complexity, allowing the representation of key processes such as links between stomatal conductance and photosynthesis, but at the cost of increasing the number of poorly known internal model parameters. These more sophisticated land surface models are based on physical principles that should make them more appropriate for projections of future climate and increased CO$_2$. However for specific data-rich sites, current land surface models still struggle to perform as well as statistical models in predicting year-to-year variations in latent and sensible heat fluxes (Abramowitz et al., 2008) and runoff (Materia et al., 2010).

There are few evaluations of the performance of land surface schemes in coupled climate models, but those that have been undertaken find major limitations associated with the atmospheric forcing rather than the land surface schemes themselves. For example, an evaluation of the soil moisture simulations of CMIP3 models found that long-term soil moisture trends could only be reproduced in models that simulated the reduction in solar radiation at the surface associated with ‘global dimming’ (Li et al., 2007). A comparison of simulated evapotranspiration fluxes from CMIP3 against large-scale observation-based estimates, showed underestimates in India and parts of eastern South America, and overestimates in the western USA, Australia and China (Mueller et al., 2011).

Land–atmosphere coupling determines the ability of climate models to simulate the influence of soil moisture anomalies on rainfall, droughts and high-temperature extremes (Fischer et al., 2007; Lorenz et al., 2012). The coupling strength depends both on the sensitivity of evapotranspiration to soil moisture, which is determined by the land surface scheme, and the sensitivity of precipitation to evapotranspiration, which is determined by the atmospheric model (Koster et al., 2004; Seneviratne et al., 2010). Comparison of climate model simulations to observations suggests that the models correctly represent the soil-moisture impacts on temperature extremes in southeastern Europe, but overestimate them in central Europe (Hirschi et al., 2011). The influence of soil moisture on rainfall varies significantly with region, and with the lead-time between a soil moisture anomaly and a rainfall event (Seneviratne et al., 2010). In some regions, such as the Sahel, enhanced precipitation can even be induced by dry anomalies (Taylor et al., 2011). Recent analyses of CMIP5 models reveal considerable spread in the ability of the models to reproduce observed correlations between precipitation and soil moisture in the tropics (Williams et al., 2012), and a systematic failure to simulate the positive impact of dry soil moisture anomalies on rainfall in the Sahel (Taylor et al., 2012a).

9.4.4.3 Dynamic Global Vegetation and Nitrogen Cycling

At the time of the AR4 very few climate models included dynamic vegetation, with vegetation being prescribed and fixed in all but a handful of coupled climate–carbon cycle models (Friedlingstein et al., 2006). Dynamic Global Vegetation Models (DGVMs) certainly existed at the time of the AR4 (Cramer et al., 2001) but these were not typically incorporated in climate models. Since the AR4 there has been continual development of offline DGVMs, and some climate models incorporate dynamic vegetation in at least a subset of the runs submitted to CMIP5 (also see Section 9.1.3.2.4), with likely consequences for climate model biases and regional climate projection (Martin and Levine, 2012).

DGVMs are designed to simulate the large-scale geographical distribution of plant functional types and how these patterns will change in response to climate change, CO$_2$ increases, and other forcing factors (Cramer et al., 2001). These models typically include rather detailed representations of plant photosynthesis but less sophisticated treatments of soil carbon, with a varying number of soil carbon pools. In the absence of nitrogen limitations on CO$_2$ fertilization, offline DGVMs agree qualitatively that CO$_2$ increase alone will tend to enhance carbon uptake on the land while the associated climate change will tend to reduce it. There is also good agreement on the degree of CO$_2$ fertilization in the case of no nutrient limitation (Sitch et al., 2008).

However, under more extreme emissions scenarios the responses of the DGVMs diverge markedly. Large uncertainties are associated with the responses of tropical and boreal ecosystems to elevated temperatures and changing soil moisture status. Particular areas of uncertainty are the high-temperature response of photosynthesis (Galbraith et al., 2010), and the extent of CO$_2$ fertilization (Rammig et al., 2010) in the Amazonian rainforest.

Most of the land surface models and DGVMs used in the CMIP5 models continue to neglect nutrient limitations on plant growth (see Section 6.4.6.2), even though these may significantly moderate the response of photosynthesis to CO$_2$ (Wang and Houlton, 2009). Recent extensions of two land surface models to include nitrogen limitations improve the fit to ‘Free-Air CO$_2$ Enrichment Experiments’, and suggest that models without these limitations are expected to overestimate the land carbon sink in the nitrogen-limited mid and high latitudes (Thornton et al., 2007; Zaehle et al., 2010).

9.4.4.4 Land Use Change

A major innovation in the land component of ESMs since the AR4 is the inclusion of the effects of land use change associated with the spread of agriculture, urbanization and deforestation. These affect climate by altering the biophysical properties of the land surface, such as its albedo, aerodynamic roughness and water-holding capacity (Bondeau et al., 2007; Bonan, 2008; Bathiany et al., 2010; Levis, 2010). Land use change has also contributed almost 30% of total anthropogenic CO$_2$ emissions since 1850 (see Table 6.1), and affects emissions of trace gases, and VOCs such as isoprene. The latest ESMs used in CMIP5 attempt to model the CO$_2$ emissions implied by prescribed land use change and many also simulate the associated changes in the biophysical properties of the land surface. This represents a major advance on the CMIP3 models which typically neglected land use change, aside from its assumed contribution to anthropogenic CO$_2$ emissions.

However, the increasing sophistication of the modelling of the impacts of land use change has introduced additional spread in climate model projections. The first systematic model intercomparison demonstrated that large-scale land cover change can significantly affect regional climate (Pitman et al., 2009) and showed a large spread in the response of different models to the same imposed land cover change (de Noblet-Ducoudre et al., 2012). This uncertainty arises from the often counteracting effects of evapotranspiration and albedo changes (Boisier et al., 2012) and has consequences for the simulation of temperature and rainfall extremes (Pitman et al., 2012b).
9.4.5 Carbon Cycle

An important development since the AR4 is the more widespread implementation of ESMs that include an interactive carbon cycle. Coupled climate-carbon cycle models are used extensively for the projections presented in Chapter 12. The evaluation of the carbon cycle within coupled models is discussed here, while the performance of the individual land and ocean carbon models, together with the detailed analysis of climate–carbon cycle feedbacks, is presented in Chapter 6 (Section 6.4 and Box 6.4).

The transition from AOGCMs to ESMs was motivated in part by the results from the first generation coupled climate–carbon cycle models, which suggested that feedbacks between the climate and the carbon cycle were uncertain but potentially very important in the context of 21st century climate change (Cox et al., 2000; Friedlingstein et al., 2001). The first-generation models used in the Coupled Climate Carbon Cycle Model Intercomparison Project (C³MIP) included both extended AOGCMS and EMICs. The C³MIP experimental design involved running each model under a common emission scenario (SRES A2) and calculating the evolution of the global atmospheric CO$_2$ concentration interactively within the model. The impacts of climate–carbon cycle feedbacks were diagnosed by carrying out parallel “uncoupled” simulations in which increases in atmospheric CO$_2$ did not influence climate. Analysis of the C³MIP runs highlighted a greater than 200 ppmv range in the CO$_2$ concentration by 2100 due to uncertainties in climate–carbon cycle feedbacks, and that the largest uncertainties were associated with the response of land ecosystems to climate and CO$_2$ (Friedlingstein et al., 2006).

For CMIP5 a different experimental design was proposed in which the core simulations use prescribed RCPs of atmospheric CO$_2$ and other GHGs (Moss et al., 2010). Under a prescribed CO$_2$ scenario, ESMs calculate land and ocean carbon fluxes interactively, but these fluxes do not affect the evolution of atmospheric CO$_2$. Instead the modelled land and ocean fluxes, along with the prescribed increase in atmospheric CO$_2$, can be used to diagnose the ‘compatible’ emissions of CO$_2$ consistent with the simulation (see Section 6.3; Miyama and Kawamiya, 2009; Arora et al., 2011). The compatible emissions for each model can then be evaluated against the best estimates of the actual historical CO$_2$ emissions. Parallel model experiments in which the carbon cycle does not respond to the simulated climate change (which are equivalent to the ‘uncoupled’ simulations in C³MIP) provide a means to diagnose climate–carbon cycle feedbacks in terms of their impact on the compatible emissions of CO$_2$ (Hibbard et al., 2007).

Carbon cycle model evaluation is limited by the availability of direct observations at appropriately large spatial scales. Field studies and eddy-covariance flux measurements provide detailed information on the land carbon cycle over short-time scales and for specific locations, and ocean inventories are able to constrain the long-term uptake of anthropogenic CO$_2$ by the ocean (Sabine et al., 2004; Takahashi et al., 2009). However the stores of carbon on the land are less well-known, even though these are important determinants of the CO$_2$ fluxes from land use change. ESM simulations vary by a factor of at least six in global soil carbon (Anav et al., 2013; Todd-Brown et al., 2013) and by a factor of four in global vegetation carbon, although about two thirds of models are within 50% of the uncertain observational estimates (Anav et al., 2013).

Large-scale land–atmosphere and global atmosphere fluxes are not directly measured, but global estimates can be made from the carbon balance, and large-scale regional fluxes can be estimated from the inversion of atmospheric CO$_2$ measurements (see Section 6.3.2). Figure 9.26 shows modelled annual mean ocean–atmosphere and net land–atmosphere CO$_2$ fluxes from the historical simulations in the CMIP5 archive (Anav et al., 2013). Also shown are estimates derived from offline ocean carbon cycle models, measurements of atmospheric CO$_2$, and best estimates of the CO$_2$ fluxes from fossil fuels and land use change (Le Quere et al., 2009). Uncertainties in these latter annual estimates are approximately ±0.5 PgC yr$^{-1}$, arising predominantly from the uncertainty in the model-derived ocean CO$_2$ uptake. The confidence limits for the ensemble mean are derived by assuming that the CMIP5 models form a t-distribution centred on the ensemble mean (Anav et al., 2013).

The evolution of the global ocean carbon sink is shown in the top panel of Figure 9.26. The CMIP5 ensemble mean global ocean uptake (± standard deviation of the multi-model ensemble), computed using all the 23 models that reported ocean CO$_2$ fluxes, increases from 0.47 ± 0.32 PgC yr$^{-1}$ over the period 1901–1930 to 1.53 ± 0.36 PgC yr$^{-1}$ for the period 1960–2005. For comparison, the Global Carbon Project (GCP) estimates a stronger ocean carbon sink of 1.92 ± 0.3 PgC yr$^{-1}$ for 1960–2005 (Anav et al., 2013). The bottom panel of Figure 9.26 shows the variability in global land carbon uptake evident in the GCP estimates, with the global land carbon sink being strongest during La Niña years and after volcanoes, and turning into a source during El Niño years. The CMIP5 models cannot be expected to precisely reproduce this year-to-year variability as these models will naturally simulate chaotic ENSO variability that is out of phase with the historical variability. However, the ensemble mean does successfully simulate a strengthening global land carbon sink during the 1990s, especially after the Mt Pinatubo eruption in 1991. The CMIP5 ensemble mean land–atmosphere flux (± standard deviation of the multi-model ensemble) evolves from a small source of −0.34 ± 0.49 PgC yr$^{-1}$ over the period 1901–1930, predominantly due to land use change, to a sink of 0.47 ± 0.72 PgC yr$^{-1}$ in the period 1960–2005. The GCP estimates give a weaker sink of 0.36 ± 1 PgC yr$^{-1}$ for the 1960–2005 period.

Figure 9.27 shows the ocean–atmosphere fluxes (top panel) and mean land–atmosphere fluxes (bottom panel) simulated by ESMs and EMICs (Eby et al., 2013) for the period 1986–2005, and compares these to observation-based estimates from GCP and Atmospheric Tracer Transport Model Intercomparison Project (TRANSCOM3) atmospheric inversions (Gurney et al., 2003). Unlike Figure 9.26, only models that reported both land and ocean carbon fluxes are included in this figure. The atmospheric inversions results are taken from the Japanese Meteorological Agency (JMA) as this was the only TRANSCOM3 model that reported results for all years of the 1986–2005 reference period. The error bars on the observational estimates (red triangles) and the ESM simulations (black diamonds) represent the interannual variation in the form of the standard deviation of the annual fluxes. EMICs do not typically simulate interannual variability, so only mean values are shown for these models (green boxes). Here, as in Figure 9.26, the net
Figure 9.26 | Ensemble-mean global ocean carbon uptake (top) and global land carbon uptake (bottom) in the CMIP5 ESMs for the historical period 1900–2005. For comparison, the observation-based estimates provided by the Global Carbon Project (Le Quéré et al., 2009) are also shown (thick black line). The confidence limits on the ensemble mean are derived by assuming that the CMIP5 models come from a $t$-distribution. The grey areas show the range of annual mean fluxes simulated across the model ensemble. This figure includes results from all CMIP5 models that reported land CO$_2$ fluxes, ocean CO$_2$ fluxes, or both (Anav et al., 2013).

For the period 1986–2005 the observation-based estimates of the global ocean carbon sink are 1.71 PgC yr$^{-1}$ (JMA), 2.19 PgC yr$^{-1}$ (GCP) and 2.33 PgC yr$^{-1}$ (Takahashi et al., 2009). Taking into account the uncertainties in the mean values of these fluxes associated with interannual variability, the observationally constrained range is approximately 1.4 to 2.4 PgC yr$^{-1}$. All of the ESMs, and all but one of the EMICs, simulate ocean sinks within this range. The observation-based estimates of GCP and JMA agree well on the mean global land carbon sink over the period 1986–2005, and most ESMs fit within the uncertainty bounds of these estimates (i.e., 1.17 ± 1.06 PgC yr$^{-1}$ for JMA). The exceptions are two ESMs sharing common atmosphere and land components (CESM1-BGC and NorESM1-ME) which model a net land carbon source rather than a sink over this period. The EMICs tend to systematically underestimate the contemporary land carbon sink (Eby et al., 2013). Some ESMs (notably GFDL-ESM2M and GFDL-ESM2G) significantly overestimate the interannual variation in the global land–atmosphere CO$_2$ flux, with a possible consequence being an overestimate of the vulnerability of tropical ecosystems to future climate change (Cox et al., 2013), and see Figure 9.45). All ESMs qualitatively simulate the expected pattern of ocean CO$_2$ fluxes, with outgassing in the tropics and uptake in the mid and high latitudes (Anav et al., 2013). However, there are systematic differences between the ESMs and the JMA inversion estimates for the zonal land CO$_2$ fluxes, with the ESMs tending to produce weaker uptake in the NH, and simulating a net land carbon sink rather than a source in the tropics.

In summary, there is high confidence that CMIP5 ESMs can simulate the global mean land and ocean carbon sinks within the range of observation-based estimates. Overall, EMICs reproduce the recent global ocean CO$_2$ fluxes uptake as well as ESMs, but estimate a lower
land carbon sink compared with most ESMs while remaining consistent with the observations (Eby et al., 2013). With few exceptions, the CMIP5 ESMs also reproduce the large-scale pattern of ocean–atmosphere CO$_2$ fluxes, with uptake in the Southern Ocean and northern mid-latitudes, and outgassing in the tropics. However, the geographical pattern of simulated land–atmosphere fluxes agrees much less well with inversion estimates, which suggest a larger sink in the northern mid-latitudes, and a net source rather than a sink in the tropics. While there are also inherent uncertainties in atmospheric inversions, discrepancies like this might be expected from known deficiencies in the CMIP5 generation of ESMs—namely the failure to correctly simulate nitrogen fertilization in the mid-latitudes, and a rudimentary treatment of the net CO$_2$ emissions arising from land use change and forest regrowth.

### 9.4.6 Aerosol Burdens and Effects on Insolation

#### 9.4.6.1 Recent Trends in Global Aerosol Burdens and Effects on Insolation

The ability of CMIP5 models to simulate the current burden of tropospheric aerosol and the decadal trends in this burden can be assessed using observations of aerosol optical depth (AOD, see Section 7.3.1.2). The historical data used to drive the CMIP5 20th century simulations reflect recent trends in anthropogenic SO$_2$ emissions, and hence these trends should be manifested in the modelled and observed AOD. During the last three decades, anthropogenic emissions of SO$_2$ from North America and Europe have declined due to the imposition of emission controls, while the emissions from Asia have increased. The combination of the European, North American, and Asians trends has yielded a global reduction in SO$_2$ emissions of 20 Gg(SO$_2$), or 15% between 1970 and 2000 although emissions subsequently increased by 9 Gg(SO$_2$) between 2000 and 2005 (Smith et al., 2011b). For the period 2001 to 2005, CMIP5 models underestimate the mean AOD at 550 nm relative to satellite-retrieved AOD by at least 20% over virtually all land surfaces (Figure 9.28). The differences between the modelled and measured AODs exceed the errors in the Multi-angle Imaging Spectro-Radiometer (MISR) retrievals over land of ±0.05 or 0.2×AOD (Kahn et al., 2005) and the RMS errors in the corrected Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS) retrievals over ocean of 0.061 (Shi et al., 2011).

The effects of sulphate and other aerosol species on surface insolation through direct and indirect forcing appear to be one of the principal causes of the ‘global dimming’ between the 1960s and 1980s and subsequent ‘global brightening’ in the last two decades (see Section 2.3.3.1). This inference is supported by trends in aerosol optical depth and trends in surface insolation under cloud-free conditions. Thirteen out of 14 CMIP3 models examined by Ruckstuhl and Norris (2009) produce a transition from ‘dimming’ to ‘brightening’ that is consistent with the timing of the transition from increasing to decreasing global anthropogenic aerosol emissions. The transition from ‘dimming’ to ‘brightening’ in both Europe and North America is well simulated with the HadGEM2 model (Haywood et al., 2011).
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**Figure 9.27** | Simulation of global mean (a) atmosphere–ocean CO$_2$ fluxes (‘fgCO2’) and (b) net atmosphere–land CO$_2$ fluxes (‘NBP’), by ESMs (black diamonds) and EMICs (green boxes), for the period 1986–2005. For comparison, the observation-based estimates provided by Global Carbon Project (GCP; Le Quere et al., 2009), and the Japanese Meteorological Agency (JMA) atmospheric inversion (Gurney et al., 2003) are also shown as the red triangles. The error bars for the ESMs and observations represent interannual variability in the fluxes, calculated as the standard deviation of the annual means over the period 1986–2005.
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**Figure 9.28** | (a): Annual mean visible aerosol optical depth (AOD) for 2001 through 2005 using the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS) version 5 satellite retrievals for ocean regions (Remer et al., 2008) with corrections (Zhang et al., 2008a; Shi et al., 2011) and version 31 of MISR retrievals over land (Zhang and Reid, 2010; Stevens and Schwartz, 2012). (b): The absolute error in visible AOD from the median of a subset of CMIP5 models’ historical simulations relative to the satellite retrievals of AOD shown in (a). The model outputs for 2001 through 2005 are from 21 CMIP5 models with interactive or semi-interactive aerosol representation.
These recent trends are superimposed on a general upward trend in aerosol loading since 1850 reflected by an increase in global mean oceanic AODs from the CMIP5 historical and RCP 4.5 simulations from 1850 to 2010 (Figure 9.29). Despite the use of common anthropogenic aerosol emissions for the historical simulations (Lamarque et al., 2010), the simulated oceanic AODs for 2010 range from 0.08 to 0.215, with nearly equal numbers of models over and underestimating the satellite retrieved AOD of 0.12 (Figure 9.29). This range in AODs results from differing estimates of the trends and of the initial global mean oceanic AOD at 1850 across the CMIP5 ensemble (Figure 9.29).

9.4.6.2 Principal Sources of Uncertainty in Projections of Sulphate Burdens

Natural sources of sulphate from oxidation of dimethylsulphide (DMS) emissions from the ocean surface are not specified under the RCP protocol and therefore represent a source of uncertainty in the sulphur cycle simulated by the CMIP5 ensemble. In simulations of present-day conditions, DMS emissions span a 5 to 95% confidence interval of 10.7 to 28.1 Tg yr$^{-1}$ (Faloona, 2009). After chemical processing, DMS contributes between 18 and 42% of the global atmospheric sulphate burden and up to 80% of the sulphate burden over most the SH (Car slaw et al., 2010). Several CMIP5 models include prognostic calculation of the biogenic DMS source; however, the effects from differences in DMS emissions on modelled sulphate burdens remain to be quantified.

In contrast to CMIP3, the models in the CMIP5 ensemble are provided with a single internally consistent set of future anthropogenic SO$_2$ emissions. The use of a single set of emissions removes an important, but not dominant, source of uncertainty in the AR5 simulations of the sulphur cycle. In experiments based on a single chemistry–climate model with perturbations to both emissions and sulphur-cycle processes, uncertainties in emissions accounted for 53.3% of the ensemble variance (Ackerley et al., 2009). The next largest source of uncertainty was associated with the wet scavenging of sulphate (see Section 7.3.2), which accounted for 29.5% of the intra-ensemble variance and represents the source/sink term with the largest relative range in the aerosol models evaluated by Faloona (2009). Similarly, simulations run with heterogeneous or harmonized emissions data sets yielded approximately the same intermodel standard deviation in sulphate burden of 25 Tg. These results show that a dominant source of the spread among the sulphate burdens is associated with differences in the treatment of chemical production, transport, and removal from the atmosphere (Liu et al., 2007; Textor et al., 2007). Errors in modelled aerosol burden systematically affect anthropogenic RF (Shindell et al., 2013b).

9.5 Simulation of Variability and Extremes

9.5.1 Importance of Simulating Climate Variability

The ability of a model to simulate the mean climate, and the slow, externally forced change in that mean state, was evaluated in the previous section. However, the ability to simulate climate variability, both unforced internal variability and forced variability (e.g., diurnal and seasonal cycles) is also important. This has implications for the signal-
to-noise estimates inherent in climate change detection and attribution studies where low-frequency climate variability must be estimated, at least in part, from long control integrations of climate models (Section 10.2). It also has implications for the ability of models to make quantitative projections of changes in climate variability and the statistics of extreme events under a warming climate. In many cases, the impacts of climate change will be experienced more profoundly in terms of the frequency, intensity or duration of extreme events (e.g., heat waves, droughts, extreme rainfall events; see Section 12.4). The ability to simulate climate variability is also central to achieving skill in climate prediction by initializing models from the observed climate state (Sections 11.1 and 11.2).

Evaluating model simulations of climate variability also provides a means to explore the representation of certain processes, such as the coupled processes underlying the ENSO and other important modes of variability. A model’s representation of the diurnal or seasonal cycle—both of which represent responses to external (rotational or orbital) forcing—may also provide some insight into a model’s ‘sensitivity’ and by extension, the ability to respond correctly to GHG, aerosol, volcanic and solar forcing.

9.5.2 Diurnal-to-Seasonal Variability

9.5.2.1 Diurnal Cycles of Temperature and Precipitation

The diurnally varying solar radiation received at a given location drives, through complex interactions with the atmosphere, land surface and upper ocean, easily observable diurnal variations in surface and near-surface temperature, precipitation, level stability and winds. The AR4 noted that climate models simulated the global pattern of the diurnal temperature range, zonally and annually averaged over the continent, but tended to underestimate its magnitude in many regions (Randall et al., 2007). New analyses over land indicate that model deficiencies in surface–atmosphere interactions and the planetary boundary layer are also expected to contribute to some of the diurnal cycle errors and that model agreement with observations depends on region, vegetation type and season (Lindvall et al., 2012). Analyses of CMIP3 simulations show that the diurnal amplitude of precipitation is realistic, but most models tend to start moist convection prematurely over land (Dai, 2006; Wang et al., 2011a). Many CMIP5 models also have peak precipitation several hours too late compared to surface observations and TRMM satellite observations (Figure 9.30). This and the so-called ‘drizzling bias’ (Dai, 2006) can have large adverse impacts on surface evaporation and runoff (Qian et al., 2006). Over the ocean, models often rain too frequently and underestimate the diurnal amplitude (Stephens et al., 2010). It has also been suggested that a weak diurnal cycle of surface air temperature is produced over the ocean because of a lack of diurnal variations in SST (Bernie et al., 2008), and most models have difficulty with this due to coarse vertical resolution and coupling frequency (Dai and Trenberth, 2004; Danabasoglu et al., 2006).

Improved representation of the diurnal cycle has been found with increased atmospheric resolution (Sato et al., 2009; Ploshay and Lau, 2010) or with improved representation of cloud physics (Khairoutdinov et al., 2005), but the reasons for these improvements remain poorly understood. Other changes such as the representation of entrainment in deep convection (Stratton and Stirling, 2012), improved coupling between shallow and deep convection, and inclusion of density currents (Peterson et al., 2009) have been shown to greatly improve the diurnal cycle of convection over tropical land and provide a good representation of the timing of convection over land in coupled ocean–atmosphere simulations (Hourdin et al., 2013). Thanks to improvements like this, the best performing models in Figure 9.30 appear now to be able to capture the land and ocean diurnal phase and amplitude quite well.

9.5.2.2 Blocking

In the mid latitudes, climate is often characterized by weather regimes (see Chapter 2), amongst which blocking regimes play a role in the occurrence of extreme weather events (Buehler et al., 2011; Sillmann et al., 2011; Pfahl and Wernli, 2012). During blocking, the prevailing mid-latitude westerly winds and storm systems are interrupted by a local reversal of the zonal flow. Climate models in the past have universally underestimated the occurrence of blocking, in particular in the Euro-Atlantic sector (Scaife et al., 2010).

There are important differences in methods used to identify blocking (Barriopedro et al., 2010a), and the diagnosed blocking frequency can be very sensitive to details such as the choice of latitude (Barnes et al., 2012). Blocking indices can be sensitive to biases in the representation of mean state (Scaife et al., 2010) or in variability (Barriopedro et al., 2010b; Vial and Osborn, 2012). When blocking is measured via anomaly fields, rather than reversed absolute fields, model skill can be high even in relatively low-resolution models (e.g., Sillmann and Croci-Maspoli, 2009).

Recent work has shown that models with high horizontal (Matsueda, 2009; Matsueda et al., 2009, 2010) or vertical resolution (Anstey et al., 2013) are better able to simulate blocking. These improvements arise from increased representation of orography and atmospheric dynamics (Woollings et al., 2010b; Jung et al., 2012; Berckmans et al., 2013), as well as reduced ocean surface temperature errors in the extra tropics (Scaife et al., 2011). Improved physical parameterizations have also been shown to improve simulations of blocking (Jung et al., 2010). However, as in CMIP3 (Scaife et al., 2010; Barnes et al., 2012), most of the CMIP5 models still significantly underestimate winter Euro-Atlantic blocking (Anstey et al., 2013; Masato et al., 2012; Dunn-Sigouin and Son, 2013). These new results show that the representation of blocking events is improving in models, even though the overall quality of CMIP5 ensemble is medium. There is high confidence that model representation of blocking is improved through increases in model resolution.

9.5.2.3 Madden–Julian Oscillation

During the boreal winter the eastward propagating feature known as the Madden–Julian Oscillation (MJO; Madden and Julian, 1972, 1994) predominantly affects the deep tropics, while during the boreal summer there is also northward propagation over much of southern Asia (Annamalai and Sarper, 2005). The MJO has received much attention given the prominent role it plays in tropical climate variability (e.g., monsoons, ENSO, and mid-latitudes; Lau and Waliser, 2011).
Phenomenological diagnostics (Waliser et al., 2009a) and process-oriented diagnostics (e.g., Xavier, 2012) have been used to evaluate MJO in climate models. An important reason for model errors in representing the MJO is that convection parameterizations do not provide sufficient build-up of moisture in the atmosphere for the large scale organized convection to occur (Kim et al., 2012; Mizuta et al., 2012). Biases in the model mean state also contribute to poor MJO simulation (Inness et al., 2003). High-frequency coupling with the ocean is also an important factor (Bernie et al., 2008). While new parameterizations of convection may improve the MJO (Hourdin et al., 2013), this sometimes occurs at the expense of a good simulation of the mean tropical climate (Kim et al., 2012). In addition, high resolution models with an improved diurnal cycle do not necessarily produce an improved MJO (Mizuta et al., 2012).

Most models underestimate the strength and the coherence of convection and wind variability (Lin et al., 2006; Lin and Li, 2008). The simplified metric shown in Figure 9.31 provides a synthesis of CMIP3 and CMIP5 model results (Sperber and Kim, 2012). It shows that simulation of the MJO is still a challenge for climate models (Lin et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2009; Xavier et al., 2010). Most models have weak coherence in their MJO propagation (smaller maximum positive correlation). Even so, relative to CMIP3 there has been improvement in CMIP5 in simulating the eastward propagation of boreal winter MJO convection from...
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9.5.2.4 Large-Scale Monsoon Rainfall and Circulation

Monsoons are the dominant modes of annual variation in the tropics (Trenberth et al., 2000; Wang and Ding, 2008), and affect weather and climate in numerous regions (Chapter 14). High-fidelity simulation of the monsoon system and its variability is of great importance for simulating future climate impacts (Wang, 2006; Sperber et al., 2010; Colman et al., 2011; Turner and Annamalai, 2012). The monsoon is characterized by an annual reversal of the low level winds and well defined dry and wet seasons (Wang and Ding, 2008), and its variability is primarily connected to the MJO and ENSO (Section 9.5.3). The AR4 reported that most CMIP3 models poorly represent the characteristics of the monsoon and monsoon teleconnections (Randall et al., 2007), though improvement in CMIP5 has been noted for the mean climate, seasonal cycle, intraseasonal and interannual variability (Sperber et al., 2012).

The different monsoon systems are connected through the large-scale tropical circulation, offering the possibility to evaluate a model’s representation of monsoon domain and intensity through the global monsoon concept (Wang and Ding, 2008; Wang et al., 2011a). The CMIP5 multi-model ensemble generally reproduces the observed spatial patterns but somewhat underestimates the extent and intensity, especially over Asia and North America (Figure 9.32). The best model has similar performance to the multi-model mean, whereas the poorest models fail to capture the monsoon precipitation domain and intensity over Asia and the western Pacific, Central America, and Australia. Fan et al. (2010) also show that CMIP3 simulations capture the observed trend of weakening of the South Asian summer circulation over the past half century, but are unable to reproduce the magnitude of the observed trend in precipitation. On longer time scales, mid-Holocene simulations show that even though models capture the sign of the monsoon precipitation changes, they tend to underestimate its magnitude (Braconnot et al., 2007b; Zhao and Harrison, 2012).

Poor simulation of the monsoon has been attributed to cold SST biases over the Arabian Sea (Levine and Turner, 2012), a weak meridional temperature gradient (Joseph et al., 2012), unrealistic development of the Indian Ocean dipole (Achuthavarier et al., 2012; Boschat et al.,

Figure 9.31 | (a, b) The two leading Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOFs) of outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) from years of strong Madden–Julian Oscillation (MJO) variability computed following Sperber (2003). The 20- to 100-day filtered OLR from observations and each of the CMIP5 historical simulations and the CMIP3 simulations of 20th century climate is projected on these two leading EOFs to obtain MJO Principal Component time series. The scatterplot (c) shows the maximum positive correlation between the resulting MJO Principal Components and the time lag at which it occurred for all winters (November to March). The maximum positive correlation is an indication of the coherence with which the MJO convection propagates from the Indian Ocean to the Maritime Continent/western Pacific, and the time lag is approximately one fourth of the period of the MJO. (Constructed following Sperber and Kim, 2012.)

the Indian Ocean into the western Pacific (Hung et al., 2013) and northward propagation during boreal summer (Sperber et al., 2012). In addition, there is evidence that models reproduce MJO characteristics in the east Pacific (Jiang et al., 2012b), and that, overall, there is improvement compared to previous generations of climate models (Waliser et al., 2003; Lin et al., 2006; Sperber and Annamalai, 2008).

...
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2012) and changes to the circulation through excessive precipitation over the southwest equatorial Indian Ocean (Bollasina and Ming, 2013). These biases lead to too weak inland moisture transport and an underestimate of monsoon precipitation over India. Similar SST biases contribute to model-data mismatch in the simulation of the mid-Holocene Asian monsoon (Ohgaito and Abe-Ouchi, 2009), even though the representation of atmospheric processes such as convection seems to dominate the model spread in this region (Ohgaito and Abe-Ouchi, 2009) or over Africa (Zheng and Braconnot, 2013). Factors that have contributed to improved representation of the monsoon in some CMIP5 models include better simulation of topography-related monsoon precipitation due to higher horizontal resolution (Mizuta et al., 2012), a more realistic ENSO–monsoon teleconnection (Meehl et al., 2012) and improved propagation of intraseasonal variations (Sperber and Kim, 2012). The impact of aerosols on monsoon precipitation and its variability is the subject of ongoing investigation (Lau et al., 2008).

These results provide robust evidence that CMIP5 models simulate more realistic monsoon climatology and variability than their CMIP3 predecessors, but they still suffer from biases in the representation of the monsoon domain and intensity leading to medium model quality at the global scale and declining quality at the regional scale.

9.5.3 Interannual-to-Centennial Variability

In addition to the annual, intra-seasonal and diurnal cycles described above, a number of other modes of variability arise on multi-annual to multi-decadal time scales (see also Box 2.5). Most of these modes have a particular regional manifestation whose amplitude can be larger than that of human-induced climate change. The observational record is usually too short to fully evaluate the representation of variability in models and this motivates the use of reanalysis or proxies, even though these have their own limitations.

9.5.3.1 Global Surface Temperature Multi-Decadal Variability

The AR4 concluded that modelled global temperature variance at decadal to inter-decadal time scales was consistent with 20th century observations. In addition, results from the last millennium suggest that simulated variability is consistent with indirect estimates (Hegerl et al., 2007).

Figure 9.33a shows simulated internal variability of mean surface temperature from CMIP5 pre-industrial control simulations. Model spread is largest in the tropics and mid to high latitudes (Jones et al., 2012), where variability is also large; however, compared to CMIP3, the spread is smaller in the tropics owing to improved representation of ENSO variability (Jones et al., 2012). The power spectral density of global mean temperature variance in the historical simulations is shown in Figure 9.33b and is generally consistent with the observational estimates.

At longer time scale of the spectra estimated from last millennium simulations, performed with a subset of the CMIP5 models, can be assessed by comparison with different NH temperature proxy records (Figure 9.33c; see Chapter 5 for details). The CMIP5 millennium simulations include natural and anthropogenic forcings (solar, volcanic, GHGs, land use) (Schmidt et al., 2012). Significant differences between unforced and forced simulations are seen for time scale larger than...
Figure 9.33 | Global climate variability as represented by: (a) Standard deviation of zonal-mean surface temperature of the CMIP5 pre-industrial control simulations (after Jones et al., 2012). (b) Power spectral density for 1901–2010 global mean surface temperature for both historical CMIP5 simulations and the observations (after Jones et al., 2012). The grey shading provides the 5 to 95% range of the simulations. (c) Power spectral density for Northern Hemisphere surface temperature from the CMIP5/ Palaeoclimate Modelling Intergroup Project version 3 (PMIP3) last-millennium simulations (colour, solid) using common external forcing configurations (Schmidt et al., 2012), together with the corresponding pre-industrial simulations (coloured, dashed), previous last-millennium AOGCM simulations (black: Fernandez-Donado et al., 2013), and temperature reconstructions from different proxy records (see Section 5.3.5). For comparison between model results and proxy records, the spectra in (c) have been computed from normalized Northern Hemisphere time series. The small panel included in the bottom panel shows for the different models and reconstructions the percentage of spectral density cumulated for periods longer than 50 years, to highlight the differences between unforced (pre-industrial control) and forced (PMIP3 and pre-PMIP3) simulations, compared to temperature reconstruction for the longer time scales. In (b) and (c) the spectra have been computed using a Tukey–Hanning filter of width 97 and 100 years, respectively. The model outputs were not detrended, except for the MIROC-ESM millennium simulation. The 5 to 95% intervals (vertical lines) provide the accuracy of the power spectra estimated given a typical length of 110 years for (b) and 1150 years for (c).
50 years, indicating the importance of forced variability at these time scales (Fernandez-Donado et al., 2013). It should be noted that a few models exhibit slow background climate drift which increases the spread in variance estimates at multi-century time scales. Nevertheless, the lines of evidence above suggest with high confidence that models reproduce global and NH temperature variability on a wide range of time scales.

9.5.3.2 Extratropical Circulation, North Atlantic Oscillation and Other Related Dipolar and Annular Modes

Based on CMIP3 models, Gerber et al. (2008) confirmed the AR4 assessment that climate models are able to capture the broad spatial and temporal features of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), but there are substantial differences in the spatial patterns amongst individual models (Casado and Pastor, 2012; Handorf and Dethloff, 2012). Climate models tend to have patterns of variability that are more annular in character than observed (Xin et al., 2008). Models substantially overestimate persistence on sub-seasonal and seasonal time scales, and have difficulty simulating the seasonal cycle of annular mode time scales found in reanalyses (Gerber et al., 2008). The unrealistically long time scale of variability is worse in models with particularly strong equatorward biases in the mean jet location, a result which has been found to hold in the North Atlantic and in the SH (Barnes and Hartmann, 2010; Kidston and Gerber, 2010).

As described in the AR4, climate models have generally been unable to simulate changes as strong as the observed NAO trend over the period 1965–1995, either in coupled model (Gillett, 2005; Stephenson et al., 2006; Stoner et al., 2009) or forced with observed boundary conditions (Scaife et al. (2009). However, there are a few exceptions to this (e.g., Selten et al., 2004; Semenov et al., 2008), so it is unclear to what extent the underestimation of late 20th century trends reflects model shortcomings versus internal variability. Further evidence has emerged of the coupling of NAO variability between the troposphere and the stratosphere, and even models with improved stratospheric resolution appear to underestimate the vertical coupling (Morgenstern et al., 2010) with consequences for the NAO response to anthropogenic forcing (Sigmoid and Scinocca, 2010; Karpechko and Manzini, 2012; Scaife et al., 2012).

The Pacific basin analogue of the NAO, the North Pacific Oscillation (NPO) is a prominent pattern of wintertime atmospheric circulation variability characterized by a north–south dipole in sea level pressure (Linkin and Nigam, 2008). Although climate models simulate the main spatial features of the NPO, many of them are unable to capture the observed linkages with tropical variability and the ocean (Furtado et al., 2011).

Raphael and Holland (2006) showed that coupled models produce a clear Southern Annular Mode (SAM) but that there are relatively large differences between models in terms of the exact shape and orientation of this pattern. Karpechko et al. (2009) found that the CMIP3 models have problems representing linkages between the SAM and SST, surface air temperature, precipitation and particularly sea ice in the Antarctic region.

9.5.3.3 Atlantic Modes

9.5.3.3.1 Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation variability

Previous comparisons of the observed and simulated AMOC were restricted to its mean strength, as it had only been sporadically observed (see Chapter 3 and Section 9.4.2.3.1). Continuous AMOC time series now exist for latitudes 41°N (reconstructions since 1993) and 26.5°N (estimate based on direct observations since 2004) (Cunningham et al., 2010; Willis, 2010). At 26.5°N, CMIP3 and CMIP5 model simulations show total AMOC variability that is within the observational uncertainty (Baehr et al., 2009; Marsh et al., 2009; Balan Sarojini et al., 2011; Msadek et al., 2013). However, the total AMOC is the sum of a wind-driven component and a mid-ocean geostrophic component. While both CMIP3 and CMIP5 models tend to overestimate the wind-driven variability, they tend to underestimate the mid-ocean geostrophic variability (Baehr et al., 2009; Balan Sarojini et al., 2011; Msadek et al., 2013). The latter is suggested to result from deficiencies in the simulation of the hydrographic characteristics (Baehr et al., 2009), specifically the Nordic Seas overflow (Yeager and Danabasoglu, 2012; Msadek et al., 2013).

9.5.3.3.2 Atlantic multi-decadal variability/Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation

The Atlantic Multi-decadal Variability (AMV), also known as Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation (AMO), is a mode of climate variability with an apparent period of about 70 years, and a pattern centred in the North Atlantic Ocean (see Section 14.7.6). In the AR4, it was shown that a number of climate models produced AMO-like multidecadal variability in the North Atlantic linked to variability in the strength of the AMOC. Subsequent analyses has confirmed this, however simulated time scales range from 40 to 60 years (Frankcombe et al., 2010; Park and Latif, 2010; Kavvada et al., 2013), to a century or more (Msadek and Frankignoul, 2009; Menary et al., 2012). In addition, the spatial patterns of variability related to the AMOC differ in many respects from one model to another as shown in Figure 9.34.

The presence of AMO-like variability in unforced simulations, and the fact that forced 20th century simulations in the CMIP3 multi-model ensemble produce AMO variability that is not in phase with that observed, implies the AMO is not predominantly a result of the forcings imposed on the models (Kravtsov and Spannagle, 2008; Knight, 2009; Ting et al., 2009). Results from the CMIP5 models also show a key role for internal variability, alongside a contribution from external forcings in recent decades (Terray, 2012). Historical AMO fluctuations have been better reproduced in a model with more sophisticated aerosol treatment than was typically used in CMIP3 (Booth et al., 2012a), albeit at the expense of introducing other observational inconsistencies (Zhang et al., 2013). This could suggest that at least part of the AMO may in fact be forced, and that aerosols play a role. In addition to tropospheric aerosols, Otterå et al. (2010) showed the potential for simulated volcanic forcing to have influenced AMO fluctuations over the last 600 years.
9.5.3.3 Tropical zonal and meridional modes

The Atlantic Meridional Mode (AMM) is the dominant mode of interannual variability in the tropical Atlantic, characterized by an anomalous meridional shift in the ITCZ (Chiang and Vimont, 2004), and has impacts on hurricane tracks over the North Atlantic (Xie et al., 2005; Smirnov and Vimont, 2011). Virtually all CMIP models simulate AMM-like SST variability in their 20th century climate simulations. However, most models underestimate the SST variance associated with the AMM, and position the north tropical Atlantic SST anomaly too far equatorward. More problematic is the fact that the development of the AMM in many models is led by a zonal mode during boreal winter—a feature that is not observed in nature (Breugem et al., 2006). This spurious AMM behaviour in the models is expected to be associated with the severe model biases in simulating the ITCZ (see Section 9.4.2.5.2).

Figure 9.34 | Sequence of physical links postulated to connect Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) and Atlantic Multi-decadal Variability (AMV), and how they are represented in three climate models. Shown are regression patterns for the following quantities (from top to bottom): sea surface temperature (SST) composites using AMOC time series; precipitation composites using cross-equatorial SST difference time series; equatorial salinity composites using Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ)-strength time series; subpolar-gyre depth-averaged salinity (top 800 to 1000 m) using equatorial salinity time series; subpolar gyre depth averaged density using subpolar gyre depth averaged salinity time series. From left to right: the two CMIP3 models HadCM3 and ECHAM/MPI-OM (MPI), and the non-CMIP model KCM. Black outlining signifies areas statistically significant at the 5% level for a two-tailed t test using the moving-blocks bootstrapping technique (Wilks, 1995). (Figure 3 from Menary et al., 2012.)
Atlantic Niño

CMIP3 models have considerable difficulty simulating Atlantic Niño in their 20th century climate simulations. For many models the so-called ‘Atl-3’ SST index (20°W to 0°W, 3°S to 3°N) displays the wrong seasonality, with the maximum value in either DJF or SON instead of JJA as is observed (Breugem et al., 2006). Despite large biases in the simulated climatology (Section 9.4.2.5.2), about one third of CMIP5 models capture some aspects of Atlantic Niño variability, including amplitude, spatial pattern and seasonality (Richter et al., 2013). This represents an improvement over CMIP3.

9.5.3.4 Indo-Pacific Modes

9.5.3.4.1 El Niño-Southern Oscillation

The ENSO phenomenon is the dominant mode of climate variability on seasonal to interannual time scales (see Wang and Picaut (2004) and Chapter 14). The representation of ENSO in climate models has steadily improved and now bears considerable similarity to observed ENSO properties (AchutaRao and Sperber, 2002; Randall et al., 2007; Guilyardi et al., 2009b). However, as was the case in the AR4, simulations...
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Figure 9.36 | ENSO metrics for pre-industrial control simulations in CMIP3 and CMIP5. (a) and (b): SST anomaly standard deviation (°C) in Niño 3 and Niño 4, respectively, (c) precipitation response (standard deviation, mm/day) in Niño4. Reference data sets, shown as dashed lines: Hadley Centre Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature (HadISST) version 1.1 for (a) and (b), CPC Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP) for (c). The CMIP5 and CMIP3 multi-model means are shown as squares on the left of each panel with the whiskers representing the model standard deviation. Individual CMIP3 models shown as filled grey circles, and individual CMIP5 models are identified in the legend.

While a number of CMIP3 models do not exhibit an ENSO variability maximum at the observed 2- to 7- year time scale, most CMIP5 models do have a maximum near the observed range and fewer models have the tendency for biennial oscillations (Figure 9.35; see also Stevenson, 2012), many of which can be traced to the representation of deep convection, trade wind strength and cloud feedbacks, with little improvement from CMIP3 to CMIP5 (Braconnot et al., 2007a; L’Ecuyer and Stephens, 2007; Guilyardi et al., 2009a; Lloyd et al., 2009, 2010; Sun et al., 2005; Zhang and Jin, 2012).

Since AR4, new analysis methods have emerged and are now being applied. For example, Jin et al. (2006) and Kim and Jin (2011a) identified five different feedbacks affecting the Bjerknes (or BJ) index, which in turn characterizes ENSO stability. Kim and Jin (2011b) applied this process-based analysis to the CMIP3 multi-model ensemble and demonstrated a significant positive correlation between ENSO amplitude and the BJ index. When respective components of the BJ index obtained from the coupled models were compared with those from observations, it was shown that most coupled models underestimated the negative thermal damping feedback (Lloyd et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2013) and the positive zonal advective and thermocline feedbacks.

Detailed quantitative evaluation of ENSO performance is hampered by the short observational record of key processes (Wittenberg, 2009; Li et al., 2011b; Deser et al., 2012) and the complexity and diversity of the processes involved (Wang and Picaut, 2004). While shortcomings
remain (Gualtieri et al., 2009b), the CMIP5 model ensemble shows some improvement compared to CMIP3, but there has been no major breakthrough and the multi-model improvement is mostly due to a reduced number of poor-performing models.

9.5.3.4.2 Indian Ocean basin and dipole modes

Indian Ocean SST displays a basin-wide warming following El Niño (Klein et al., 1999). This Indian Ocean basin (IOB) mode peaks in boreal spring and persists through the following summer. Most CMIP5 models capture this IOB mode, an improvement over CMIP3 (Du et al., 2013). However, only about half the CMIP5 models capture its long temporal persistence, and these models tend to simulate ENSO-forced ocean Rossby waves in the tropical south Indian Ocean (Zheng et al., 2011).

The Indian Ocean zonal dipole mode (IOD) (Saji et al., 1999; Webster et al., 1999) appears to be part of a hemispheric response to tropical atmospheric forcing (Fauchereau et al., 2003; Hermes and Reason, 2005). Most CMIP3 models are able to reproduce the general features of the IOD, including its phase lock onto the July to November season (Saji et al., 2006). The modelled SST anomalies, however, tend to show too strong a westward extension along the equator in the eastern Indian Ocean. CMIP3 models exhibit considerable spread in IOD amplitude, some of which can be explained by differences in the strength of the simulated Bjerknes feedback (Liu et al., 2011; Cai and Cowan, 2013). No substantial change is seen in CMIP5 (Weller and Cai, 2013a).

Many models simulate the observed correlation between IOD and ENSO. The magnitude of this correlation varies substantially between models, but is apparently not tied to the amplitude of ENSO (Saji et al., 2006). A subset of CMIP3 models show a spurious correlation with ENSO following the decay of ENSO events, instead of during the ENSO developing phase, possibly due to erroneous representation of oceanic pathways connecting the equatorial Pacific and Indian Oceans (Cai et al., 2011).

9.5.3.4.3 Tropospheric biennial oscillation

The tropospheric biennial oscillation (TBO, Section 14.7.4) is a biennial oscillation of many phenomena in the Indo-Pacific region that affects droughts and floods over large areas of south Asia and Australia (e.g., Chang and Li, 2000; Li et al., 2001; Meehl et al., 2003). The IOD involves regional patterns of SST anomalies in the TBO in the Indian Ocean during the northern fall season following south Asian monsoon (Loschnigg et al., 2003). The TBO has been simulated in a number of global coupled climate model simulations (e.g., Ogasawara et al., 1999; Loschnigg et al., 2003; Nanjundiah et al., 2005; Turner et al., 2007; Meehl and Arblaster, 2011).

9.5.3.5 Indo-Pacific Teleconnections

Tropical SST variability provides a significant forcing of atmospheric teleconnections and drives a large portion of the climate variability over land (Goddard and Mason, 2002; Shin et al., 2010). Although local forcings and feedbacks can play an important role (Pitman et al., 2012a), the simulation of land surface temperatures and precipitation requires accurate predictions of SST patterns (Compo and Sardeshmukh, 2009; Shin et al., 2010) as well as zonal wind variability patterns (Handorf and Dethloff, 2012). Teleconnections hence play a central role in regional climate change (see Chapter 14).

9.5.3.5.1 Teleconnections affecting North America

The Pacific North American (PNA) pattern is a wavetrain-like pattern in mid-level geopotential heights. The majority of CMIP3 models simulate the spatial structure of the PNA pattern in wintertime (Stoner et al., 2009). The PNA pattern has contributions from both internal atmospheric variability (Johnson and Feldstein, 2010) and ENSO and PDO teleconnections (Deser et al., 2004). The power spectrum of this temporal behaviour is generally captured by the CMIP3 models, although the level of year-to-year autocorrelation varies according to the strength of the simulated ENSO and PDO (Stoner et al., 2009).

9.5.3.5.2 Tropical ENSO teleconnections

These moist teleconnection pathways involve mechanisms related to those at play in the precipitation response to global warming (Chiang and Sobel, 2002; Neelin et al., 2003) and provide challenging test statistics for model precipitation response. Compared to earlier generation climate models, CMIP3 and CMIP5 models tend to do somewhat better (Neelin, 2007; Cai et al., 2009; Coelho and Goddard, 2009; Langenbrunner and Neelin, 2013) at precipitation reductions associated with El Niño over equatorial South America and the Western Pacific, although CMIP5 offers little further improvement over CMIP3 (see for instance the standard deviation of precipitation in the western Pacific in Figure 9.36). CMIP5 models simulate the sign of the precipitation change over broad regions, and do well at predicting the amplitude of the change (for a given SST forcing) (Langenbrunner and Neelin, 2013).

A regression of the West African monsoon precipitation index with global SSTs reveals two major teleconnections (Fontaine and Janicot, 1996). The first highlights the strong influence of ENSO, while the second reveals a relationship between the SST in the Gulf of Guinea and the northward migration of the monsoon rain belt over West Africa. Most CMIP3 models show a single dominant Pacific teleconnection, which is, however, of the wrong sign for half of the models (Joly et al., 2007). Only one model shows a significant second mode, emphasizing the difficulty in simulating the response of the African rain belt to Atlantic SST anomalies that are not synchronous with Pacific anomalies.

Both CMIP3 and CMIP5 models have been evaluated and found to vary in their abilities to represent both the seasonal cycle of correlations between the Niño 3.4 and North Australian SSTs (Catto et al., 2012a, 2012b) with little change in quality from CMIP3 to CMIP5. Generally the models do not capture the strength of the negative correlations during the second half of the year. The models also still struggle to capture the SST evolution in the North Australian region during El Niño and La Niña. Teleconnection patterns from both ENSO and the Indian Ocean Dipole to precipitation over Australia are reasonably well simulated in the key September-December season (Cai et al., 2009; Weller and Cai, 2013b) in the CMIP3 and CMIP5 multi-model mean.
9.5.3.6 Pacific Decadal Oscillation and Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation

The Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) refers to a mode of variability involving SST anomalies over the North Pacific (north of 20° N) (Mantua et al., 1997). Although the PDO time series exhibits considerable decadal variability, it is difficult to ascertain whether there are any robust spectral peaks given the relatively short observational record (Minobe, 1997, 1999; Pierce, 2001; Deser et al., 2004). The ability of climate models to represent the PDO has been assessed by Stoner et al. (2009) and Furtado et al. (2011). Their results indicate that approximately half of the CMIP3 models simulate the observed spatial pattern and temporal behaviour (e.g., enhanced variance at low frequencies); however, spectral peaks are consistently higher in frequency than those suggested by the short observational record. The modelled PDO correlation with SST anomalies in the tropical Indo-Pacific are strongly underestimated by the CMIP3 models (Wang et al., 2010; Deser et al., 2011; Furtado et al., 2011; Lienert et al., 2011). Climate models have been shown to simulate features of the closely related Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO), based on SSTs over the entire Pacific basin; see Section 14.7.3; Power and Colman, 2006; Power et al., 2006; Meehl et al., 2009), although deficiencies remain in the strength of the tropical–extratropical connections.

9.5.3.7 The Quasi-Biennial Oscillation

Significant progress has been made in recent years to model and understand the impacts of the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO; Baldwin et al., 2001). Many climate models have now increased their vertical domain and/or improved their physical parameterizations (see Tables 9.1 and 9.6.1), and some of these reproduce a QBO (e.g., HadGEM2, MPI-ESM-LR, MIROC). Many features of the QBO such as its width and phase asymmetry also appear spontaneously in these simulations due to internal dynamics (Dunkerton, 1991; Scaife et al., 2002; Haynes, 2006). Some of the QBO effects on the extratropical climate (Holton and Tan, 1980; Hamilton, 1998; Naoe and Shibata, 2010) as well as ozone (Butchart et al., 2003; Shibata and Deushi, 2005) are also reproduced in models.

9.5.3.8 Summary

In summary, most modes of interannual to interdecadal variability are now present in climate models. As in AR4, their assessment presents a varied picture and CMIP5 models only show a modest improvement over CMIP3, mostly due to fewer poor-performing models. New since the AR4, process-based model evaluation is now helping identify sources of specific biases, although the observational record is often too short or inaccurate to offer strong constraints. The assessment of modes and patterns is summarized in Table 9.4.

9.5.4 Extreme Events

Extreme events are realizations of the tail of the probability distribution of weather and climate variability. They are higher-order statistics and thus generally more difficult to realistically represent in climate models. Shorter time scale extreme events are often associated with smaller scale spatial structure, which may be better represented as model resolution increases. In the AR4, it was concluded that models could simulate the statistics of extreme events better than expected from the generally coarse resolution of the models at that time, especially for temperature extremes (Randall et al., 2007).

---

Table 9.4 | Summary of assessment of interannual to interdecadal variability in climate models. See also Figure 9.44.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Short Name</th>
<th>Level of Confidence</th>
<th>Level of Evidence for Evaluation</th>
<th>Degree of Agreement</th>
<th>Model Quality</th>
<th>Difference with AR4 (including CMIP5 vs. CMIP3)</th>
<th>Section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global sea surface temperature (SST) variability</td>
<td>SST-var</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Robust</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Slight improvement in the tropics</td>
<td>9.5.3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Atlantic Oscillation and Northern Annular Mode</td>
<td>NAO</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>No assessment</td>
<td>9.5.3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Annular Mode</td>
<td>SAM</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>No assessment</td>
<td>9.5.3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation Variability</td>
<td>AMO-var</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>No improvement</td>
<td>9.5.3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Multi-decadal Variability</td>
<td>AMO</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>No improvement</td>
<td>9.5.3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Meridional Mode</td>
<td>AMM</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>No assessment</td>
<td>9.5.3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Niño</td>
<td>AN</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Slight improvement</td>
<td>9.5.3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Niño Southern Oscillation</td>
<td>ENSO</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Slight improvement</td>
<td>9.5.3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Ocean Basin mode</td>
<td>IOB</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Slight improvement</td>
<td>9.5.3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Ocean Dipole</td>
<td>IOD</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>No improvement</td>
<td>9.5.3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific North American</td>
<td>PNA</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Slight improvement</td>
<td>9.5.3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tropical ENSO tele-connections</td>
<td>ENSOtele</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Robust</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>No improvement</td>
<td>9.5.3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Decadal Oscillation</td>
<td>PDO</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>No assessment</td>
<td>9.5.3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation</td>
<td>IPO</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>No assessment</td>
<td>9.5.3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quasi-Biennial Oscillation</td>
<td>QBO</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>No assessment</td>
<td>9.5.3.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The IPCC has conducted an assessment of extreme events in the context of climate change—the Special Report on Managing the Risks of Extreme Events and Disasters to Advance Climate Change Adaptation (SREX) (IPCC, 2012). Although there is no comprehensive climate model evaluation with respect to extreme events in SREX, there is some consideration of model performance taken into account in assessing uncertainties in projections.

9.5.4.1 Extreme Temperature

Since the AR4, evaluation of CMIP3 and CMIP5 models has been undertaken with respect to temperature extremes. Both model ensembles simulate present-day warm extremes, in terms of 20-year return values, reasonably well, with errors typically within a few degrees Celsius over most of the globe (Kharin et al., 2007; Kharin et al., 2012). The CMIP5 and CMIP3 models perform comparably for various temperature extreme indices, but with smaller inter-model spread in CMIP5. The inter-model range of simulated indices is similar to the spread amongst observationally based estimates in most regions (Sillmann et al., 2013). Figure 9.37 shows relative error estimates of available CMIP5 models for various extreme indices based on Sillmann et al. (2013). Although the relative performance of an individual model may depend on the choice of the reference data set (four different reanalyses are used), the mean and median models tend to outperform individual models. According to the standardized multi-model median errors (RMSEmed) for CMIP3 and CMIP5 shown on the right side of Figure 9.37, the performance of the two ensembles is similar.

In terms of historical trends, CMIP3 and CMIP5 models generally capture observed trends in temperature extremes in the second half of the 20th century (Sillmann et al., 2013), as illustrated in Figure 9.37. The modelled trends are consistent with both reanalyses and station-based estimates. It is also clear in the figure that model-based indices respond coherently to major volcanic eruptions. Detection and attribution studies based on CMIP3 models suggest that models tend to overestimate the observed warming of warm temperature extremes and underestimate the warming of cold extremes in the second half of 20th century (Christidis et al., 2011; Zwiers et al., 2011) as noted in SREX (Seneviratne et al., 2012). See also Chapter 10. This is not as obvious in the CMIP5 model evaluation (Figure 9.37 and Sillmann et al. (2013)) and needs further investigation.

9.5.4.2 Extreme Precipitation

For extreme precipitation, observational uncertainty is much larger than for temperature, making model evaluation more challenging. Discrepancies between different reanalyses for extreme precipitation are substantial, whereas station-based observations have limited spatial coverage (Kharin et al., 2007, 2012; Sillmann et al., 2013). Moreover, a station-based observational data set, which is interpolated from station measurements, has a potential mismatch of spatial scale when compared to model results or reanalyses (Chen and Knutson, 2008). Uncertainties are especially large in the tropics. In the extratropics, precipitation extremes in terms of 20-year return values simulated by CMIP3 and CMIP5 models compared relatively well with the observational data sets, with typical discrepancies in the 20% range (Kharin et al., 2007, 2012). Figure 9.37 shows relative errors of CMIP5 models for five precipitation-related indices. Darker grey shadings in the RMSE columns for precipitation indicate larger discrepancies between models and reanalyses for precipitation extremes in general. Sillmann et al. (2013) found that the CMIP5 models tend to simulate more intense precipitation and fewer consecutive wet days than the CMIP3, and thus are closer to the observationally based indices.

It is known from sensitivity studies that simulated extreme precipitation is strongly dependent on model resolution. Growing evidence has shown that high-resolution models (50 km or finer in the atmosphere) can reproduce the observed intensity of extreme precipitation (Wehner et al., 2010; Endo et al., 2012; Sakamoto et al., 2012), though some of these results are based on models with observationally constrained surface or lateral boundary conditions (i.e., Atmospheric General Circulation Models (AGCMs) or Regional Climate Models (RCMs)).

In terms of historical trends, a detection and attribution study by Min et al. (2011) found consistency in sign between the observed increase in heavy precipitation over NH land areas in the second half of the 20th century and that simulated by CMIP3 models, but they found that the models tend to underestimate the magnitude of the trend (see also Chapter 10). Related to this, it has been pointed out from comparisons to satellite-based data sets that the majority of models underestimate the sensitivity of extreme precipitation intensity to temperature in the tropics (Allan and Soden, 2008; Allan et al., 2010; O’Gorman, 2012) and globally (Liu et al., 2009; Shi et al., 2012). O’Gorman (2012) showed that this implies possible underestimation of the projected future increase in extreme precipitation in the tropics.

9.5.4.3 Tropical Cyclones

It was concluded in the AR4 that high-resolution AGCMs generally reproduced the frequency and distribution, but underestimated intensity of tropical cyclones (Randall et al., 2007). Since then, Mizuta et al. (2012) have shown that a newer version of the MRI-AGCM with improved parameterizations (at 20 km horizontal resolution) simulates tropical cyclones as intense as those observed with improved distribution as well. Another remarkable finding since the AR4 is that the observed year-to-year count variability of Atlantic hurricanes can be well simulated by modestly high resolution (100 km or finer) AGCMs forced by observed SST, though with less skill in other basins (Larow et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2009; Strachan et al., 2013). Vortices that have some characteristics of tropical cyclones can also be detected and tracked in AOGCMs in CMIP3 and 5, but their intensities are generally too weak (Yokoi et al., 2009a; Yokoi et al., 2012; Tory et al., 2013; Walsh et al., 2013).

9.5.4.4 Droughts

Drought is caused by long time scale (months or longer) variability of both precipitation and evaporation. Sheffield and Wood (2008) found that models in the CMIP3 ensemble simulated large-scale droughts in the 20th century reasonably well, in the sense that multi-model spread includes the observational estimate in each of several regions. However, it should be noted that there are various definitions of drought (see Chapter 2 and Seneviratne et al., 2012) and the performance of simulated drought can depend on the definition. Moreover, different models
Figure 9.37 | (a) Portrait plot of relative error metrics for the CMIP5 temperature and precipitation extreme indices based on Sillmann et al. (2013). (b)–(e) Time series of global mean temperature extreme indices over land from 1948 to 2010 for CMIP3 (blue) and CMIP5 (red) models, ECMWF 40-year reanalysis (ERA40, green dashed) and National Centers for Environmental Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR, green dotted) reanalyses and HadEX2 station-based observational data set (black) based on Sillmann et al. (2013). In (a), reddish and bluish colours indicate, respectively, larger and smaller root-mean-square (RMS) errors for an individual model relative to the median model. The relative error is calculated for each observational data set separately. The grey-shaded columns on the right side indicate the RMS error for the multi-model median standardized by the spatial standard deviation of the index climatology in the reanalysis, representing absolute errors for CMIP3 and CMIP5 ensembles. Results for four different reference data sets, ERA-interim (top), ERA40 (left), NCEP/NCAR (right) and NCEP–Department of Energy (DOE) (bottom) reanalyses, are shown in each box. The analysis period is 1981–2000, and only land areas are considered. The indices shown are simple daily precipitation intensity index (SDII), very wet days (R95p), annual maximum 5-day/1-day precipitation (RX5day/RX1day), consecutive dry days (CDD), tropical nights (TR), frost days (FD), annual minimum/maximum daily maximum surface air temperature (TXn/TXx), and annual minimum/maximum daily minimum surface air temperature (TNn/TNx). See Box 2.4 for the definitions of indices. Note that only a small selection of the indices analysed in Sillmann et al. (2013) is shown, preferentially those that appear in Chapters 2, 10, 11, 12, 14. Also note that the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis has a known defect for TXx (Sillmann et al., 2013), but its impact on this figure is small. In (b)–(e), shading for model results indicates the 25th to 75th quantile range of inter-model spread. Grey shading along the horizontal axis indicates the evolution of globally averaged volcanic forcing according to Sato et al. (1993). The indices shown are the frequency of daily minimum/maximum surface air temperature below the 10th percentile (b: Cold nights/c: Cold days) and that above 90th percentile (d: Warm nights/e: Warm days) of the 1961–1990 base period. Note that, as these indices essentially represent changes relative to the base period, they are particularly suitable for being shown in time series and not straightforward for being shown in (a).
can simulate drought with different mechanisms (McCray and Randal, 2010; Taylor et al., 2012a). A comprehensive evaluation of CMIP5 models for drought is currently not available, although Sillmann et al. (2013) found that consecutive dry days simulated by CMIP5 models are comparable to observations in magnitude and distribution.

9.5.4.5 Summary

There is medium evidence (i.e., a few multi-model studies) and high agreement that the global distribution of temperature extremes are represented well by CMIP3 and CMIP5 models. The observed global warming trend of temperature extremes in the second half of the 20th century is reproduced in models, but there is medium evidence (a few CMIP3 studies) and medium agreement (not evident in a preliminary look at CMIP5) that models tend to overestimate the warming of warm temperature extremes and underestimate the warming of cold temperature extremes.

There is medium evidence (single multi-model study) and medium agreement (as inter-model difference is large) that CMIP5 models tend to simulate more intense and thus more realistic precipitation extremes than CMIP3, which could be partly due to generally higher horizontal resolution. There is medium evidence and high agreement that CMIP3 models tend to underestimate the sensitivity of extreme precipitation intensity to temperature. There is medium evidence and high agreement that high resolution (50 km or finer) AGCMs tend to simulate the intensity of extreme precipitation comparable to observational estimates.

There is medium evidence and high agreement that year-to-year count variability of Atlantic hurricanes can be well simulated by modestly high resolution (100 km or finer) AGCMs forced by observed SSTs. There is medium evidence and medium agreement (as inter-model difference is large) that the intensity of tropical cyclones is too weak in CMIP3 and CMIP5 models. Finally, there is medium evidence (a few multi-model studies) and medium agreement (as it might depend on definitions of drought) that models can simulate aspects of large-scale drought.

Box 9.3 | Understanding Model Performance

This Box provides a synthesis of findings on understanding model performance based on the model evaluations discussed in this chapter.

Uncertainty in Process Representation

Some model errors can be traced to uncertainty in representation of processes (parameterizations). Some of these are long-standing issues in climate modelling, reflecting our limited, though gradually increasing, understanding of very complex processes and the inherent challenges in mathematically representing them. For the atmosphere, cloud processes, including convection and its interaction with boundary layer and larger-scale circulation, remain major sources of uncertainty (Section 9.4.1). These in turn cause errors or uncertainties in radiation which propagate through the coupled climate system. Distribution of aerosols is also a source of uncertainty arising from modelled microphysical processes and transport (Sections 9.4.1 and 9.4.6). Ocean models are subject to uncertainty in parameterizations of vertical and horizontal mixing and convection (Sections 9.4.2, 9.5.2 and 9.5.3), and ocean errors in turn affect the atmosphere through resulting SST biases. Simulation of sea ice is also affected by errors in both the atmosphere and the ocean as well as the parameterization of sea ice itself (Section 9.4.3). With respect to biogeochemical components in Earth System Models (ESMs), parameterizations of nitrogen limitation and forest fires are thought to be important for simulating the carbon cycle, but very few ESMs incorporate these so far (Sections 9.4.4 and 9.4.5).

Error Propagation

Causes of one model bias can sometimes be associated with another. Although the root cause of those biases is often unclear, knowledge of the causal chain or a set of interrelated biases can provide a key to further understanding and improvement of model performance. For example, biases in storm track position are partly due to a SST biases in the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio Current (Section 9.4.1). Some biases in variability or trend can be partly traced back to biases in mean states. The decreasing trend in September Arctic ice extent tends to be underestimated when sea ice thickness is overestimated (Section 9.4.3). In such cases, improvement of the mean state may improve simulated variability or trend.

Sensitivity to Resolution

Some phenomena or aspects of climate are found to be better simulated with models run at higher horizontal and/or vertical resolution. In particular, increased resolution in the atmosphere has improved, at least in some models, storm track and extratropical cyclones (Section 9.4.1), diurnal variation of precipitation over land (Section 9.5.2), extreme precipitation, and tropical cyclone intensity and structure (Section 9.5.4). Similarly, increased horizontal resolution in the ocean is shown to improve sea surface height variability, western boundary currents, tropical instability waves and coastal upwelling (Section 9.4.2), and variability of Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (Section 9.5.3). High vertical resolution and a high model top, as well as high horizontal resolution, are important for simulating lower stratospheric climate variability (Section 9.4.1), blocking (Section 9.5.2), the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation and the North Atlantic Oscillation (Section 9.5.3). (continued on next page)
Uncertainty in Observational Data

In some cases, insufficient length or quality of observational data makes model evaluation challenging, and is a frequent problem in the evaluation of simulated variability or trends. This is evident for evaluation of upper tropical tropospheric temperature, tropical atmospheric circulation (Section 9.4.1), the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation, the North Atlantic Oscillation and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (Section 9.5.3). Data quality has been pointed out as an issue for arctic cloud properties (Section 9.4.1), ocean heat content, heat and fresh water fluxes over the ocean (Section 9.4.2) and extreme precipitation (Section 9.5.4). Palaeoclimate reconstructions also have large inherent uncertainties (Section 9.5.2). It is clear therefore that updated or newly available data affect model evaluation conclusions.

Other Factors

Model evaluation can be affected by how models are forced. Uncertainties in specified greenhouse gases, aerosols emissions, land use change, etc. will all affect model results and hence evaluation of model quality. Different statistical methods used in model evaluation can also lead to subtle or substantive differences in the assessment of model quality.

9.6 Downscaling and Simulation of Regional-Scale Climate

Regional-scale climate information can be obtained directly from global models; however, their horizontal resolution is often too low to resolve features that are important at regional scales. High-resolution AGCMs, variable-resolution global models, and statistical and dynamical downscaling (i.e., regional climate modelling) are used to complement AOGCMs, and to generate region-specific climate information. These approaches are evaluated in the following.

9.6.1 Global Models

9.6.1.1 Regional-Scale Simulation by Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation Models

A comparison of CMIP3 and CMIP5 seasonal cycles of temperature and precipitation for different regions (Figure 9.38) shows that temperature is generally better simulated than precipitation in terms of the amplitude and phase of the seasonal cycle. The multi-model mean is closer to observations than most of the individual models. The systematic difference between the CMIP5 and CMIP3 ensembles is small in most regions, although there is evident improvement in South Asia (SAS) and Tropical South America (TSA) in the rainy seasons. In some cases the spread amongst observational estimates can be of comparable magnitude to the model spread, e.g., winter in the Europe and Mediterranean (EUM) region.

There are as yet rather few published studies in which regional behaviour of the CMIP5 models is evaluated in great detail. Cattiaux et al. (2013) obtained results for Europe similar to those discussed above. Joetzjer et al. (2013) considered 13 models that participated in both CMIP3 and in CMIP5 and found that the seasonal cycle of precipitation over the Amazon improved in the latter.

Based on the CMIP archives, regional biases in seasonal and annual mean temperature and precipitation are shown for several land regions in Figure 9.39, and for polar and oceanic regions in Figure 9.40. The CMIP5 median temperature biases range from about \(-3°C\) to \(1.5°C\). Substantial cold biases over NH regions are more prevalent in winter (December to February) than summer (June to August). The median biases appear in most cases slightly less negative for CMIP5 than CMIP3. The spread amongst models, as characterized by the 25 to 75% and 5 to 95% ranges, is slightly reduced from CMIP3 to CMIP5 in a majority of the regions and is roughly \(\pm 3°C\). The RMS error of individual CMIP5 models is smaller than that for CMIP3 in 24 of the 26 regions in Figure 9.39 in DJF, JJA and the annual mean. The absolute value of the ensemble mean bias has also been reduced in most cases. The inter-model spread remains large, particularly in high-latitude regions in winter and in regions with steep orography (such as CAS, SAS, TIB and WSA). The inter-model temperature spread has decreased from CMIP3 to CMIP5 over most of the oceans and over the Arctic and Antarctic land regions. The cold winter bias over the Arctic has been reduced. There is little systematic inter-ensemble difference in temperature over lower latitude oceans.

Biases in seasonal total precipitation are shown in the right column of Figures 9.39 and 9.40 for the NH winter (October to March) and summer (April to September) half years as well as the annual mean. The largest systematic biases over land regions occur in ALA, WSA and TIB, where the annual precipitation exceeds that observed in all CMIP5 models, with a median bias on the order of 100%. All these regions are characterized by high orography and/or a large fraction of solid precipitation, both of which are expected to introduce a negative bias in gauge-based precipitation (Yang and Ohata, 2001; Adam et al., 2006) that may amplify the model-observation discrepancy. A large negative relative bias in SAH occurs in October to March, but it is of negligible magnitude in absolute terms. In nearly all other seasonal and regional cases over land, the observational estimate falls within the range of the CMIP5 simulations. Compared with CMIP3, the CMIP5 median precipitation is slightly higher in most regions. In contrast with temperature, the seasonal and annual mean ensemble mean and the root-mean square precipitation biases are larger for CMIP5 than for CMIP3 in a slight majority of land regions (Figure 9.39) and in most of the
Figure 9.38 | Mean seasonal cycle of (a) temperature (°C) and (b) precipitation (mm day$^{-1}$). The average is taken over land areas within the indicated regions, and over the period 1980–1999. The red line is the average over 45 CMIP5 models; the blue line is the average over 22 CMIP3 models. The standard deviation of the respective data set is indicated with shading. The different line styles in black refer to observational and reanalysis data: Climatic Research Unit (CRU) TS3.10, ECMWF 40-year reanalysis (ERA40) and ERA-Interim for temperature; CRU TS3.10.1, Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP), and CPC Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP) for precipitation. Note the different axis-ranges for some of the sub-plots. The 15 regions shown are: Western North America (WNA), Eastern North America (ENA), Central America (CAM), Tropical South America (TSA), Southern South America (SSA), Europe and Mediterranean (EUM), North Africa (NAF), Central Africa (CAF), South Africa (SAF), North Asia (NAS), Central Asia (CAS), East Asia (EAS), South Asia (SAS), Southeast Asia (SEA) and Australia (AUS).
14 other regions (Figure 9.40). However, considering the observational uncertainty, the performance of the CMIP3 and CMIP5 ensembles is assessed to be broadly similar. The inter-model spreads are similar and typically largest in arid areas when expressed in relative terms.

Especially over the oceans and polar regions (Figure 9.40), the scarcity of observations and their uncertainty complicates the evaluation of simulated precipitation. Of two commonly used data sets, CMAP indicates systematically more precipitation than GPCP over low-latitude

Figure 9.39 | Seasonal- and annual mean biases of (left) temperature (°C) and (right) precipitation (%) in the IPCC Special Report on Managing the Risks of Extreme Events and Disasters to Advance Climate Change Adaptation (SREX) land regions (cf. Seneviratne et al., 2012, p. 12). The region’s coordinates can be found from their online Appendix 3.A). The 5th, 25th, 50th, 75th and 95th percentiles of the biases in 42 CMIP5 models are shown in box-and-whisker format, and corresponding values for 23 CMIP3 models with crosses. The CMIP3 20C3M simulations are complemented with the corresponding A1B runs for the 2001–2005 period. The biases are calculated over 1986–2005, using Climatic Research Unit (CRU) T3.10 as the reference for temperature and CRU TS 3.10.01 for precipitation. The regions are labelled with red when the root-mean-square error for the individual CMIP5 models is larger than that for CMIP3 and blue when it is smaller. The regions are: Alaska/NW Canada (ALA), Eastern Canada/Greenland/Iceland (CGI), Western North America (WNA), Central North America (CNA), Eastern North America (ENA), Central America/Mexico (CAM), Amazon (AMZ), NE Brazil (NEB), West Coast South America (WSA), South-Eastern South America (SSA), Northern Europe (NEU), Central Europe (CEU), Southern Europe/the Mediterranean (MED), Sahara (SAH), Western Africa (WAF), Eastern Africa (EAF), Southern Africa (SAF), Northern Asia (NAS), Western Asia (WAS), Central Asia (CAS), Tibetan Plateau (TIB), Eastern Asia (EAS), Southern Asia (SAS), Southeast Asia (SEA), Northern Australia (NAS) and Southern Australia/New Zealand (SAU). Note that the region WSA is poorly resolved in the models.
Figure 9.40 | As Figure 9.39, but for polar and ocean regions, with ECMWF reanalysis of the global atmosphere and surface conditions (ERA)-Interim reanalysis as the reference for temperature and Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) for precipitation. Global land, ocean and overall means are also shown. The regions are: Arctic: 67.5 to 90°N; Caribbean (area defined by the following coordinates): 68.8°W, 11.4°N; 85.8°W, 25°N; 60°W, 25°N, 60°W, 11.44°N; Western Indian Ocean: 25°S to 5°N, 52°E to 75°E; Northern Indian Ocean: 5°N to 30°N, 60°E to 95°E; Northern Tropical Pacific: 5°N to 25°N, 155°E to 150°W; Equatorial Tropical Pacific: 5°S to 5°N, 155°E to 130°W; Southern Tropical Pacific: 5°S to 25°S, 155°S to 130°W; Antarctic: 50°S to 90°S. The normalized difference between CPC Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP) and GPCP precipitation is shown with dotted lines.

oceans and less over many high-latitude regions (Yin et al., 2004; Shin et al., 2011). Over most low-latitude ocean regions, annual precipitation in most CMIP3 and CMIP5 models exceeds GPCP. The difference relative to CMAP is smaller although mostly of the same sign. In Arctic and Antarctic Ocean areas, simulated precipitation is much above CMAP, but more similar to GPCP. Over Antarctic land, precipitation in most models is below CMAP, but close to or above GPCP.

Continental to sub-continental mean values may not be representative for smaller-scale biases, as biases generally increase with decreasing spatial averaging (Masson and Knutti, 2011b; Raisanen and Ylhäisi, 2011). A typical order of magnitude for grid-box-scale annual mean biases in individual CMIP3 models was 2°C for temperature and 1 mm day\(^{-1}\) for precipitation (Raisanen, 2007; Masson and Knutti, 2011b), with some geographical variation. This has been noted also in studies on how much spatial averaging would be needed in order to filter out the most unreliable small-scale features (e.g., Räisänen and Ylhäisi, 2011). In order to reduce such errors while still retaining information on small scales, Masson and Knutti (2011b) found, depending on the variable and the region, that smoothing needed to vary from the grid-point scale to around 2000 km.

On the whole, based on analysis of both ensemble means and inter-model spread, there is high confidence that the CMIP5 models simulate regional-scale temperature distributions somewhat better than the CMIP3 models did. This improvement is evident for most regions. For precipitation, there is medium confidence that there is no systematic change in model performance. In many regions, precipitation biases relative to CRU TS 3.10.01 and GPCP (and CMAP) are larger for CMIP5 than for CMIP3, but given observational uncertainty, the two ensembles are broadly similar.

9.6.1.2 Regional-Scale Simulation by Atmospheric General Circulation Models

Stand-alone global atmospheric models (AGCMs) run at higher resolution than AOGCMs provide complementary regional-scale climate information, sometimes referred to as ‘global downscaling’. One important example of this is the simulation of tropical cyclones (e.g., Zhao et al., 2009, 2012; Murakami and Sugi, 2010; Murakami et al., 2012). A number of advantages of high-resolution AGCMs have been identified, including improved regional precipitation (Zhao et al., 2009; Kusunoki et al., 2011) and blocking (Matsueda et al., 2009, 2010). As AGCMs do not simulate interactions with the ocean, their ability to capture some high-resolution phenomena, such as the cold wake in the surface ocean after a tropical cyclone, is limited (e.g., Hasegawa and Emori, 2007). As in lower-resolution models, performance is affected by the quality of physical parameterizations (Lin et al., 2012; Mizuta et al., 2012; Zhao et al., 2012).

9.6.1.3 Regional-Scale Simulation by Variable-Resolution Global Climate Models

An alternative to global high resolution is the use of variable resolution (so-called ‘stretched grid’) models with higher resolution over the region of interest. Some examples are Abiodun et al. (2011) who showed that such simulations improve the simulation of West African
monsoon systems and African easterly jets, and White et al. (2013) who demonstrated improvements in temperature and precipitation related extreme indices. Fox-Rabinovitz et al. (2008) showed that regional biases in the high-resolution portion of a stretched grid model were similar to that of a global model with the same high resolution everywhere. Markovic et al. (2010) and Déqué (2010) reported similar results. Although not widely used, such methods can complement more conventional climate models.

9.6.2 Regional Climate Downscaling

Regional Climate Models (RCMs) are applied over a limited-area domain with boundary conditions either from global reanalyses or global climate model output. The use of RCMs for ‘dynamical downscaling’ has grown since the AR4, their resolution has increased, process-descriptions have developed further, new components have been added, and coordinated experimentation has become more widespread (Laprise, 2008; Rummukainen, 2010). Statistical downscaling (SD) involves deriving empirical relationships linking large-scale atmospheric variables (predictors) and local/regional climate variables (predictands). These relationships may then be applied to equivalent predictors from global models. SD methods have also been applied to RCM output (e.g., Boe et al., 2007; Déqué, 2007; Segui et al., 2010; Paeth, 2011; van Vliet et al., 2011). A significant constraint in a comprehensive evaluation of regional downscaling is that available studies often involve different methods, regions, periods and observational data for evaluation. Thus, evaluation results are difficult to generalize.

9.6.2.1 Recent Developments of Statistical Methods

The development of SD since the AR4 has been quite vigorous (e.g., Fowler et al., 2007; Maraun et al., 2010b), and many state-of-the-art approaches combine different methods (e.g., Vrac and Naveau, 2008; van Vliet et al., 2011). There is an increasing number of studies on extremes (e.g., Vrac and Naveau, 2008; Wang and Zhang, 2008), and on features such as hurricanes (Emanuel et al., 2008), river flow and discharge, sediment, soil erosion and crop yields (e.g., Zhang, 2007; Prudhomme and Davies, 2009; Lewis and Lamoureux, 2010). Techniques have also been developed to consider multiple climatic variables simultaneously in order to preserve some physical consistency (e.g., Zhang and Georgakakos, 2011). The methods used to evaluate SD approaches vary with the downscaled variable and include metrics related to intensities (e.g., Ning et al., 2011; Tryhorn and DeGaetano, 2011), temporal behaviour (e.g., May, 2007; Timbal and Jones, 2008; Maraun et al., 2010a; Brands et al., 2011), and physical processes (Lenderink and Van Meijgaard, 2008; Maraun et al., 2010a). SD capabilities are also examined through secondary variables like runoff, river discharge and stream flow (e.g., Boe et al., 2007; Teutschbein et al., 2011).

9.6.2.2 Recent Developments of Dynamical Methods

Since the AR4, typical RCM resolution has increased from around 50 km to around 25 km (e.g., Christensen et al., 2010). Long RCM runs at very high resolution are still, however, rather few (e.g., Yasutaka et al., 2008; Chan et al., 2012; Kendon et al., 2012). Coupled RCMs, with interactive ocean and, when appropriate, also sea ice have also been developed (Somot et al., 2008; Dorn et al., 2009; Artale et al., 2010; Doscher et al., 2010). Smith et al. (2011a) added vegetation dynamics–ecosystem biogeochemistry in an RCM.

At the time of the AR4, RCMs were typically used for time-slice experiments. Since then, multi-decadal and centennial RCM simulations have emerged in larger numbers (e.g., Diffenbaugh et al., 2011; Kjellstrom et al., 2011; de Elía et al., 2013). Coordinated RCM experiments and ensembles have also become much more common and today, with domains covering Europe (e.g., Christensen et al., 2010; Vautard et al., 2013), North America (e.g., Gutowski et al., 2010; Lucas-Picher et al., 2012a; Mearns et al., 2012), South America (e.g., Menendez et al., 2010; Chou et al., 2012; Krüger et al., 2012), Africa (e.g., Druyan et al., 2010; Ruti et al., 2011; Nikulin et al., 2012; Paeth et al., 2012; Hernández-Díaz et al., 2013), the Arctic (e.g., Inoue et al., 2006) and Asian regions (e.g., Feng and Fu, 2006; Shkolnik et al., 2007; Feng et al., 2011; Ozturk et al., 2012; Suh et al., 2012).

9.6.3 Skill of Downscaling Methods

Downscaling skill varies with location, season, parameter and boundary conditions (see Section 9.6.5) (e.g., Schmidl et al., 2007; Maurer and Hidalgo, 2008). Although there are indications that model skill increases with higher resolution, it does not do so linearly. Rojas (2006) found more improvement when increasing resolution from 135 km to 45 km than from 45 km to 15 km. Walther et al. (2013) found that the diurnal precipitation cycle and light precipitation improved more when going from 12 km to 6 km resolution than when going from 50 km to 25 km or from 25 km to 12 km. Higher resolution does enable better simulation of extremes (Seneviratne et al., 2012). For example, Pryor et al. (2012) noted that an increase in RCM resolution from 50 km to 6 km increased extreme wind speeds more than the mean wind speed.

Kawazoe and Gutowski (2013) compared six RCMs and the two GCMs to high resolution observations, concluding that precipitation extremes were more representative in the RCMs than in the GCMs. Vautard et al. (2013) found that warm extremes in Europe were generally better simulated in RCMs with 12 km resolution compared to 50 km. Kendon et al. (2012) and Chan et al. (2012) found mixed results in daily precipitation simulated at 12 km and 1.5 km resolution, although the latter had improved sub-daily features, perhaps as convection could be explicitly resolved.

Coupled RCMs, with an interactive ocean, offer further improvements. Döscher et al. (2010) reproduced empirical relationships between Arctic sea ice extent and sea ice thickness and NAO in a coupled RCM. Zou and Zhou (2013) found that a regional ocean–atmosphere model improved the simulation of precipitation over the western North Pacific compared to an uncoupled model. Samuelsson et al. (2010) showed that coupling a lake model with an RCM captured the effect of lakes on the air temperature over adjacent land. Lenaerts et al. (2012) added drifting snow in an RCM run for the Antarctica, which increased the area of ablation and improved the fit to observations. Smith et al. (2011a) added vegetation dynamics–ecosystem biogeochemistry into an RCM, and found some evidence of local feedback to air temperature.

Applying an RCM developed for a specific region to other regions exposes it to a wider range of conditions and therefore provides an
opportunity for more rigorous evaluation. Transferability experiments target this by running RCMs for different regions while holding their process-descriptions constant (cf. Takle et al., 2007; Gbobaniyi et al., 2011; Jacob et al., 2012). Suh et al. (2012) noted that 10 RCMs run for Africa did well overall for average and maximum temperature, but systematically overestimated the daily minimum temperature. Precipitation was generally simulated better for wet regions than for dry regions. Similarly, Nikulin et al. (2012) reported on 10 RCMs over Africa, run with boundary conditions from ERA-Interim, and evaluated against different observational data sets. Many of the RCMs simulated precipitation better than the ERA-Interim analysis itself.

Christensen et al. (2010) examined a range metrics related to simulation of extremes, mesoscale features, trends, aspects of variability and consistency with the driving boundary conditions. Only one of these metrics led to clear differentiation among RCMs (Lenderink, 2010). This may imply a general skillfulness of models, but may also simply indicate that the metrics were not very informative. Nevertheless, using some of these metrics, Coppola et al. (2010) and Kjellström et al. (2010) found that weighted sets of RCMs outperformed sets without weighting for both temperature and precipitation. Sobolowski and Pavelsky (2012) demonstrated a similar impact.

9.6.4 Value Added through RCMs

RCMs are regularly tested to evaluate whether they show improvements over global models (Laprise et al., 2008), that is, whether they do indeed ‘add value’. In essence, added value is a measure of the extent to which the downscaled climate is closer to observations than the model from which the boundary conditions were obtained. Differences between RCM and GCM simulations are not always very obvious for time-averaged quantities on larger scales or in fairly homogeneous regions. RCM fields are, however, richer in spatial and temporal detail. Indeed, the added value of RCMs is mainly expected in the simulation of topography-influenced phenomena and extremes with relatively small spatial or short temporal character (e.g., Feser et al., 2011; Feser and Barcikowska, 2012; Shkol’nik et al., 2012). As an example, RCM downscaling led to better large-scale monsoon precipitation patterns (Gao et al., 2012) for East Asia than in the global models used for boundary conditions. In the few instances where RCMs have been interactively coupled to global models (i.e., ‘two-way’ coupling), the effects of improved small scales propagate to larger scales and this has been found to improve the simulation of larger scale phenomena (Lorenz and Jacob, 2005; Inatsu and Kimoto, 2009; Inatsu et al., 2012).

Other examples include improved simulation of convective precipitation (Rauscher et al., 2010), near-surface temperature (Feser, 2006), near-surface temperature and wind (Kanamaru and Kanamitsu, 2007), temperature and precipitation (Lucas-Picher et al., 2012b), extreme precipitation (Kanada et al., 2008), coastal climate features (Winterfeldt and Weisse, 2009; Winterfeldt et al., 2011; Kawazoe and Gutowski, 2013; Vautard et al., 2013), Atlantic hurricanes (Bender et al., 2010), European storm damage (Donat et al., 2010), strong mesoscale cyclones (Cavicchia and Storch, 2011), cutoff lows (Grose et al., 2012), polar lows (Zahn and von Storch, 2008) and higher statistical moments of the water budget (e.g., Bresson and Laprise, 2011).

In summary, there is high confidence that downscaling adds value to the simulation of spatial climate detail in regions with highly variable topography (e.g., distinct orography, coastlines) and for mesoscale phenomena and extremes. Regional downscaling is therefore complementary to results obtained directly from global climate models. These results are from a variety of distinct studies with different RCMs.

9.6.5 Sources of Model Errors and Uncertainties

In addition to issues related to resolution and model complexity (see Section 9.6.3), errors and uncertainties arise from observational uncertainty in evaluation data and parameterizations (see Box 9.3), choice of model domain and application of boundary conditions (driving data).

In the case of SD, sources of model errors and uncertainties depend on the choice of method, including the choice of the predictors, the estimation of empirical relationships between predictors and predictands from limited data sets, and also the data used to estimate the predictors (Frost et al., 2011). There are numerous different SD methods, and the findings are difficult to generalize.

Small domains allow less freedom for RCMs to generate the small-scale features that give rise to added value (e.g., Leduc and Laprise, 2009). Therefore large domains—covering entire continents—have become more common. Koltzow et al. (2008) found improvements with the use of a larger domain, but the RCM solution can become increasingly ‘decoupled’ from the driving data (e.g., Rockel et al., 2008), which can introduce inconsistencies. Large domains also introduce large internal variability, which can significantly contaminate interannual variability of seasonal means (Kanamitsu et al., 2010). Techniques such as spectral nudging (Misra, 2007; Separovic et al., 2012) can be used to constrain such inconsistencies (Feser et al., 2011). Winterfeldt and Weisse (2009) concluded that nudging improved the simulation of marine wind climate, while Otte et al. (2012) demonstrated improvements in temperature and precipitation. Nudging may, however, also lead to deterioration of features such as precipitation extremes (Alexandru et al., 2009; Kawazoe and Gutowski, 2013). Veljovic et al. (2010) showed that an RCM can in fact improve the large scales with respect to those inherent in the boundary conditions, and argued that nudging may be undesirable.

The quality of RCM results may vary according to the synoptic situation, season, and the geographic location of the lateral boundaries (Alexandru et al., 2007; Xue et al., 2007; Laprise et al., 2008; Separovic et al., 2008; Leduc and Laprise, 2009; Nikiema and Laprise, 2010; Rapaic et al., 2010). In addition to lateral boundary conditions, RCMs also need sea surface information. Few studies have explored the dependency of RCM results on the treatment of the SSTs and sea ice, although Koltzow et al. (2011) found that the specification of SSTs was less influential than was the domain or the lateral boundaries. Woollings et al. (2010a) investigated the effect of specified SST on the simulation of the Atlantic storm track and found that it was better simulated with high-resolution SSTs, whereas increasing temporal resolution gave mixed results.

As is the case in global models, RCM errors are directly related to shortcomings in process parameterizations. Examples include the
representation of clouds, convection and land surface–atmosphere interactions, the planetary boundary layer, horizontal diffusion, and microphysics (Tjernstrom et al., 2008; Wyser et al., 2008; Lynn et al., 2009; Pfeiffer and Zängl, 2010; Axelsson et al., 2011; Créat et al., 2012; Evans et al., 2012; Roy et al., 2012; Solman and Pessacg, 2012). The representation of land surface and atmosphere coupling is also important, particularly for simulating monsoon regions (Cha et al., 2008; Yhang and Hong, 2008; Boone et al., 2010; van den Hurk and van Meijgaard, 2010).

9.6.6 Relating Downscaling Performance to Credibility of Regional Climate Information

A fundamental issue is how the performance of a downscaling method relates to its ability to provide credible future projections (Raisanen, 2007). This subject is discussed further in Section 9.8. The credibility of downscaled information of course depends on the quality of the downscaling method itself (e.g., Dawson et al., 2012; Déqué et al., 2012; Eum et al., 2012), and on the quality of the global climate models providing the large-scale boundary conditions (e.g., van Oldenborgh et al., 2009; Diaconescu and Laprise, 2013).

Specific to SD is the statistical stationarity hypothesis, that is, that the relationships inferred from historical data remain valid under a changing climate (Maraun, 2012). Vecchi et al. (2008) note that a statistical method that captures interannual hurricane variability gives very different results for projections compared to RCMs. Such results suggest that good performance of statistical downscaling as assessed against observations does not guarantee credible regional climate information. Some recent studies have proposed ways to evaluate SD approaches using RCM outputs (e.g., Vrac and Naveau, 2008; Driouech et al., 2010) or long series of observations (e.g. Schmith, 2008).

Giorgi and Coppola (2010) argued that regional-scale climate projections over land in the CMIP3 models were not sensitive to their temperature biases. For precipitation, the same was found for about two thirds of the global land area. However, there is some recent evidence that regional biases may be nonlinear for temperature extremes (Christensen et al., 2008; Boberg and Christensen, 2012; Christensen and Boberg, 2013) in both global and regional models. A mechanism at play may be that models tend to dry out the soil too effectively at high temperatures, which can lead to systematic biases in projected warm summertime conditions (Christensen et al., 2008; Kostopoulou et al., 2009). This is illustrated in Figure 9.41 for the Mediterranean region, which suggests a tendency in RCMs, CMIP3 and CMIP5 models towards an enhanced warm bias in the warmer months. The implication is that the typically large warming signal in these regions could be biased (Boberg and Christensen, 2012; Mearns et al., 2012). Findings such as these stress the importance of a thorough assessment of models’ biases when they are applied for projections (e.g., de Elia and Cote, 2010; Boberg and Christensen, 2012; Christensen and Boberg, 2013).

Di Luca et al. (2012) analysed downscaled climate change projections from six RCMs run over North America. The climate change signals for seasonal precipitation and temperature were similar to those in the driving AOGCMs, and the spatial detail gained by downscaling was comparable in both present and future climate. Déqué et al. (2012) studied projections with several combinations of AOGCM and RCM for Europe. A larger part of the spread in winter temperature and
precipitation projections was explained by the differences in global model boundary conditions, although much of the spread in projected summer precipitation was explained by RCM. This underlines the importance of both the quality of the boundary conditions and the downscaling method.

9.7 Climate Sensitivity and Climate Feedbacks

An overall assessment of climate sensitivity and transient climate response is given in Box 12.2. Observational constraints based on observed warming over the last century are discussed in Section 10.8.2 and shown in Box 12.2, Figure 2.

9.7.1 Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity, Idealized Radiative Forcing, and Transient Climate Response in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 Ensemble

Equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) is the equilibrium change in global and annual mean surface air temperature after doubling the atmospheric concentration of CO₂ relative to pre-industrial levels. In the AR4, the range in equilibrium climate sensitivity of the CMIP3 models was 2.1°C to 4.4°C, and the single largest contributor to this spread was differences among modelled cloud feedbacks. These assessments carry over to the CMIP5 ensemble without any substantial change (Table 9.5).

The method of diagnosing climate sensitivity in CMIP5 differs fundamentally from the method employed in CMIP3 and assessed in the AR4 (Randall et al., 2007). In CMIP3, an AGCM was coupled to a non-dynamic mixed-layer (slab) ocean model with prescribed ocean heat transport convergence. CO₂ concentration was then instantaneously doubled, and the model was integrated to a new equilibrium with unchanged implied ocean heat transport. While computationally efficient, this method had the disadvantage of employing a different model from that used for the historical simulations and climate projections. However, in the few comparisons that were made, the resulting disagreement in ECS was less than about 10% (Boer and Yu, 2003; Williams et al., 2008; Danabasoglu and Gent, 2009; Li et al., 2013a).

In CMIP5, climate sensitivity is diagnosed directly from the AOGCMs following the approach of Gregory et al. (2004). In this case the CO₂ concentration is instantaneously quadrupled and kept constant for 150 years of simulation, and both equilibrium climate sensitivity and RF are diagnosed from a linear fit of perturbations in global mean surface temperature to the instantaneous radiative imbalance at the TOA.

The transient climate response (TCR) is the change in global and annual mean surface temperature from an experiment in which the CO₂ concentration is increased by 1% yr⁻¹, and calculated using the difference between the start of the experiment and a 20-year period centred on the time of CO₂ doubling. TCR is smaller than ECS because ocean heat uptake delays surface warming. TCR is linearly correlated with ECS in the CMIP5 ensemble (Figure 9.42), although the relationship may be nonlinear outside the range spanned in Table 9.5 (Knutti et al., 2005).

Based on the methods outlined above and explained in Section 9.7.2 below, Table 9.5 shows effective ERF, ECS, TCR and feedback strengths for the CMIP5 ensemble. The two estimates of ERF agree with each other to within 5% for six models (CanESM2, INM-CM4, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC5, MPI-ESM-LR and MPI-ESM-P), although the deviation exceeds 10% for four models (CCSM4, CSIRO-Mk3-6-0, HadGEM2-ES, and MRI-CGCM3) and is indicative of deviations from the basic assumptions underlying one or both ERF estimation methods.

However, the mean difference of 0.3 W m⁻² between the two methods for diagnosing ERF is only about half of the ensemble standard deviation of 0.5 W m⁻², or 15% of the mean value for ERF by CO₂ using fixed SSTs. ECS and TCR vary across the ensemble by a factor of approximately 2. The multi-model ensemble mean in ECS is 3.2°C, a value nearly identical to that for CMIP3, while the CMIP5 ensemble range is 2.1°C to 4.7°C, a spread which is also nearly indistinguishable from that for CMIP3. While every CMIP5 model whose heritage can

Figure 9.42 | (a) Equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) against the global mean surface temperature of CMIP5 models, both for the period 1961–1990 (larger symbols, cf. Figure 9.8, Table 9.5) and for the pre-industrial control runs (smaller symbols). (b) Equilibrium climate sensitivity against transient climate response (TCR). The ECS and TCR information are based on Andrews et al. (2012) and Forster et al. (2013) and updated from the CMIP5 archive.
Table 9.5 | Effective radiative forcing (ERF), climate sensitivity and climate feedbacks estimated for the CMIP5 AOGCMs (see Table 9.1 for model details). ERF, equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) and transient climate response (TCR) are based on Andrews et al. (2012) and Forster et al. (2013) and updated from the CMIP5 archive. The ERF entries are calculated according to Hansen et al. (2005) using fixed sea surface temperatures (SSTs) and Gregory et al. (2004) using regression. ECS is calculated using regressions following Gregory et al. (2004). TCR is calculated from the CMIP5 simulations with 1% CO₂ increase per year (Taylor et al., 2012b), using the 20-year mean centred on the year of CO₂ doubling. The climate sensitivity parameter and its inverse, the climate feedback parameter, are calculated from the regression-based ERF and the ECS. Strengths of the individual feedbacks are taken from Vial et al. (2013), following Soden et al. (2008) and using radiative kernel methods with two different kernels. The sign convention is such that a positive entry for an individual feedback marks a positive feedback; the sum of individual feedback strengths must hence be multiplied by −1 to make it comparable to the climate feedback parameter. The entries for radiative forcing and equilibrium climate sensitivity were obtained by dividing by two the original results, which were obtained for CO₂ quadrupling. ERF and ECS for BNU-ESM are from Vial et al. (2013).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Effective Radiative Forcing $2 \times CO_2$ (W m$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity (°C)</th>
<th>Transient Climate Response (°C)</th>
<th>Climate Sensitivity Parameter (°C W m$^{-2}$ °C$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Climate Feedback Parameter (W m$^{-2}$ °C$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Planck Feedback (W m$^{-2}$ °C$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Water Vapour Feedback (W m$^{-2}$ °C$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Lapse Rate Feedback (W m$^{-2}$ °C$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Surface Albedo Feedback (W m$^{-2}$ °C$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Cloud Feedback (W m$^{-2}$ °C$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACCESS1.0</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCESS1.3</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCC-CSM1.1</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCC-CSM1.1(m)</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BNU–ESM</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>−3.1</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>−0.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CanESM2</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>−3.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>−0.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSM4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>−3.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>−0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESM1 (BGC)</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESM1 (CAM5)</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNRM–CM5</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSIRO–MK3.6.0</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGOALS–g2</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDL–CM3</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDL–ESM2 G</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDL–ESM2 M</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GISS–E2–H</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GISS–E2–R</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HadGEM2–ES</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>−3.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>−0.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INM–CM4</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>−3.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>−0.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSL–CM5A–LR</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>−3.3</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>−1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSL–CM5A–MR</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSL–CM5B–LR</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIROC5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>−3.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>−0.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIROC–ESM</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI–ESM–LR</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>−3.3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>−0.9</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI–ESM–MR</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI–ESM–P</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI–GCM3</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>−3.2</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>−0.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NorESM1–M</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>−3.2</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>−0.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NorESM1–ME</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model mean</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>−3.2</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>−0.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90% uncertainty</td>
<td>±0.8</td>
<td>±0.8</td>
<td>±1.3</td>
<td>±0.6</td>
<td>±0.5</td>
<td>±0.5</td>
<td>±0.1</td>
<td>±0.3</td>
<td>±0.4</td>
<td>±0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
be traced to CMIP3 shows some change in ECS, there is no discernible systematic tendency. This broad similarity between CMIP3 and CMIP5 and the good agreement between different methods where they were applied to the same atmospheric GCM indicate that the uncertainty in methodology is minor compared to the overall spread in ECS. The change in TCR from CMIP3 to CMIP5 is generally of the same sign but of smaller magnitude compared to the change in ECS. The relationship between ECS and an estimates derived from total feedbacks are discussed in Section 9.7.2.

Although ECS can vary with global mean surface temperature owing to the temperature dependencies of the various feedbacks (Colman and McAvaney, 2009; cf. Section 9.7.2), Figure 9.42 shows no discernible correlation for the CMIP5 historical temperature ranges, a fact that suggests that ECS is less sensitive to errors in the current climate than to other sources of uncertainty.

9.7.2 Understanding the Range in Model Climate Sensitivity: Climate Feedbacks

The strengths of individual feedbacks for the CMIP3 and CMIP5 models are compared in Figure 9.43. The feedbacks are generally similar between CMIP3 and CMIP5, and the water vapour, lapse rate, and cloud feedbacks are assessed in detail in Chapter 7. The surface albedo feedback is assessed here to be likely positive. There is high confidence that the sum of all feedbacks (excluding the Planck feedback) is positive. Advances in estimating and understanding each of the feedback parameters in Table 9.5 are described in detail below (see also Chapters 7 and 8).

9.7.2.1 Role of Humidity and Lapse Rate Feedbacks in Climate Sensitivity

The compensation between the water vapour and lapse-rate feedbacks noted in the CMIP3 models is still present in the CMIP5 models, and possible explanations of the compensation have been developed (Ingram, 2010; Ingram, 2013). New formulations of the feedbacks, replacing specific with relative humidity, eliminate most of the cancellation between the water vapour and lapse rate feedbacks and reduce the inter-model scatter in the individual feedback terms (Held and Shell, 2012).

9.7.2.2 Role of Surface Albedo in Climate Sensitivity

Analysis of observed declines in sea ice and snow coverage from 1979 to 2008 suggests that the NH albedo feedback is between 0.3 and 1.1 W m$^{-2}$°C$^{-1}$ (Flanner et al., 2011). This range is substantially above the global feedback of 0.3 ± 0.1 W m$^{-2}$°C$^{-1}$ of the CMIP5 models analysed in Table 9.5. One possible explanation is that the CMIP5 models underestimate the strength of the feedback as did the CMIP3 models based upon the systematic errors in simulated sea ice coverage decline relative to observed rates (Boe et al., 2009b).

9.7.2.3 Role of Cloud Feedbacks in Climate Sensitivity

Cloud feedbacks represent the main cause for the range in modelled climate sensitivity (Chapter 7). The spread due to inter-model differences in cloud feedbacks is approximately 3 times larger than the spread contributed by feedbacks due to variations in water vapour and lapse...
rate combined (Dufresne and Bony, 2008), and is a primary factor governing the range of climate sensitivity across the CMIP3 ensemble (Volodin, 2008a). Differences in equilibrium and effective climate sensitivity are due primarily to differences in the shortwave cloud feedback (Yokohata et al., 2008).

In perturbed ensembles of three different models, the primary cloud-related factor contributing to the spread in equilibrium climate sensitivity is the low-level shortwave cloud feedback (Yokohata et al., 2010; Klocke et al., 2011). Changes in the high-altitude clouds also induce climate feedbacks due to the large areal extent and significant longwave cloud radiative effects of tropical convective cloud systems. In experiments with perturbed physics ensembles of AOGCMs, the parameterization of ice fall speed also emerges as one of the most important determinants of climate sensitivity (Sanderson et al., 2008a, 2010; Sexton et al., 2012). Other non-microphysical feedback mechanisms are detailed in Chapter 7.

Cloud feedbacks in AOGCMs are generally positive or near neutral (Shell et al., 2008; Soden et al., 2008), as evidenced by the net positive or neutral cloud feedbacks in all of the models examined in a multi-thousand member ensemble of AOGCMs constructed by parameter perturbations (Sanderson et al., 2010). The sign of cloud feedbacks in the current climate deduced from observed relationships between SSTs and TOA radiative fluxes are discussed further in Section 7.2.5.7.

9.7.2.4 Relationship of Feedbacks to Modelled Climate Sensitivity

The ECS can be estimated from the ratio of forcing to the total climate feedback parameter. This approach is applicable to simulations in which the net radiative balance is much smaller than the forcing and hence the modelled climate system is essentially in equilibrium. This approach can also serve to check the internal consistency of estimates of the ECS, forcing, and feedback parameters obtained using independent methods. The relationship between ECS from Andrews et al. (2012) and estimates of ECS obtained from the ratio of forcings to feedback is shown in Figure 9.43b. The forcings are estimated using both regression and fixed SST techniques (Gregory et al., 2004; Hansen et al., 2005) by Andrews et al. (2012) and the feedbacks are calculated using radiative kernels (Soden et al., 2008). On average, the ECS from forcing to feedback ratios underestimate the ECS from Andrews et al. (2012) by 25% and 35%, or up to 50% for individual models, using fixed-SST and regression forcings, respectively.

9.7.2.5 Relationship of Feedbacks to Uncertainty in Modelled Climate Sensitivity

Objective methods for perturbing uncertain model parameters to optimize performance relative to a set of observational metrics have shown a tendency toward an increase in the mean and a narrowing of the spread of estimated climate sensitivity (Jackson et al., 2008a). This tendency is opposed by the effects of structural biases related to incomplete process representations in GCMs. If common structural biases are replicated across models in a MME (cf. Section 9.2.2.7), the most likely sensitivity for the MME tends to shift towards lower sensitivities while the possibility of larger sensitivities increases at the same time (Lemoine, 2010). Following Schlesinger and Mitchell (1987), Roe and Baker (2007) suggest that symmetrically distributed uncertainties in feedbacks lead to inherently asymmetrical uncertainties in climate sensitivity with increased probability in extreme positive values of the sensitivity. Roe and Baker (2007) conclude that this relationship makes it extremely difficult to reduce uncertainties in climate sensitivity through incremental improvements in the specification of feedback parameters. While subsequent analysis has suggested that this finding could be an artifact of the statistical formulation (Hannart et al., 2009) and linearization (Zaliapin and Ghil, 2010) of the relationship between feedback and sensitivity adopted by (Roe and Baker, 2007), these issues remain unsettled (Roe and Armour, 2011; Roe and Baker, 2011).

9.7.3 Climate Sensitivity and Model Performance

Despite the range in equilibrium sensitivity of 2.1°C to 4.4°C for CMIP3 models, they reproduce the global surface air temperature anomaly of 0.76°C over 1850–2005 to within 25% relative error. The relatively small range of historical climate response suggests that there is another mechanism, for example a compensating non-GHG forcing, present in the historical simulations that counteracts the relatively large range in sensitivity obtained from idealized experiments forced only by increasing CO₂. One possible mechanism is a systematic negative correlation across the multi-model ensemble between ECS and anthropogenic aerosol forcing (Kiehl, 2007; Knutti, 2008; Anderson et al., 2010). A second possible mechanism is a systematic overestimate of the mixing between the oceanic mixed layer and the full depth ocean underneath (Hansen et al., 2011). However, despite the same range of ECS in the CMIP5 models as in the CMIP3 models, there is no significant relationship across the CMIP5 ensemble between ECS and the 20th-century ERF applied to each individual model (Forster et al., 2013). This indicates a lesser role of compensating ERF trends from GHGs and aerosols in CMIP5 historical simulations than in CMIP3. Differences in ocean heat uptake also do not appreciably affect the spread in projected changes in global mean temperature by 2095 (Forster et al., 2013).

9.7.3.1 Constraints on Climate Sensitivity from Earth System Models of Intermediate Complexity

An EMIC intercomparison (Eby et al., 2013; Zickfeld et al., 2013) allows an assessment of model response characteristics, including ECS, TCR, and heat uptake efficiency (Table 9.6). In addition, Bayesian methods applied to PPE experiments using EMICs have estimated uncertainty in model response characteristics (see Box 12.2) based on simulated climate change in 20th century, past millennia, and LGM scenarios. Here, the range of response metrics (Table 9.6) described for default model configurations (Eby et al., 2013) indicates consistency with the CMIP5 ensemble.

9.7.3.2 Climate Sensitivity During the Last Glacial Maximum

Climate sensitivity can also be explored in another climatic context. The AR4 assessed attempts to relate simulated LGM changes in tropical SST to global climate sensitivity (Hegerl et al., 2007; Knutti and Hegerl, 2008). LGM temperature changes in the tropics (Hargreaves et al., 2007), but not in Antarctica (Hargreaves et al., 2012), have been
shown to scale well with climate sensitivity because the signal is mostly dominated by CO₂ forcing in these regions (Braconnot et al., 2007b; Jansen et al., 2007). The analogy between the LGM climate sensitivity and future climate sensitivity is, however, not perfect (Crucifix, 2006). In a single-model ensemble of simulations, the magnitudes of the LGM cooling and the warming induced by a doubling of CO₂ are non-linear in the forcings applied (Hargreaves et al., 2007). Differences in the cloud radiative feedback are at the origin of this asymmetric response to equivalent positive and negative forcings (Yoshimori et al., 2009). There is thus still low confidence that the regional LGM model-data comparisons can be used to evaluate model climate sensitivity. However, even if the results do not scale perfectly with equilibrium or transient climate sensitivity, the LGM simulations allow the identification of the different feedback factors that contributed to the LGM global cooling (Yoshimori et al., 2011) and model spread in these feedbacks. The largest spread in LGM model feedbacks is found for the shortwave cloud feedback, just as for the modern climate. This correspondence between LGM and modern climates adds to the high confidence that the shortwave cloud feedback is the dominant source of model spread in climate sensitivity (cf. Section 5.3.3).

9.7.3.3 Constraints on Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity from Climate-Model Ensembles and Observations

The large scale climatological information available has so far been insufficient to constrain model behaviour to a range tighter than CMIP3, at least on a global scale. Sanderson and Knutti (2012) suggest that much of the available and commonly used large scale observations have already been used to develop and evaluate models and are therefore of limited value to further constrain climate sensitivity or TCR. The assessed literature suggests that the range of climate sensitivities and transient responses covered by CMIP3/5 cannot be narrowed significantly by constraining the models with observations of the mean climate and variability, consistent with the difficulty of constraining the cloud feedbacks from observations (see Chapter 7). Studies based on PPE and CMIP3 support the conclusion that a credible representation of the mean climate and variability is very difficult to achieve with equilibrium climate sensitivities below 2°C (Piani et al., 2005; Stainforth et al., 2005; Sanderson et al., 2008a, 2008b; Huber et al., 2010; Sanderson, 2011, 2013). High climate sensitivity values above 5°C (in some cases above 10°C) are found in the PPE based on HadAM/HadCM3. Several recent studies find that such high values cannot be excluded based on climatological constraints, but comparison with observations shows the smallest errors for many fields if ECS is between 3 and 4°C (Piani et al., 2005; Knutti et al., 2006; Rodwell and Palmer, 2007; Sanderson et al., 2008a, 2008b, 2010; Sanderson, 2011, 2013).

### 9.8 Relating Model Performance to Credibility of Model Applications

#### 9.8.1 Synthesis Assessment of Model Performance

This chapter has assessed the performance of individual climate models as well as the multi-model mean. In addition, changes between models available now and those that were available at the time of the AR4 have been documented. The models display a range of abilities to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>TCR₂x (°C)</th>
<th>ECS₂x (°C)</th>
<th>TCR₄ₓ (°C)</th>
<th>ECS₄ₓ (°C)</th>
<th>κ₄ₓ (W m⁻²°C⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bern3D</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIMBER2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIMBER3</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCESS</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAMOUS</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENIE</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAP RAS CM</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGSM2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOVECLIM1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MESMO</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIROC-lite</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIROC-lite-LGM</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPEEDO</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMD</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uvic</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMIC mean</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMIC range</td>
<td>0.8–2.5</td>
<td>1.9–4.0</td>
<td>2.1–5.4</td>
<td>3.5–8.0</td>
<td>0.5–1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9.6 | Model response metrics for EMICs in Table 9.2. TCR₂x, TCR₄ₓ and ECS₂x, ECS₄ₓ are the changes in global average model surface air temperature from the decades centred at years 70, 140 and 995 respectively, from the idealized 1% increase to 4 × CO₂ experiment. The ocean heat uptake efficiency, κ₄ₓ, is calculated from the global average heat flux divided by TCR₄ₓ for the decade centred at year 140, from the same idealized experiment. ECS₂x was calculated from the decade centred about year 995 from a 2 × CO₂ pulse experiment. (Data from Eby et al., 2013.)
simulate climate characteristics, underlying processes, and phenomena. No model scores high or low in all performance metrics, but some models perform substantially better than others for specific climate variables or phenomena. For a few climate characteristics, the assessment has shown that some classes of models, for example, those with higher horizontal resolution, higher model top or a more complete representation of the carbon cycle, aerosols or chemistry, agree better with observations, although this is not universally true.

Figure 9.44 provides a synthesis of key model evaluation results for AOGCMs and ESMs. The figure makes use of the calibrated language as defined in Mastrandrea et al. (2011). The x-axis refers to the level of confidence which increases towards the right as suggested by the increasing strength of shading. The level of confidence is a combination of the level of evidence and the degree of agreement. The level of evidence includes the number of studies and quality of observational data. Generally, evidence is most robust when there are multiple, independent studies that evaluate multiple models using high-quality observations. The degree of agreement measures whether different studies come to the same conclusions or not. The figure shows that several important aspects of the climate are simulated well by contemporary models, with varying levels of confidence. The colour coding provides an indication of how model quality has changed from CMIP3 to CMIP5. For example, there is high confidence that the model performance for global mean surface air temperature (TAS) is high, and it is shown in green because there is robust evidence of improvement since CMIP3. By contrast, the diurnal cycle of global mean surface air temperature (TAS-diur) is simulated with medium performance, but there is low confidence in this assessment owing to as yet limited analyses. It should be noted that there are no instances in the figure for

![Figure 9.44](image-url)
which CMIP5 models perform worse than CMIP3 models (something that would have been indicated by the red colour). A description that explains the expert judgment for each of the results presented in Figure 9.44 can be found in the body of this chapter, with a link to the specific sections given in the figure caption.

EMICs have also been evaluated to some extent in this chapter as they are used to provide long-term projections (in Chapter 12) beyond year 2300, and to provide large ensembles emulating the response of more comprehensive ESMs and allowing probabilistic estimates. Results from the EMIC intercomparison project (Eby et al., 2013; Zickfeld et al., 2013) illustrate the ability to reproduce the large-scale climate changes in GMST (Figure 9.8) and OHC (Figure 9.17) during the 20th century. The models also estimate CO₂ fluxes for land and oceans, which are as consistent with observations as are fluxes estimated by ESMs (Figure 9.27). This gives confidence that the EMICs, albeit limited in the scope and resolution of information they can provide, can be used for long-term projections compatible with those of ESMs (Plattner et al., 2008; Eby et al., 2013). Overall, these studies imply that EMICs are well suited for simulations extending beyond the CMIP5 ensemble.
Chapter 9 Evaluation of Climate Models

Frequently Asked Questions

FAQ 9.1 | Are Climate Models Getting Better, and How Would We Know?

Climate models are extremely sophisticated computer programs that encapsulate our understanding of the climate system and simulate, with as much fidelity as currently feasible, the complex interactions between the atmosphere, ocean, land surface, snow and ice, the global ecosystem and a variety of chemical and biological processes.

The complexity of climate models—the representation of physical processes like clouds, land surface interactions and the representation of the global carbon and sulphur cycles in many models—has increased substantially since the IPCC First Assessment Report in 1990, so in that sense, current Earth System Models are vastly ‘better’ than the models of that era. This development has continued since the Fourth Assessment, while other factors have also contributed to model improvement. More powerful supercomputers allow current models to resolve finer spatial detail. Today’s models also reflect improved understanding of how climate processes work—understanding that has come from ongoing research and analysis, along with new and improved observations.

Climate models of today are, in principle, better than their predecessors. However, every bit of added complexity, while intended to improve some aspect of simulated climate, also introduces new sources of possible error (e.g., via uncertain parameters) and new interactions between model components that may, if only temporarily, degrade a model’s simulation of other aspects of the climate system. Furthermore, despite the progress that has been made, scientific uncertainty regarding the details of many processes remains.

An important consideration is that model performance can be evaluated only relative to past observations, taking into account natural internal variability. To have confidence in the future projections of such models, historical climate—and its variability and change—must be well simulated. The scope of model evaluation, in terms of the kind and quantity of observations available, the availability of better coordinated model experiments, and the expanded use of various performance metrics, has provided much more quantitative information about model performance. But this alone may not be sufficient. Whereas weather and seasonal climate predictions can be regularly verified, climate projections spanning a century or more cannot. This is particularly the case as anthropogenic forcing is driving the climate system toward conditions not previously observed in the instrumental record, and it will always be a limitation.

Quantifying model performance is a topic that has featured in all previous IPCC Working Group I Reports. Reading back over these earlier assessments provides a general sense of the improvements that have been made. Past reports have typically provided a rather broad survey of model performance, showing differences between model-calculated versions of various climate quantities and corresponding observational estimates.

Inevitably, some models perform better than others for certain climate variables, but no individual model clearly emerges as ‘the best’ overall. Recently, there has been progress in computing various performance metrics, which synthesize model performance relative to a range of different observations according to a simple numerical score. Of course, the definition of such a score, how it is computed, the observations used (which have their (continued on next page)
own uncertainties), and the manner in which various scores are combined are all important, and will affect the end result.

Nevertheless, if the metric is computed consistently, one can compare different generations of models. Results of such comparisons generally show that, although each generation exhibits a range in performance, the average model performance index has improved steadily between each generation. An example of changes in model performance over time is shown in FAQ 9.1, Figure 1, and illustrates the ongoing, albeit modest, improvement. It is interesting to note that both the poorest and best performing models demonstrate improvement, and that this improvement comes in parallel with increasing model complexity and an elimination of artificial adjustments to atmosphere and ocean coupling (so-called ‘flux adjustment’). Some of the reasons for this improvement include increased understanding of various climate processes and better representation of these processes in climate models. More comprehensive Earth observations are also driving improvements.

So, yes, climate models are getting better, and we can demonstrate this with quantitative performance metrics based on historical observations. Although future climate projections cannot be directly evaluated, climate models are based, to a large extent, on verifiable physical principles and are able to reproduce many important aspects of past response to external forcing. In this way, they provide a scientifically sound preview of the climate response to different scenarios of anthropogenic forcing.

9.8.2 Implications of Model Evaluation for Climate Change Detection and Attribution

The evaluation of model simulations of historical climate is of direct relevance to detection and attribution (D&A) studies (Chapter 10) since these rely on model-derived patterns (or ‘fingerprints’) of climate response to external forcing, and on the ability of models to simulate decadal and longer-time scale internal variability (Hegerl and Zwiers, 2011). Conversely, D&A research contributes to model evaluation through estimation of the amplitude of modeled response to various forcings (Section 10.3.1.1.3). The estimated fingerprint for some variables such as water vapor is governed by basic physical processes that are well represented in models and are rather insensitive to model uncertainties (Santer et al., 2009). Figure 9.44 illustrates slight improvements in the representation of some of the modes of variability and climate phenomena discussed in Sections 9.5.2 and 9.5.3, suggesting with medium confidence that models now better reproduce internal variability. On the other hand, biases that affect D&A studies remain. An example is the warm bias of lower-stratosphere temperature trends during the satellite period (Section 9.4.1.4.5) that can be linked to uncertainties in stratospheric ozone forcing (Solomon et al., 2012; Santer et al., 2013). Recent studies of climate extremes (Section 9.5.4) also provide evidence that models have reasonable skill in these important attributes of a changing climate; however, there is an indication that models have difficulties in reproducing the right balance between historical changes in cold and warm extremes. They also confirm that resolution affects the confidence that can be placed in the analyses of extreme in precipitation. D&A studies focussed on extreme events are therefore constrained by current model limitations. Lastly, some D&A studies have incorporated model quality results by repeating a multi-model analysis with only the models that agree best with observations (Santer et al., 2009). This model discrimination or weighting is less problematic for D&A analysis than it is for model projections of future climate (Section 9.8.3), because D&A research is focussed on historical and control-run simulations which can be directly evaluated against observations.

9.8.3 Implications of Model Evaluation for Model Projections of Future Climate

Confidence in climate model projections is based on physical understanding of the climate system and its representation in climate models, and on a demonstration of how well models represent a wide range of processes and climate characteristics on various spatial and temporal scales (Knutti et al., 2010b). A climate model’s credibility is increased if the model is able to simulate past variations in climate, such as trends over the 20th century and palaeoclimatic changes. Projections from previous IPCC assessments can also be directly compared to observations (see Figures 1.4 and 1.5), with the caveat that these projections were not intended to be predictions over the short time scales for which observations are available to date. Unlike shorter lead forecasts, longer-term climate change projections push models into conditions outside the range observed in the historical period used for evaluation.

In some cases, the spread in climate projections can be reduced by weighting of models according to their ability to reproduce past observed climate. Several studies have explored the use of unequally weighted means, with the weights based on the models’ performance in simulating past variations in climate, typically using some performance metric or collection of metrics (Connolley and Bracegirdle, 2007; Murphy et al., 2007; Waugh and Eyring, 2008; Pierce et al., 2009; Reifen and Toumi, 2009; Christensen et al., 2010; Knutti et al., 2010b; Raisanen et al., 2010; Abe et al., 2011; Shiohama et al., 2011; Watherston and Whetton, 2011; Tsushima et al., 2013). When applied to projections of Arctic sea ice, averages in which extra weight is given
to models with the most realistic historical sea ice do give different results than the unweighted mean (Stroeve et al., 2007, 2012; Scherrer, 2011; Massonnet et al., 2012; Wang and Overland, 2012; Overland and Wang, 2013). Another frequently used approach is the re-calibration of model outputs to a given observed value (Boe et al., 2009b; Mahlstein and Knutti, 2012; Wang and Overland, 2012), see further discussion in Section 12.4.6.1. Some studies explicitly formulate a statistical frameworks that relate future observables to climate model output (reviewed in Knutti et al. (2010b) and Stephenson et al. (2012)). Such frameworks not only provide weights for the mean response but also allow the uncertainty in the predicted response to be quantified (Bracegirdle and Stephenson, 2012).

There are several encouraging examples of ‘emergent constraints’, which are relationships across an ensemble of models between some aspect of Earth System sensitivity and an observable trend or variation in the contemporary climate (Allen and Ingram, 2002; Hall and Qu, 2006; Eyring et al., 2007; Boe et al., 2009a, 2009b; Mahlstein and Knutti, 2010; Son et al., 2010; Huber et al., 2011; Schaller et al., 2011; Bracegirdle and Stephenson, 2012; Fasullo and Trenberth, 2012; O’Gorman, 2012). For example, analyzing the CMIP3 ensemble, Hall and Qu (2006) showed that inter-model variations of snow albedo feedback in the contemporary seasonal cycle strongly correlate with comparably large inter-model variations in this feedback under future climate change. An update of this analysis with CMIP5 models added is shown in Figure 9.45 (left panel). This relationship presumably arises from the fact that surface albedo values in areas covered by snow vary widely across the models, particularly in the heavily vegetated boreal forest zone. Models with higher surface albedos in these areas have a larger contrast between snow-covered and snow-free areas, and hence a stronger snow albedo feedback whether the context is the seasonal variation in sunshine or anthropogenic forcing. Comparison with an observational estimate of snow albedo feedback reveals a large spread with both high and low biases.

The right panel of Figure 9.45 shows another example of an emergent constraint, where the sensitivity of tropical land carbon to warming (i.e., without CO₂ fertilization effects) is related to the sensitivity of the annual CO₂ growth rate to tropical temperature anomalies (Cox et al., 2013). The horizontal axis is the regression of the atmospheric CO₂ growth rate on the tropical temperature anomaly for each model. The strong statistical relationship between these two variables is consistent with the fact that interannual variability in the CO₂ growth rate is known to be dominated by the response of tropical land to climatic anomalies, associated particularly with ENSO. Thus the relationship has a physical as well as a statistical basis. The interannual sensitivity of the CO₂ growth rate to tropical temperature can be estimated from observational data. Like the snow albedo feedback example, this inter-model relationship provides a credible means to reduce model spread in the sensitivity of tropical land carbon to tropical climate change.

On the other hand, many studies have failed to find strong relationships between observables and projections. Whetton et al. (2007) and Knutti et al. (2010a) found that correlations between local to regional climatological values and projected changes are small except for a few regions. Scherrer (2011) finds no robust relationship between the ability of the CMIP3 models to represent interannual variability of near-surface air temperature and the amplitude of future warming. Raisanen et al. (2010) report only small (10–20%) reductions in cross-validation error of simulated 21st century temperature changes when weighting the CMIP3 models based on their simulation of the present-day climatology. The main difficulties are sparse coverage in

---

**Figure 9.45** | (Left) Scatterplot of simulated springtime snow–albedo feedback (\(\Delta s / \Delta T\)) values in climate change (y-axis) versus simulated springtime \(\Delta s / \Delta T\) values in the seasonal cycle (x-axis) in transient climate change experiments from 17 CMIP3 (blue) and 24 CMIP5 models (x, and T, are surface albedo and surface air temperature, respectively). (Adapted from Hall and Qu, 2006.) (Right) Constraint on the climate sensitivity of land carbon in the tropics (30°N to 30°S) from interannual variability in the global atmospheric CO₂ (Cox et al., 2013). This is based on results from Earth System Models (ESMs) with free-running CO₂ Coupled Climate Carbon Cycle Model Intercomparison Project General Circulation Models (C4MIP GCMs, black labels; Friedlingstein et al., 2006), and three land carbon ‘physics ensembles’ with HadCM3 (red labels; Booth et al., 2012b). The values on the y-axis are calculated over the period 1960–2099 inclusive, and those on the x-axis over the period 1960–2010 inclusive. In both cases the temperature used is the mean (land+ocean) temperature over 30°N to 30°S. The width of the vertical yellow bands in both (a) and (b) shows the observation-based estimate of the variable on the x-axis.
many observed variables, short time series for observed trends, lack of correlation between observed quantities and projected past or future trends, and systematic errors in the models (Tebaldi and Knutti, 2007; Jun et al., 2008; Knutti, 2010; Knutti et al., 2010a), the ambiguity of possible performance metrics and the difficulty of associating them with predictive skill (Parker et al., 2007; Gleckler et al., 2008; Pincus et al., 2008; Reichler and Kim, 2008; Pierce et al., 2009; Knutti et al., 2010a).

Emergent constraints can be difficult to identify if climate models are structurally similar and share common biases, thereby reducing the effective ensemble size. Comparison of emergent constraints in MMEs from different modelling experiments can help reveal which constraints are robust (Massonnet et al., 2012; Bracegirdle and Stephenson, 2013). Another issue is that testing of large numbers of predictors will find statistically significant correlations that do not remain significant in a different ensemble. This is particularly important if many predictors are tested using only small ensembles like CMIP3 (DelSole and Shukla, 2009; Raisanen et al., 2010; Huber et al., 2011; Masson and Knutti, 2013). All of these potential pitfalls underscore the need for analysis of the mechanism underpinning the statistical relationship between current and future climate parameters for any proposed emergent constraint.
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### Table 9.A.1: Salient features of the Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation Models (AOGCMs) and Earth System Models (ESMs) participating in CMIP5 (see also Table 9.1). Column 1: Official CMIP5 model name along with the calendar year (‘vintage’) of the first publication for each model; Column 2: sponsoring institution(s), main reference(s); subsequent columns for each of the model components, with names and main component reference(s). In addition, there are standard entries for the atmosphere component: horizontal grid resolution, number of vertical levels, grid top (low or high top); and for the ocean component: horizontal grid resolution, number of vertical levels, top level, vertical coordinate type, ocean free surface type (‘Top BC’). This table information was initially extracted from the CMIP5 online questionnaire (http://q.cmip5.ceda.ac.uk/) as of January 2013. A blank entry indicates that information was not available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Name</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Atmospheric Features</th>
<th>Oceanographic Features</th>
<th>Sea Ice Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACCESS1.0</td>
<td>Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) and Bureau of Meteorology (BOM), Australia</td>
<td>Included (as in HadGEM2 (r1.1))</td>
<td>ACCESS-OM (MOM4p1)</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2) 2011</td>
<td>(2) 2011</td>
<td>(1) CICE4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCESS1.3</td>
<td>Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) and Bureau of Meteorology (BOM), Australia</td>
<td>Included (similar to UK Met Office Global Atmosphere 1.0)</td>
<td>ACCESS-OM (MOM4p1)</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2) 2011</td>
<td>(2) 2011</td>
<td>(1) CICE4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCC-CSM1.1</td>
<td>Beijing Climate Center, China Meteorological Administration</td>
<td>BCC_AGMCM2.1</td>
<td>MOM4-L40</td>
<td>(1) Included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2) 2011</td>
<td>(2) 2011</td>
<td>(2) Based on the protocols from the Ocean Carbon Cycle Model Intercomparison Project–Phase 2 (OCMIP2, <a href="http://www.ipsl.jussieu.fr/OCMIP/phase2/">http://www.ipsl.jussieu.fr/OCMIP/phase2/</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCC-CSM1.1(m)</td>
<td>Beijing Climate Center, China Meteorological Administration</td>
<td>BCC_AGMCM2.1</td>
<td>MOM4-L40</td>
<td>(1) Included</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued on next page)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Name (1)</th>
<th>Vintage (2)</th>
<th>Institution (2)</th>
<th>Atmosphere (1)</th>
<th>Aerosol (1)</th>
<th>Atmos Chemistry (1)</th>
<th>Land Surface (1)</th>
<th>Ocean (1)</th>
<th>Ocean Biogeochemistry (1)</th>
<th>Sea Ice (1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BNU-ESM</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Beijing Normal University (2)</td>
<td>CAM3.5 (2)</td>
<td>Semi-interactive</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
<td>CAM4 (2)</td>
<td>POP2 with modifications</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CanCM4</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Canadian Center for Climate Modelling and Analysis (2)</td>
<td>Included (2)</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
<td>Community Land Model 4 (CLM4)</td>
<td>Biogeochemical Elemental Cycling (BEC)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CanESM2</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Canadian Center for Climate Modelling and Analysis (2)</td>
<td>Included (2)</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
<td>Biogeochemical Elemental Cycling (BEC)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSM4</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>US National Centre for Atmospheric Research (2)</td>
<td>CAM4 (2)</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
<td>Biogeochemical Elemental Cycling (BEC)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESM1(BGC)</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>NSF-DOE-NCAR (2)</td>
<td>CAM4 (2)</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
<td>Biogeochemical Elemental Cycling (BEC)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued on next page)
| (1) Model Name          | (2) Vintage | (1) Institution | (2) Main Reference(s) | (1) Atmosphere Name | (2) Horizontal Grid | (3) Number of Vert Levels | (4) Grid Top | (5) References | (1) Aerosol Name or type | (2) References | (1) Atmos Chemistry Name | (2) Component Name | (3) Horizontal Resolution | (4) Number of Vertical Levels | (5) Top Level | (6) z Co-ord | (7) Top BC | References |
|------------------------|-------------|-----------------|------------------------|---------------------|---------------------|------------------------|-------------|----------------|------------------------|----------------|--------------------------|-------------------|------------------------|------------------------|-------------------|---------------|------------|-----------|----------|
| CESM1(CAM5)            | 2010        | NSF-DOE-NCAR    | (Hurrell et al., 2013) | Community Atmosphere Model 5 (CAM5) | 0.9° × 1.25°  | 27                     | 4.2 19467 hPa | (Neale et al., 2010; Neale et al., 2013) | Semi-interactive | (Neale et al., 2010; Oleson et al., 2010; Holland et al., 2012) | CLM4             | CLM4             | 0.9º × 1.25º          | 27                     | 4.2 19467 hPa | (Neale et al., 2010; Neale et al., 2013) | Not implemented | CLM4             | CLM4             | Same as CESM1 (BGC) | Not implemented |
| CESM1(CAM5.1.FV2)      | 2012        | NSF-DOE-NCAR    | (Hurrell et al., 2013) | Community Atmosphere Model (CAM5.1) | 1.9° × 2.0°   | 30                     | 10  hPa      | (Neale et al., 2013) | Modal Aerosol Module (MAM3) | (Ghan et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2012b) | CLM4             | CLM4             | 0.9º × 2.0º          | 30                     | 10  hPa      | (Neale et al., 2013) | Not implemented | CLM4             | CLM4             | Same as CESM1 (BGC) | Not implemented |
| CESM1(WACCM)           | 2010        | NSF-DOE-NCAR    | (Hurrell et al., 2013) | WACCM4              | 1.9° × 2.5°   | 66                     | 5 10^-6 hPa  | (Neale et al., 2013) | Semi-interactive | Included                   | CLM4             | CLM4             | 1.9º × 2.5º          | 66                     | 5 10^-6 hPa  | (Neale et al., 2013) | Included       | CLM4             | CLM4             | Same as CESM1 (BGC) | Not implemented |
| CESM1(FASTCHEM)        | 2010        | NSF-DOE-NCAR    | (Cameron-Smith et al., 2006; Eyring et al., 2013; Hurrell et al., 2013) | Included, CAM-CHEM (CAM5) | 0.9° × 1.25°  | 27                     | 2.194067 hPa | (Neale et al., 2010; Lamarque et al., 2010; Holland et al., 2012; Lamarque et al., 2012) | Interactive       | (Neale et al., 2010; Oleson et al., 2010; Holland et al., 2012; Lamarque et al., 2012) | Community Land Model 4 (CLM4) | Community Land Model (CLM4) | 0.9º × 1.25º          | 27                     | 2.194067 hPa | (Neale et al., 2010; Lamarque et al., 2010; Holland et al., 2012; Lamarque et al., 2012) | Not implemented | Community Land Model (CLM4) | Community Land Model 4 (CLM4) | Same as CESM1 (BGC) | Not implemented |
| CMCC-CESM              | 2009        | Centro Euro-Mediterraneo per I Cambiamenti Climatici | (Fogli et al., 2009; Vichi et al., 2011) | ECHAM5              | 3.75° × 3.75° (T31) | 39                     | 0.01 hPa    | (Neale et al., 2010; Lamarque et al., 2012; Neale et al., 2013) | Semi-interactive | (Alessandri et al., 2012) | SIBIA             | SIBIA             | 3.75° × 3.75° (T31) | 39                     | 0.01 hPa    | (Neale et al., 2010; Lamarque et al., 2012; Neale et al., 2013) | Not implemented | SIBIA             | SIBIA             | Same as CMCC-CM | Not implemented |
| CMCC-CM                | 2009        | Centro Euro-Mediterraneo per I Cambiamenti Climatici | (Fogli et al., 2009; Sosciararo et al., 2011) | ECHAM5              | 0.75° × 0.75° (T159) | 31                     | 4  10 hPa   | (Oleson et al., 2006; Manzini et al., 2012) | Semi-interactive | Not implemented | Same as CMCC-CM | Not implemented | 0.75° × 0.75° (T159) | 31                     | 4  10 hPa   | (Oleson et al., 2006; Manzini et al., 2012) | Not implemented | Same as CMCC-CM | Not implemented | Not implemented | Not implemented |
| CMCC-CMS               | 2009        | Centro Euro-Mediterraneo per I Cambiamenti Climatici | (Fogli et al., 2009) | ECHAM5              | 1.875° × 1.875° (T63) | 95                     | 0.01 hPa    | (Oleson et al., 2006; Manzini et al., 2012) | Semi-interactive | Not implemented | Same as CMCC-CM | Not implemented | 1.875° × 1.875° (T63) | 95                     | 0.01 hPa    | (Oleson et al., 2006; Manzini et al., 2012) | Not implemented | Same as CMCC-CM | Not implemented | Not implemented | Not implemented |

(continued on next page)
Table 9.A.1 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Name</th>
<th>Vintage</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Atmosphere</th>
<th>Aerosol</th>
<th>Atmos Chemistry</th>
<th>Land Surface</th>
<th>Ocean</th>
<th>Ocean Biogeo-chemistry</th>
<th>Sea Ice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CNRM-CM5</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Centre National de Recherches Meteorologiques and Centre Europeen de Recherche et Formation Avancees en Calcul Scientifique</td>
<td>ARPEGE-Climat</td>
<td>Prescribed</td>
<td>(3-D linear ozone chemistry model)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSIRO-Mk3.6.0</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Queensland Climate Change Centre of Excellence and Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC-EARTH</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts</td>
<td>IF5 331r1</td>
<td>Prescribed</td>
<td>HTESSEL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGOALS-g2</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Institute of Atmospheric Physics-CESS(Tsinghua University)</td>
<td>GAMIL2</td>
<td>Semi-interactive</td>
<td>CLM3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGOALS-s2</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>The State Key Laboratory of Numerical Modeling for Atmospheric Sciences and Geophysical Fluid Dynamics, The Institute of Atmospheric Physics</td>
<td>SAMII2.4.7</td>
<td>Semi-interactive</td>
<td>CLM3.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 A CNRM-CM5-2 version exists that only differs from CNRM-CM5 in the treatment of volcanoes.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(1) Model Name</th>
<th>(2) Vintage</th>
<th>(1) Institution</th>
<th>(2) Main Reference(s)</th>
<th>Atmosphere</th>
<th>Aerosol</th>
<th>Atmos Chemistry</th>
<th>Land Surface</th>
<th>Ocean</th>
<th>Ocean Biogeochemistry</th>
<th>Sea Ice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) FIO-ESM v1.0</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>(1) The First Institute of Oceanography, State Oceanic Administration, China</td>
<td>(1) CAM3.0 (2) T42 (3) 26 (4) 3.545 hPa (5) (Collins et al., 2006c)</td>
<td>Prescribed</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
<td>(1) Modified POP2.0 through incorporating the non-breaking surface wave-induced mixing (2) 1.125° in longitude, 0.27–0.64° variable in latitude (3) 40 (4) 10 m with surface variables at 15 m (5) depth (6) linear implicit (7) (Huang et al., 2012)</td>
<td>(1) Improved OCMIP-2 biogeochemical model (2) (Bao et al., 2012)</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) GFSL-CM2.1</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>(2) (Qiao et al., 2004; Song et al., 2012)</td>
<td>(1) Included (2) 2.5° longitude, 2° latitude M45L24 (3) 2.4 (4) midpoint of top box is 3.65 hPa (5) (Delworth et al., 2006)</td>
<td>Semi-interactive</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
<td>(1) Included (2) 1° tripoar360 × 200L50 (3) 50 (4) 0 m (5) depth (6) non-linear split-explicit (7) (Griffies and Greatbatch, 2012)</td>
<td>(1) SIS (2) (Winton, 2000; Delworth et al., 2006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) GFSL-CM3</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>(1) NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (2) (Delworth et al., 2006; Donner et al., 2011)</td>
<td>(1) Included (2) – 200 km C48L48 (3) 48 (4) 0.01 hPa (5) (Donner et al., 2011)</td>
<td>(1) Interactive Chemistry (2) (Ley et al., 2013)</td>
<td>(1) Atmospheric Chemistry (2) (Borowitz et al., 2006; Austin and Wilson, 2006; Sander, 2006)</td>
<td>(1) Included (2) (Milly and Shmakin, 2002; Shevlialova et al., 2009)</td>
<td>(1) Included (2) MOM4.1 (2) 1° tripoar360 × 200L50 (3) 50 (4) 0 m (5) z* (6) nonlinear split-explicit (7) (Griffies and Greatbatch, 2012)</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
<td>(1) SIS (2) (Griffies and Greatbatch, 2012)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) GFSL-ESM2G</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>(1) NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (2) (Dunne et al., 2012; Dunne et al., 2013)</td>
<td>(1) Included (2) 2.5° longitude, 2° latitude M45L24 (3) 2.4 (4) midpoint of top box is 3.65 hPa (5) (Delworth et al., 2006)</td>
<td>Semi-interactive</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
<td>(1) Included (2) (Milly and Shmakin, 2002; Shevlialova et al., 2009; Donner et al., 2011)</td>
<td>(1) GOLD (2) 1° tripoar 360 × 2 10163 (3) 63 (4) 0 m (5) Isopycnic (6) nonlinear split-explicit (7) (Hallberg and Adcroft, 2000; Dunne et al., 2012)</td>
<td>(1) TOPAZ</td>
<td>(1) SIS (2) (Winton, 2000; Delworth et al., 2006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) GFSL-ESM2M</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>(1) NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (2) (Dunne et al., 2012; Dunne et al., 2013)</td>
<td>(1) Included (2) 2.5° longitude, 2° latitude M45L24 (3) 2.4 (4) midpoint of top box is 3.65 hPa (5) (Delworth et al., 2006)</td>
<td>Semi-interactive</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
<td>(1) Included (2) (Milly and Shmakin, 2002; Shevlialova et al., 2009; Donner et al., 2011)</td>
<td>(1) MOM4.1 (2) 1° tripoar360 × 200L50 (3) 50 (4) 0 m (5) z* (6) nonlinear split-explicit (7) (Griffies, 2009; Dunne et al., 2012)</td>
<td>(1) TOPAZ</td>
<td>(1) SIS (2) (Winton, 2000; Delworth et al., 2006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| (1) GFSL-HIRAM-C180 | 2011 | (1) NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (2) (Delworth et al., 2006; Donner et al., 2011) | (1) Included (2) Averaged cell size: approximately 50 x 50 km. C180L32 (3) 32 (4) 2.164 hPa (5) (Donner et al., 2011) | Prescribed | Not implemented | (1) Included (2) (Milly and Shmakin, 2002; Shevlialova et al., 2009) | Not implemented | Not implemented | Not implemented | (continued on next page)
| Model Name        | (1) Model Name | (2) Vintage | (1) Institution | (2) Main Reference(s) | Atmosphere | (1) Component Name | (2) Horizontal Grid | (3) Number of Vert Levels | (4) Grid Top | (5) References | Aerosol | (1) Component Name or type | (2) Horizontal Grid | (3) Number of Vert Levels | (4) Grid Top | (5) References | Atmos Chemistry | (1) Component Name | (2) References | Land Surface | (1) Component Name | (2) References | Ocean | (1) Component Name | (2) Horizontal Resolution | (3) Number of Vertical Levels | (4) Top Level | (5) z Co-ord | (6) Top B.C | (7) References | Sea Ice | (1) Component Name | (2) References |
|-------------------|----------------|-------------|----------------|-----------------------|------------|--------------------|---------------------|-----------------------|----------------|----------------|---------|--------------------------|---------------------|------------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|------------------|----------------|------------------|
| GFDL-HIRAM-C360   | (1) GFDL-HIRAM-C360 | (2) 2004    | (1) NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory | (2) (Delworth et al., 2006; Donner et al., 2011) | (1) Included | (2) Averaged cell size: approximately 25 × 25 km. C360L32 | (3) 32 | (4) 2.164 hPa | (5) (Donner et al., 2011) | Prescribed | (1) Interactive | (2) (Bauer et al., 2007; Tsiparis and Kanakidou, 2007; Menon et al., 2010; Koch et al., 2011) | Note: Aerosol is "fully interactive" for p2 and p3, "semi interactive" for p1 | Included | (1) G-PUCCINI | (2) (Shindell et al., 2013a) | Included | Not implemented | Not implemented | Not implemented | Not implemented | Not implemented |
| GISS-E2-H         | (1) GISS-E2-H | (2) 2004    | (1) NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies USA | (2) (Schmidt et al., 2006) Note: all GISS models come in three flavours: p1 = non-interactive composition, p2 = interactive composition, p3 = interactive composition + interactive AIE | (1) Included | (2) 2° latitude × 2.5° longitude | (3) 40 | (4) 0.1 hPa | (5) | (1) Interactive | (2) (Bauer et al., 2007; Tsiparis and Kanakidou, 2007; Menon et al., 2010; Koch et al., 2011) | Note: Aerosol is "fully interactive" for p2 and p3, "semi interactive" for p1 | Included | (1) G-PUCCINI | (2) (Shindell et al., 2013a) | Included | (1) HYCOM Ocean | (2) 0.2 to 1° latitude × 1° longitude | HYCOM | (3) 26 | (4) 0 m | (5) hybrid z isopycnic | (6) nonlinear split-explicit | Not implemented | Included |
| GISS-E2-H-CC      | (1) GISS-E2-H-CC | (2) 2011    | (1) NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies USA | (2) (Schmidt et al., 2006) Note: p1 only | (1) Included | (2) Nominally 1° | (3) 40 | (4) 0.1 hPa | (5) | (1) Interactive | (2) (Bauer et al., 2007; Tsiparis and Kanakidou, 2007; Menon et al., 2010; Koch et al., 2011) | Included | (1) G-PUCCINI | (2) (Shindell et al., 2013a) | Included | (1) HYCOM Ocean | (2) 0.2 to 1° latitude × 1° longitude | HYCOM | (3) 26 | (4) 0 m | (5) hybrid z isopycnic | (6) nonlinear split-explicit | (7) | Included |
| GISS-E2-R         | (1) GISS-E2-R | (2) 2011    | (1) NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies USA | (2) (Schmidt et al., 2006) See note for GISS-E2-H | (1) Included | (2) 2° latitude × 2.5° longitude | (3) 40 | (4) 0.1 hPa | (5) | (1) Interactive | (2) (Bauer et al., 2007; Tsiparis and Kanakidou, 2007; Menon et al., 2010; Koch et al., 2011) | Note: Aerosol is "fully interactive" for p2 and p3, "semi interactive" for p1 | Included | (1) G-PUCCINI | (2) (Shindell et al., 2013a) | Included | (1) Russell Ocean | (2) 1° latitude × 1.25° longitude | Russell | (3) 32 | (4) 0 m | (5) z *-coordinate | (6) other | (7) | Not implemented | Included |
| GISS-E2-R-CC      | (1) GISS-E2-R-CC | (2) 2011    | (1) NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies USA | (2) (Schmidt et al., 2006) Note: p1 only | (1) Included | (2) Nominally 1° | (3) 40 | (4) 0.1 hPa | (5) | (1) Interactive | (2) (Bauer et al., 2007; Tsiparis and Kanakidou, 2007; Menon et al., 2010; Koch et al., 2011) | Included | (1) G-PUCCINI | (2) (Shindell et al., 2013a) | Included | (1) Russell Ocean | (2) 1° latitude × 1.25° longitude | Russell | (3) 32 | (4) 0 m | (5) z *-coordinate | (6) other | (7) | (1) Included | (2) (Romanou et al., 2013) | Included |

(continued on next page)
<p>| (1) Model Name | (2) Vintage | (1) Institution | (2) Main Reference(s) | Atmosphere | (1) Component Name | (2) Horizontal Grid | (3) Number of Vertical Levels | (4) Grid Top | (5) References | Aerosol | (1) Component Name | (2) References | Atmos Chemistry | (1) Component Name | (2) References | Land Surface | (1) Component Name | (2) Horizontal Grid | (3) Number of Vertical Levels | (4) Top Level | (5) z Co-ord | (6) Top BC | (7) References | Ocean | (1) Component Name | (2) References | Ocean Biogeochemistry | (1) Component Name | (2) References | Sea Ice | (1) Component Name | (2) References |
|---------------|-------------|----------------|----------------------|------------|-------------------|-------------------|-----------------------|-------------|-----------------|---------|---------------------|-----------------|--------------|-----------------|-----------------|-------------|----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|--------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| HadCM3        | 1998        | UK Met Office Hadley Centre | (1) HadAM3 (2) N48L19 3.75 x 2.5° (3) 19 (4) 0.005 hPa (5) (Pope et al., 2000) | Interactive | (2) Jones et al., 2001 | Not implemented | (1) HadOM (lat: 1.25 lon: 1.25 L20) (2) 1.25° in longitude by 1.25° in latitude N144 (3) 20 (4) 5.0 m (5) depth (6) linear implicit (7) (UNESCO, 1981) | Not implemented | Included | Included |
| HADGEM2-A0    | 2009        | National Institute of Meteorological Research/Korea Meteorological Administration | (1) HadGAM2 | Interactive | (2) Bellouin et al., 2011 | Not implemented | (1) included | (2) (Collatz et al., 1991; Collatz et al., 1992; Cox et al., 1999; Cox, 2001; Mercado et al., 2007) | Not implemented | Included | Included |
| HADGEM2-CC    | 2010        | UK Met Office Hadley Centre | (1) HadGAM2 | Interactive | (2) Bellouin et al., 2011 | (1) Atmospheric Chemistry | (2) (Jones et al., 2001; Martin et al., 2011) | (1) included | (2) (Cox et al., 1999; Essery et al., 2003) | Not implemented | (1) included | (2) 1.875° in longitude by 1.25° in latitude N96 (3) (4) (5) z (6) linear implicit (7) (Bryan and Lewis, 1979; Johns et al., 2006); | Not implemented | Included | Included |
| HADGEM2-ES    | 2009        | UK Met Office Hadley Centre | (1) HadGAM2 | Interactive | (2) Bellouin et al., 2011 | (1) Atmospheric Chemistry | (2) (Cox et al., 1999; Essery et al., 2003) | (1) included | (2) 1° by 1° between 30 N/S and the poles; meridional resolution increases to 1°5 at the equator N180 (3) 40 (4) 5.0 m (5) z (6) linear implicit (7) (Bryan and Lewis, 1979; Johns et al., 2006) | Not implemented | Included | Included |
| INM-CM4       | 2009        | Russian Institute for Numerical Mathematics | (1) Included | (2) 2 x 1.5° in longitude and latitude latitude-longitude (3) 21 (4) sigma = 0.01 | Prescribed | Not implemented | (1) Included | (2) (Aleksseev et al., 1998; Volodin and Lykosov, 1998) | (1) included | (2) 1 x 0.9° in longitude and latitude generalized spherical coordinates with poles displaced outside ocean (3) 40 (4) sigma = 0.001426 (5) sigma (6) linear implicit (7) (Volodin et al, 2010; Zalesny et al., 2010) | Not implemented | Included | Included |
|               |             |                 |                      |             |                   |                   |                        |                   |                                   |             |                 |                   |                   |             |                   |                   |                   |                 |                 |             |                  |                   |                   |             |                 |                   |                   |             |                 |                   |                   |             |                 |                   |                   |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Name</th>
<th>Vintage</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Component Name</th>
<th>Horizontal Grid</th>
<th>Number of Vert Levels</th>
<th>Grid Top</th>
<th>Atmosphere</th>
<th>Component Name</th>
<th>Horizontal Resolution</th>
<th>Number of Vertical Levels</th>
<th>Top Level</th>
<th>z Co-ord</th>
<th>Top B/C</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IPSL-CM5A-LR</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Institut Pierre Simon Laplace</td>
<td>LMDZ5</td>
<td>96 × 95 equivalent to 1.9° × 3.75° LMDZ96 × 95</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>4.04 hPa</td>
<td>Semi-interactive</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
<td>2 × 0.5° ORCA2</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0m</td>
<td>linear filtered</td>
<td>(Krinner et al., 2005)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dufresne et al., 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSL-CM5A-MR</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Institut Pierre Simon Laplace</td>
<td>LMDZ5</td>
<td>144 × 143 equivalent to 1.25° × 2.5° LMDZ144 × 143</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.04 hPa</td>
<td>Semi-interactive</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
<td>2 × 0.5° ORCA2</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0m</td>
<td>linear filtered</td>
<td>(Aumont et al., 2003; Dufresne et al., 2012)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dufresne et al., 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSL-CM5B-LR</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Institut Pierre Simon Laplace</td>
<td>LMDZ5</td>
<td>96 × 95 equivalent to 1.9° × 3.75° LMDZ96 × 95</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>4.04 hPa</td>
<td>Semi-interactive</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
<td>2 × 0.5° ORCA2</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0m</td>
<td>linear filtered</td>
<td>(Krinner et al., 2005)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dufresne et al., 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIROC5h</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>University of Tokyo, National Institute for Environmental Studies, and Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology</td>
<td>CCSR NIES / FRCGC AGCM5.7</td>
<td>0.5625 × 0.5625° T213</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>about 0.9 hPa</td>
<td>SPRINTARS</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
<td>MATSRO</td>
<td>(Takata et al., 2003)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1.25 m</td>
<td>hybrid z-s</td>
<td>(Takemura et al., 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2) Sakamoto et al., 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIROC5</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>University of Tokyo, National Institute for Environmental Studies, and Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology</td>
<td>CCSR/NIES/FRCGC AGCM6</td>
<td>1.40625 × 1.40625° T63</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>about 2.9 hPa</td>
<td>SPRINTARS</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
<td>MATSRO</td>
<td>(Takata et al., 2003)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.4° (zonally)</td>
<td>(Takemura et al., 2009)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2) Watanabe et al., 2010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIROC-ESM</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>University of Tokyo, National Institute for Environmental Studies, and Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology</td>
<td>MIROC-AGCM</td>
<td>2.8125 × 2.8125° T42</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.003 hPa</td>
<td>SPRINTARS</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
<td>MATSRO</td>
<td>(Takata et al., 2003)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.4° (zonally)</td>
<td>(Takemura et al., 2009)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2) Watanabe et al., 2011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) Model Name</td>
<td>(2) Vintage</td>
<td>(1) Institution (2) Main Reference(s)</td>
<td>(1) Atmosphere</td>
<td>Atmosphere (1) Component Name or type (2) References</td>
<td>Aerosol (1) Component Name (2) References</td>
<td>Atmos Chemistry (1) Component Name (2) References</td>
<td>Land Surface (1) Component Name (2) References</td>
<td>Ocean (1) Component Name (2) Horizontal Resolution (3) Number of Vertical Levels (4) Top Level (5) z Co-ord (6) Top BC (7) References</td>
<td>Ocean Biogeochemistry (1) Component Name (2) References</td>
<td>Sea Ice (1) Component Name (2) References</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI-ESM-CHEM</td>
<td>(1) 2010</td>
<td>University of Tokyo, National Institute for Environmental Studies, and Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology (2) (Watanabe et al., 2011)</td>
<td>MIROC-AGCM (2) 2.8125° x 2.8125° T42 (3) 80 (4) 0.003 hPa (5) Watanabe, 2008</td>
<td>SPINTARS (2) (Takekuma et al., 2005; Talemura et al., 2009)</td>
<td>CHASER (2) Sudo et al., 2002</td>
<td>MATSRO (2) Takata et al., 2003</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
<td>(1) COCO3.4 (2) 1.4° x (zonal) x 0.5–1.4° (meridionally) (3) 44 (4) 1.25 m (5) (6) (7) Included</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI-ESM-UR</td>
<td>(1) 2009</td>
<td>Max Planck Institute for Meteorology (2)</td>
<td>ECHAM6 (2) approx. 1.8° T63 (3) 47 (4) 0.01 hPa (5) Stevens et al., 2012</td>
<td>Prescribed</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
<td>JSBACH (2) Reick et al., 2013</td>
<td>(1) MPIOM (2) approx. 1.5° GR15 (3) 40 (4) 6 m (5) depth (6) linear implicit (7) Included</td>
<td>(1) HAMOCC (2) (Maier-Reimer et al., 2005; Ilyina et al., 2013)</td>
<td>(1) Included</td>
<td>(2) Notz et al., 2013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI-ESM-MR</td>
<td>(1) 2009</td>
<td>Max Planck Institute for Meteorology (2)</td>
<td>ECHAM6 (2) approx. 1.8° T63 (3) 47 (4) 0.01 hPa (5) Stevens et al., 2012</td>
<td>Prescribed</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
<td>JSBACH (2) Reick et al., 2013</td>
<td>(1) MPIOM (2) approx. 0.4° TP04 (3) 40 (4) 6 m (5) depth (6) linear implicit (7) Included</td>
<td>(1) HAMOCC (2) (Maier-Reimer et al., 2005; Ilyina et al., 2013)</td>
<td>(1) Included</td>
<td>(2) Notz et al., 2013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI-ESM-P</td>
<td>(1) 2009</td>
<td>Max Planck Institute for Meteorology (2)</td>
<td>ECHAM6 (2) approx. 1.8° T63 (3) 47 (4) 0.01 hPa (5) Stevens et al., 2012</td>
<td>Prescribed</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
<td>JSBACH (2) Reick et al., 2013</td>
<td>(1) MPIOM (2) approx. 1.5° GR15 (3) 40 (4) 6 m (5) depth (6) linear implicit (7) Included</td>
<td>(1) HAMOCC (2) (Maier-Reimer et al., 2005; Ilyina et al., 2013)</td>
<td>(1) Included</td>
<td>(2) Notz et al., 2013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued on next page)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Name</th>
<th>Vintage</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Atmosphere</th>
<th>Aerosol</th>
<th>Atmos Chemistry</th>
<th>Land Surface</th>
<th>Ocean</th>
<th>Ocean Biogeochemistry</th>
<th>Sea Ice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MRI-ESM1</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Meteorological Research Institute</td>
<td>(1) MRI-AGCM 3.3</td>
<td>(1) MASINGAR mk-2</td>
<td>(1) MRI-CCM2</td>
<td>(1) HAL</td>
<td>(1) MRI-ESM-Ocean</td>
<td>(1) Included (MRLCOM3)</td>
<td>SIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2) (Yukimoto et al., 2011; Yukimoto et al., 2012; Adachi et al., 2013)</td>
<td>(2) TL159 (320 × 160)</td>
<td>(2) Deushi and Shibata</td>
<td>(2) (Yukimoto et al., 2011; Yukimoto et al., 2012)</td>
<td>(2) Deushi and Shibata</td>
<td>(2) (Yukimoto et al., 2011; Yukimoto et al., 2012)</td>
<td>(2) (Nakano et al., 2011; Adachi et al., 2013)</td>
<td>(Hunke and Dukowicz, 1997; Winton, 2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCEP-CFSv2</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>National Centers for Environmental Prediction</td>
<td>(1) Global Forecast Model</td>
<td>(1) Ozone chemistry</td>
<td>(1) Noah Land Surface Model</td>
<td>(1) MOM4</td>
<td>(1) Included (MRLCOM3)</td>
<td>(1) Included (MRLCOM3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2) 0.9375 T126</td>
<td>(3) 64</td>
<td>(2) (McCormack et al., 2006)</td>
<td>(2) (Ek et al., 2003)</td>
<td>(2) (Oleson et al., 2010; Lawrence et al., 2011)</td>
<td>(2) (Oleson et al., 2010; Lawrence et al., 2011)</td>
<td>(2) (Tsujino et al., 2011; Yukimoto et al., 2012)</td>
<td>(2) (Nakano et al., 2011; Adachi et al., 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NorESM1-M1-M</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Norwegian Climate Centre</td>
<td>(1) CAM4-Oslo</td>
<td>(1) CAM4-Oslo</td>
<td>(1) CLM4</td>
<td>(1) NorESM-Ocean</td>
<td>(1) NorESM-Ocean</td>
<td>(1) CICE4</td>
<td>(1) CICE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2) (Iversen et al., 2013)</td>
<td>(2) Finite Volume 1.9° latitude, 2.5° longitude</td>
<td>(2) Finite Volume 1.9° latitude, 2.5° longitude</td>
<td>(2) (Oleson et al., 2010; Lawrence et al., 2011)</td>
<td>(2) (Oleson et al., 2010; Lawrence et al., 2011)</td>
<td>(2) (Oleson et al., 2010; Lawrence et al., 2011)</td>
<td>(2) (Hunke and Lipscomb, 2008; Holland et al., 2012)</td>
<td>(2) (Hunke and Lipscomb, 2008; Holland et al., 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NorESM1-M1-ME</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Norwegian Climate Centre</td>
<td>(1) CAM4-Oslo</td>
<td>(1) CAM4-Oslo</td>
<td>(1) CLM4</td>
<td>(1) NorESM-Ocean</td>
<td>(1) NorESM-Ocean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 9.2.1: Evaluation of Climate Models

Table 9.A.2: Salient features of the Earth System Models of Intermediate Complexity (EMICs) assessed in the AR5 (see also Table 9.2). Column 1: Model name used in WG1 and the official model version along with the first publication for each model; subsequent columns for each of the eight component models with specific information and the related references are provided. This information was initially gathered for the EMIC intercomparison project in Eby et al. (2013).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model name</th>
<th>Model version</th>
<th>Model type</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
<th>Radiation and cloudiness</th>
<th>Atmosphere</th>
<th>Ocean</th>
<th>Sea Ice</th>
<th>Coupling</th>
<th>Land Surface</th>
<th>Biosphere</th>
<th>Ice Sheets</th>
<th>Sediment and Weathering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bern3D</td>
<td>(1) Bern3D-LP</td>
<td>(2) Ritz et al., 2011</td>
<td>(3) CLIMBER2</td>
<td>(4) CLIMBER-3</td>
<td>(5) (Petoukhov et al., 2000)</td>
<td>(1) EM-BM</td>
<td>(2) 2-D-M (L, J)</td>
<td>(3) 1.0° × (3-19)°</td>
<td>(4) NCL (5)</td>
<td>(1) FG with parameterized zonal oceanic gradient</td>
<td>(2) 3-D</td>
<td>(3) 3-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENIE</td>
<td>(2) GENIE XOBUSA</td>
<td>(3) (Smith et al., 2008)</td>
<td>(4) CRAD, ICL</td>
<td>(5) (Petoukhov et al., 2000)</td>
<td>(1) EM-BM</td>
<td>(2) 2-D-M (L, J)</td>
<td>(3) 1.0° × (3-19)°</td>
<td>(4) NCL (5)</td>
<td>(1) FG with parameterized zonal oceanic gradient</td>
<td>(2) 3-D</td>
<td>(3) 3-D</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAMOUS</td>
<td>(2) FAMOUS XOBUSA</td>
<td>(3) (Smith et al., 2008)</td>
<td>(4) CRAD, ICL</td>
<td>(5) (Petoukhov et al., 2000)</td>
<td>(1) EM-BM</td>
<td>(2) 2-D-M (L, J)</td>
<td>(3) 1.0° × (3-19)°</td>
<td>(4) NCL (5)</td>
<td>(1) FG with parameterized zonal oceanic gradient</td>
<td>(2) 3-D</td>
<td>(3) 3-D</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAP-RAS CM</td>
<td>(2) IAP-RAS CM</td>
<td>(3) (Eliseev and Mokhov, 2011)</td>
<td>(4) CRAD, ICL</td>
<td>(5) (Petoukhov et al., 1999)</td>
<td>(1) EM-BM</td>
<td>(2) 2-D-M (L, J)</td>
<td>(3) 1.0° × (3-19)°</td>
<td>(4) NCL (5)</td>
<td>(1) FG with parameterized zonal oceanic gradient</td>
<td>(2) 3-D</td>
<td>(3) 3-D</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 9.1.2 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model name</th>
<th>Model version</th>
<th>Model type</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
<th>Radiation and cloudiness</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GCM2</td>
<td>GCM 2.2</td>
<td>3-D</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Sokolov et al., 2005</td>
<td></td>
<td>4-D</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOVECLIM1.2</td>
<td>UMD 2.0</td>
<td>3-D</td>
<td>4°</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) QG</td>
<td>2-D</td>
<td>3-D</td>
<td>3° × 5°</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) LOVECLIM1.2</td>
<td>UMD 2.0</td>
<td>3-D</td>
<td>4°</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Goosse et al., 2010</td>
<td></td>
<td>4-D</td>
<td>3° × 5°</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MESMO</td>
<td>MESMO 1.0</td>
<td>3-D</td>
<td>4°</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) EBM</td>
<td>2-D</td>
<td>3-D</td>
<td>3° × 4°</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Oka et al., 2011</td>
<td></td>
<td>3-D</td>
<td>3° × 4°</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICROC-lite</td>
<td>MICROC-lite</td>
<td>3-D</td>
<td>3° × 4°</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) EBM</td>
<td>2-D</td>
<td>3-D</td>
<td>3° × 4°</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Oka et al., 2011</td>
<td></td>
<td>3-D</td>
<td>3° × 4°</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICROC-lite-PCM</td>
<td>MICROC-lite-PCM</td>
<td>3-D</td>
<td>3° × 4°</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) EBM</td>
<td>2-D</td>
<td>3-D</td>
<td>3° × 4°</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Oka et al., 2011</td>
<td></td>
<td>3-D</td>
<td>3° × 4°</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPEE D</td>
<td>SPEE D 2.0</td>
<td>3-D</td>
<td>3° × 4°</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) QG</td>
<td>2-D</td>
<td>3-D</td>
<td>3° × 4°</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Zeng et al., 2004</td>
<td></td>
<td>3-D</td>
<td>3° × 4°</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Table 9.A.2 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(1) Model name</th>
<th>(2) Model version</th>
<th>(3) Main reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Atmosphere</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) Model type</td>
<td>(2) Dimensions</td>
<td>(3) Resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Radiation and cloudiness</td>
<td>(5) References</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uvic</td>
<td>UVic 2.9</td>
<td>(1) (Weaver et al., 2001)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Ocean** |                   |                    |
| (1) Model type | (2) Dimensions    | (3) Resolution     |
| (4) Radiation and cloudiness | (5) References |
| EMBM = energy moisture balance model; DEMBM = energy moisture balance model including some dynamics; SD = statistical-dynamical model; QG = quasi-geostrophic model; 2-D(φ, λ) = vertically averaged; 3-D = three-dimensional; LRAD = linearized radiation scheme; CRAD = comprehensive radiation scheme; NCL = non-interactive cloudiness; ICL = interactive cloudiness; CHEM = chemistry module; n° × m° = n degrees latitude by m degrees longitude horizontal resolution; Lp = p vertical levels.
| PE = primitive equation model; 2-D(φ, z) = zonally averaged; 3-D = three-dimensional; RL = rigid lid; FS = free surface; ISO = isopycnal diffusion; MESO = parameterization of the effect of mesoscale eddies on tracer distribution; TCS = complex turbulence closure scheme; DC = parameterization of density-driven downward-sloping currents; n° × m° = n degrees latitude by m degrees longitude horizontal resolution; Lp = p vertical levels.
| (1) 0-LT, R, 2-LIT | (2) (Weaver et al., 2001) |

| **Sea Ice** |                   |                    |
| (1) Schemes | (2) References |
| 0-LT = 0-layer thermodynamic scheme; PD = prescribed drift; DOC = drift with oceanic currents; R = viscous-plastic or elastic-viscous-plastic rheology; 2-LIT = two-level ice thickness distribution (level ice and leads).
| 1-LST, CSM, RIV | (2) (1) BO (Schmittner et al., 2005) (2,3) BT; BV (Cox, 2001) |

| **Coupling** |                   |                    |
| (1) Flux adjustment | (2) References |
| AM, NH, NW | (1) (Meissner et al., 2003) |

| **Land Surface** |                   |                    |
| (1) Soil schemes | (2) References |
| 1-LST, CSM, RIV | (2) (1) BO (Schmittner et al., 2005) (2,3) BT; BV (Cox, 2001) |

| **Biosphere** |                   |                    |
| (1) Ocean and references | (2) Land and references | (3) Vegetation and references |
| BO = model of oceanic carbon dynamics; BT = model of terrestrial carbon dynamics; BV = dynamical vegetation model.
| TM = thermomechanical model; 3-D = three-dimensional; n° × m° = n degrees latitude by m degrees longitude horizontal resolution; n km × m km = horizontal resolution in kilometres; Lp = p vertical levels.
| CS, SW | (2) (Eby et al., 2009) |

| **Ice Sheets** |                   |                    |
| (1) Model type | (2) Dimensions    | (3) Resolution     |
| (4) References |
| BO = model of oceanic carbon dynamics; BT = model of terrestrial carbon dynamics; BV = dynamical vegetation model.
| TM | (2) 3-D |

| **Sediment and Weathering** |                   |                    |
| (1) Model type | (2) References |
| CS | SW |

Notes:
(a) EMBM = energy moisture balance model; DEMBM = energy moisture balance model including some dynamics; SD = statistical-dynamical model; QG = quasi-geostrophic model; 2-D(φ, λ) = vertically averaged; 3-D = three-dimensional; LRAD = linearized radiation scheme; CRAD = comprehensive radiation scheme; NCL = non-interactive cloudiness; ICL = interactive cloudiness; CHEM = chemistry module; n° × m° = n degrees latitude by m degrees longitude horizontal resolution; Lp = p vertical levels.

(b) FG = frictional geostrophic model; PE = primitive equation model; 2-D(φ, z) = zonally averaged; 3-D = three-dimensional; RL = rigid lid; FS = free surface; ISO = isopycnal diffusion; MESO = parameterization of the effect of mesoscale eddies on tracer distribution; TCS = complex turbulence closure scheme; DC = parameterization of density-driven downward-sloping currents; n° × m° = n degrees latitude by m degrees longitude horizontal resolution; Lp = p vertical levels.

(c) n-LT = n-layer thermodynamic scheme; PD = prescribed drift; DOC = drift with oceanic currents; R = viscous-plastic or elastic-viscous-plastic rheology; 2-LIT = two-level ice thickness distribution (level ice and leads).

(d) PM = prescribed momentum flux; AM = momentum flux anomalies relative to the control run are computed and added to climatological data; NM = no momentum flux adjustment; NH = no heat flux adjustment; RW = regional freshwater flux adjustment; NW = no freshwater flux adjustment.

(e) NST = no explicit computation of soil temperature; n-LST = n-layer soil temperature scheme; NSM = no moisture storage in soil; BSM = bucket model for soil moisture; CSM = complex model for soil moisture; RIV = river routing scheme.

(f) BO = model of oceanic carbon dynamics; BT = model of terrestrial carbon dynamics; BV = dynamical vegetation model.

(g) TM = thermomechanical model; 3-D = three-dimensional; n° × m° = n degrees latitude by m degrees longitude horizontal resolution; n km × m km = horizontal resolution in kilometres; Lp = p vertical levels.

(h) CS = complex ocean sediment model; SW = simple, specified or diagnostic weathering model.